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P~LEONTOLOGY. 

VAN CLEVE'S FOSSIL CORALS. 

IDKNTIFIED AND COMPILED 

By PROFESSOR JAMES HALL. 

This work is a continuation of that by Dr. C. A. White, in 
the previous report for 1881, and is published with the desire of 
preserving some of Mr. Van Cleve's work on the fossil corals. 
The engraved plates and manuscripts of Mr. Van Cleve have 
been compared with the published descriptions of Americttn 
corals, and the species identified so far as possible. The de
scriptions of the species have been compiled lat;gely from their 
original sources. These, with the accompanying illustrations, 
will enable the student to identify many of the common and 
characteristic forms of the fossil corals of Indiana. 

A list of the species published in the previous report is here
with given; and, also, those of the present paper, with refer
ences to the MSS. names of Mr. Van Cleve. 

The labor of comparison and arrangement of the material 
has been principally done by Mr. C. E. Beecher, under my dic
tation and supervision. 

Li.st of speci.es published in the Indiana Geological Report 
for 1881: 

I,OWER SILURIAN. 

Streptelasma corniculum, Hall. 
Palreophyllum divaricans, Nicholson. 
Favistella stella~a, Hall. 
Protarea vetusta, Edwards & Haime. 
Constellaria antheloidea, Hall. 
Monticulipora frondosa, D'Orbigny. 
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UPPER SILURIAN. 

Lyellia a~ericana, Edwards & Haime. 
Halysites catenulata, Linnreus. 
Heliolites elegans, Hall. 
_F'avosites javosus, Goldfuss. 
Oladopora reticulata; Hall. 
Clathropora jrondosa, HalL 

DEVONIAN. 

Acervularia davtdsoni, Edwards & Haime. 
Diphyphyllum archiaci, Billings. 

" stramineum, Billings. 
" arundinaceum, Billings. 

Eridophyllum strictum, Edwards & Haime. 
Pystifhyllum t'esiculosum, Goldfuss. 
Zaphrentis rafinesquii, Edwards & Haime. 
Amplexus yandelli, Ed wards & Haime. 
Fat'osites basaltica, Goldfuss. 

" polymorpha, Goldfuss. 
" "var. dubia, Goldfuss. 

Fistulipora canadensis, Billings. 
Alveolite~ goldfussi, Billings. 
StriatQPora Unnceana, Billings. 
Syringopora pel'elegans, Billings. 

" maclurei, Billings. 
Stromatopora pustulifera? Winchell. 

LOWER CARBONIFEROUS. 

Lithostrotion mammillare, Castelnau. 

In the present paper the following species are described, or 
referred to: 

TRENTON LIMESTONE. 

Receptaculites oweni Hall = Ooscinopora sulcata, (Goldfuss), 
Van Cleve. 
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CORALS. 

HUDSON RIVER GROUP • 

• 
Favistella stellata, Hall=Astrea prismatica, Van Cleve. 

Monticulip(Yf'lt diseoidea James= Ceriopora orbiculata"Van Cleve . 
• , gracilis, J ames= Ceriopora tenuis, Van Oleve. 
" 'jamesi Nicholson=in part, Ceriopora multiformis, 

" 

" 

" 

" 
. 
" 

" 

Van Cleve. 
andrewsi Ni~holson=in part, Ceriopo~a multi

j(Yf'mis, Van Cleve. 
ulriehi Nicholson=in part, Ceriopora multiformis, 

Van Cleve. 
dalii Edwards & Haime=in part.,Ceriopora muri- , 

cata, Van Cleve. 
'lnamrnulata D'Orbigny.=in part, Ceriopora muri

caia, Van Cleve . 
approximata=NicholsOIl Ceriopora mammulata, 

Van Cleve. 
tuberculata=Edwards & Hiime= Ceriopora tUQer

eulata, Van Cleve. 
Pal<£ophyllum divaricans NicholsOIl= Cyathophyltum dianthus, 

(Goldfus's), Vall Cleve. 

l'ijIAGARA . GROUP. 

Hdiolites interstiru:tu8, Linne=Astrea porosa, (Goldfuss), 
Van Cleve. 

LyeUia amerieana Edwards & Haime=Astrea vesiculosa, 
Van Cleve. 

Farosites jav08us Goldfuss:-Calarnopora favosa, (Goldfuss), 
Van Cleve. \ 

Theeia major, Rominger=Astrea septa, Van Cleve. 

Syringopora verticillata Goldfuss=Syrin.qopora verticillata,(Gold-
, fuss), Van Cleve . 

. AuloporalJanelevii Hall=Aulopora serpens" (GoldfuRs), 
Van Cleve. 

Eridophyllum rugolmm Edwards & Haime.=Lithodendron larvi
jormis, V a~ Cleve. 

16-G1tOL. 
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CORNIFEROUS LIMESTONE. 

Favosites emmonsi, Rominger=Calamopora --, Van Cleve. 

" limitaris," " spongites (Goldf.), " .. 
" 

, 
hemisphericus Yandell & Shumard=alveolaris, (Gold

fuss), Van Cleve. 

Syringopora perelegrins Billings=SyringQPora cO!spitosa, (Gold-
"fuss), Van Cleve. . 

Heliophyllum halli Edwards & Haime= Cyathophyllurn turbina
tum, (Goldfuss), Van Cleve. 

Heliophyllum coalitum, Rominger. = Cyathophyllurn helian
thoides, (Goldfuss), Van Cleve. 

Cyathophyllu'ln rugosurn, Edwards & Haime. = Cyathophyllurn 
hexagonum, (Goldfuss), Van Cleve. ' 

Diphyphyllum strarnineum, Billings. = Lithodendron jlexuosum, 
Van Cleve. 

Eridophyllum vemeuilianum, Edwards & Haime. = Lithoden
dr-on verticillaturn, Van Cleve. 

Eridophyllum simcoense, Billings. = Lilhodendron vemiculare, 
Van Uleve. 

• 
Cystiphylluin pustulatum, Hall. = ()yathophyllwn I'esiculosum, 

(Goldfuss), Van Cleve. 

Syringostroma densurn, Nicholson. 
(Goldfuss), Van Cleve. 

BRYOZOA. 

HUDSON RIVER GROUP. 

Agaricia bDZetffonnis, 

Ptilodictya, falciformis, Nicholson. = Ceriopol"a ens{fol'rnis, 
Van Oleve. 

CLINTON HROUP. 

Ptilodictya expansa, Hall & Whitfield. = Ptilodictya lanceolata, 
(Goldfuss), Van Cleve. ' 

Ptilodictya bipunctata, Van Cleve. = Ptilodictya bipunctata, 
Van Cleve. 
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Stictopora compressa, Van Cleve. = Eschara compressa, 
Van Cieve. 

Stictopora bijurcata, Van Cleve. = Eschara bifurcata, Van Cleve. 

Stictopora Van clevii, Hall. = Eschara ramosa, Van Cleve. 

Stictopora multifida, Van Cleve. = Eschara multifida, Van Cleve. 

Retepora angulata, Hall. = Retepora producta, Van Cleve. 

TRENTON LIMESTONE. 

PROTISTA. 

RECEPTACULITES, De France. 

RECEPTACULITES OWENI. 

Plate 1, Fig. l. 

Receptaculites Ott'Mi, HALL •. Geological Report, Wisconsin, 1861. 
Ooscinopom 8uleata (Goldfu8s), VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

Specimens of this species were obtained from the lead-bear
ing rocks of Iowa, and identified with Coscinopora sulcata, of 
Goldfuss, by Mr. Van. Cleve. Dr. Owen had previously made 
the same identification, and termed the lead-bearing rock "as 
the" Coscinopora beds." (Report on the Mineral Region of 
the Northwest, p. 40, 1844~) 

Orzqinal Deseription.-Body consisting of a br9ad, expanded 
disc, from four to twelve inches in width, and from one-quarter 
to half an inch in thickness (rarely a little thicker); surface un
dulating, with an abrupt funnel-shaped depression in the cen
ter of the upper side, from which the cell-rows radiate in curved 
lines. 

The thickness in the center is not more than one-eighth of 
an inch, and at a distance of three or four inches from the cen
ter is less than half an inch; cells cylindrical in the middle and 
contracted above and below, the walls of the cavities often 
showing transverse stl'ioo, which appear like the remains of 
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septa. The distance of the cells from each other is variable, 
those near the center being closer together, though, in reced
ing from the center, there are, at jnterv,als, intercalated rows of 
cells, which take the same direction, and give the cells a closer 
arrangement toward the margin than in the intermediate space 
before the intercalation of the additional rows. The apertures, 
both above and below, are essentially rhomboidal; but in well 
preserved surfaces there are remains of rays, which, however, 
are rarely observed; and I have not seen them on the opposite 
sides of the same specimen. 

The various stages of decomposition, and degrees of' preser
vation, present a great variety of surface aspect. In some con
ditions there is visible It distinct groove, extending along the 
surface from one cell to the next, across the curving inter
spaces. 

Geological Formation, and Localities.-In the Galena limestone 
of Wisconsin, Northern Illinois, and the eastern part of Iowa, 
this fossil is everywhere present, and is the most marked and 

, characteristic form in the rock. , 
'Specimens of RelJeptaculites are found in the Niagara group 

of Indiana. They offer such varied conditions of preservation, 
and their true nature and structure is so little understood, that 
extracts from a paper by Mr. Billings upon this subject are 
here introduced, giving the results of comparisons between a 
number of species and many individuals. The paper in ques
tion appeared in the" Canadian N aturalil'lt" for June, 1865. 

"The genus may be described as consisting of organisms, _ 
which, when full-grown and perfect, are of a discoid, cylin
drical, ovate or' globular shape, hollow within, and usually, if 
not always, with ;:tn aperture in the upper side. In or near the' 
center of the lower sid.e there is generally to be seen a small 
rounded protuberance, indicating, most probably, the position 
of the primitive cell or nucleus from which the animal com- ( 
menced its growth. In some species the lower side is' more 
or less concave, and often the nucleus is not at all elevated 
above the surface adjacent thereto. Its place, however, ill the 
absence of any other guide, may generally be found by ob
serving the point toward which the spiral lines or rows of 
plates on th~ outer surface converge. The body-wall is of a 
somewhat complex structure. It consists of three parts-an 
external and an internal integument, and, between these, the 
pecnliar . tubular or spicular skeleton presently to be described. 
The external integument may be called the' ectorhin,' and the 
internal the' endorhin.'" 
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"The ectorhin is usually composed of numerous small rhom
boidal plates, closely fitting together, and arranged in curved 
rows, which radiate in all directions from the nucleus outward 
to the peripheral margin of the base, and thence, ascending, 
converge to the edge of the aperture in the upper side., Two 
or three of these rows of plates (the precise number is not yet 
determined) originate in the nucleus, and, as they diverge from 
each other, newrows are introduced between them. The num
ber of rows diminish l).gain on the upper side aGcording as they 
converge toward the apex of the fossil. The plates at and im
mediate.1y around the nucleus, and also toward the center of 
the upper side, are somewhat smaller than they are at the wid
est part or middle region of the body. It seems probable that, 
in some of the species, this integument was ofa flexible, cori
aceous consistence. In others, the plates were solid. In R. 
occidentalis (Salter), when silicified specimens are treated with 
acid, the plates are easily separable; and, therefore, although 
in close contact, they are not anchylosed togethel'. 

"The endorhin is also composed of small rhomboidal plates, 
arranged in curving rows, but it differs from the ectorhin in be
ing perforated by numerous small circular orifices, one of which 
is situated at each point where the angles of four plates meet. 
From the center of each of the plates of this integument there 
radiate four small canals, one proceeding straight to the middle 
of each of the sides of the plate, where it communicates with 
a similar canal in the adjoining plates. Each of these plates 
is, therefore, connected by these canals with the four plates in 
contact with it. The canals are excavated in the substance of 
the plates, and communicate with the central canal of the 
transverse tubes. The canals are not always perfectly circular, 
but are often flattened or irregularly circular. The endorhin 
varies greatly in the extent to which it is developed. In some 
specimens the plates are well defined and rhomboidal, with per
fectly'circular pores at the angles. In others the plates are not 
at all defined,. the ectorhin being one continuous integument 

• without sutures, but always with the full complement of pores. 
The latter, in such specimens, are not all circular, but are va
riously shaped orifices, sometimes with rough edges. There. 
are also. specimens in which the endorhin consists of only a thin 
film capping, as it were, the tubes and inclosing the canals, the 
pores being proportionally larger than they are in those with 
well-developed plates. The end of each tube in these speci
mens fotms an irregular, rounded tubercle, instead of a rhom-
boidal plate." . . 

"The tubular skeleton, above alluded to, consists of numer
ous small, straight, rarely curved, cylindrical tubes or hollow 
spicula, placed parallel to each, other and at right angles to the 
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plane of the body-wall, of which they form the greater portion. 
They connect, and at the same time keep asunder the ectorhin ' 
and the endorhin. One of these tubes springs from the center of 
each plate o{ the ectorhin. It is, at its base, or next to the ec
torhin" very slender, but enlarges so as to attain its full thick
ness at about one-fourth of its le.ngth, and then remains at the 
same diameter throughout until it reaches the endorhin, by a 
single plate, of which its inner extremity is, as it were, capped. 
The outer extremity of each tube has four slender stolons, one 
proceeding to each of the four angles of that particular plate 
of the ectorhin from the center of which it (the tube) springs. 
It there seems to form a connection with the stolons of the· 
three adjacent plates, whose angles meet at that point. The 
stolons are so arranged that-ane of them always points inwards 
towards the nucleus, and aue>ther, on the opposite side of the 
tube, outwards or up-wards. It is proposed to call these the 
radial stolons; they form continuous lines, radiating in all di
rections away from the nucleus. The other two stolons of each 
tube project at right angles to the direction of the radial sto
lons; they form circles around the nucleus, and may, therefore, 
be called the cyclical stolons. The connection of all these dif
ferent parts may be better understood by studying the follow
ing figures:" 

I. •..... , . ~ '. , 

,. . . 

2. 

Figure 1, is of a small portion of the body-walls, broken 
transversely to show the tubes and the apertures of the hollow 
stolons. Figure 2 represents the usual appearance of the lower 
portion. ..one cornel' of the specimen is represented as de
nuded of the ector}1in, showing the characters beneath, which 
are explained by reference to figure 3, which is a diagramatic 
restoration, showing the features described above. These 

iI figures. are somewhat abridged from those given in the" Cana-
dian Naturalist." ." 

• 
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POLYPI. 

HUDSON 'RIVER GROUP. 

COL UMN ARIA, GOLDFUSS. 

FA VISTELLA, HALL. 

FAVISTELLA s'rELLATA. 
Plate I, Fig8. 2,3,4. 

Favistella 8tellata, HALL. Pal. N. Y. vol. i, 1847. 
" " " WHITE. Geology and Natural History of Indiana, 11th 

Report, 1881, p. 378. 

'],he figures of this species on plate 1, are given in addition 
to those identified by Mr. White, and serve to further illus
trate this characteristic species of the Hudson River group. 

This species is abundant in the upper part of the Hudson 
River Group at Madison and other localities in Indiana. 

MONTICULIPORA,* D'Orbigny. 

MONTICULIPORA DISCOIDEA. 

Plate 10-Fig.~. 4, 5. 

Ghretete8 discoideus, .JAMES. Cat. Low. Sil. Foss., 1871. 
., • "NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 206, 187;3. 

Geriapora orbieulata, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Corallum free, discoid, sharp-edged, concavo-convex, from 
five to eight lines in diameter, and from one to nearly two lines 
in greatest thickness. Under surface concave, covered with a 

_ very thin epitheca, which but for one or two obscure concen
tric wrinkles, is nearly smooth, and which is in general so del
icate as to reveal clearly through its substance the bases of the 
superjacent corallites. Upper :surface gently convex, not ex-. 

"The following species have been described under the genus Monticulipora, and some of 
them have been more recently arranged by Nicholson under new subgeneric designations 
Other subgenera have also been proposed by Mr. Ulrich, and th~re is still a want of agree
ment among the several authors who have described the species of this group of fossils. The 
material at the disposal of the writer for the present purpose does not afford the means for 
eritical discussion, nor is the subject, under any circumstances, an inviting one at the pres
Qnt time. 
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hibiting aby tubercles or elevations of any kind. Corallites 
sub-equal, the larger ones usually scattered irregularly amongst 
the smaller ones, and rarely aggregated into distinct groups. 
Calices with moderately thin walls, polygonal or aub-circular, 
from eight to ten in the space of one line. The ordinary co
rallites are not separated by any system of minute intermediate 
tubuli." (Nicholson Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 206, 1875.) 

Formation ((nd Localities.-1n the Hudson river group of 1n
dial'la and Ohio. 

MONTICULIPORA {tRACILIS. 

Plate 10, Pig.g, 1, 2, 3, and Plate 11, Pig. 11. 

Chmtetes gmcili.s, JAMES. Cat. Foss. Cincinnati Group. 1871. 
Oe.riopora tenuis, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Corallum dendroid, the branches solid or hollow, cylindrical 
or sub-cylindrical, dividing dichotomously at short intervals 
and at very acute angles (usually from 25° to 40°), from less 
than one line to two lines or more in diameter. Corallites very 
small, from ten to twelve in the space of one line, opening 
obliquely on the surface by oval or sub-triangular calices, the 
walls of which are separated by very distinct lines of demarka
tion, aud between which are placed more or fewer very minute 
tubuli. The surface shows no elevations or tubercles, but is 
entirely smooth, and altogether destitute of any groups of 
large-sized corallites. The margins of the calices are some
times finely granulated. This species may, in general, be dis
t\nguished b:y the oval, or rounded, thick-walled calices, and 
the minute dImensions of the ordinary corallites, together with 
the marked obliquity of the corallites to the surface, and the 
very acute angle at which the sterns bifurcate." (Nicholson, 
Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 198, 187;).) . 

Formation alld Localities.-Hudsoll River group, Indiana and 
Ohio. 

MONTICULIPORA JAMESI. 

Plate 11, ~Ji'ig. 8. 

Ch(etele.; Jamcsi, NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 200, 1875. 
In part Ccriop01'a mult~f01'111i •• , VAN CLEVE MSS., 1858 . 

.. Oorallum of cylindrical or sub-cylindrical, usually hollow 
branches, the diameter of which is from three to five lines, or 
of lobate or sub-palmate masses, the extremities of which are 
rounded. Branyhes, in the ramose examples, dividing dichot-

'" omously at varying intervals, irregularly thickened and nodu
lated, Corallites oval, circular,. or sub-polygonal in section, of 
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unequal sizes. The larger corallites are about six in the' space 
of one line, with extremely thick walls, the margins of the 
oval or rounded calices being generally obscurely tuberculated 
. or granulated. The large corallites are occasionally separated by 
extremely minute cylindrical tubuli, which vary in number in 
different splicimens, or in different parts of the same specimen, 
their presence, however, usually being a little conspicuous. '.1;'he 
surface exhibits no eminences or tubercles of any kind, nOl'are 
there any groups of large sized corallites; but typical speci
mens exhibit, at inegular intervals, stellate spaces,which are 
either solid or minutely punctate, and which have a diameter 
of about two-thirds of a line." (Nicholson, Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, 
p. 200,1875.) 

Formation and Localities.-Hudson Ri ver group, Ohio and In,
diana. 

MONTICULIPORA ANDREWSl. 

Plate 11, Fig. 9. 

Mcmticulipara andrewsi, NICHOLSON. Structure and affinities of Monticulipora, 1881. 
In part Oeriopora multi/armis, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

MONTICULIPORA U LRICHI. 

Plate 11, Fig. 10, 

Monticulipol'a ulrichi, NICHOLSON. Structure and affinitie~ of Monticulipora, ~881. 
In part Oeriopara multi/ormis, V AN CLEVE MSS" 1853. 

MONTICUJ,lPORA DALIl. 

Plate 11, Fig. 2. 

Ohretetes dulii, E. & H. Pa!. Foss. des Terr. Pa!., 1851. 
In part Ceriopara muricata, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
Monticulipara ramosa, E. & H., as identified by some authors, 

"Coralhim branching, the stems cylindrical or elliptical, 
diverging dichotomously at short intervals, sometimes reticu
lating their average diameter when full grown from three to 
four lines, but when immature from one to two lines. Calices 
in general, six to eight in the space of one line, polygonal, 
with moderately thick walls. A greater or less number of ex
~eedingly small calices always intercalated among the ordinary 
~orallites. Surface covered with conical, often sharply pointed, 
rarely transversely elongated eminences or tubercles, which 
sometimes attain a height of more than half a line, and which 
are placed at distallces apart of from half a line to nearly one 
line. Commonly these' eminences are arranged in irregular 
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diagonal lines, and they are always occupied by corallites which 
do not exceed the average in point of size. The summits of 
the tubercles, indeed, are not unfrequently solid, or are occupied 
by corallites of less than average size." (Nicholson, Pal. Ohio, 
vol. ii, ~. 192, 1875.) 

Formation and Localities.-Hudson River group, indiana and 
Ohio. 

MONTICULIPORA MAMMULATA. 

Plate 11, Fig. 1. 

JIrlonticulipom marmnulata, D'ORBIGNY. Podr~ de Paleont., 1850. 
In part Ceriopora muriro/a, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Corallum forming irregular expanions of very considerable 
size, sometimes palmate or lobate, carrying the polypes on both 
sides; thicknes& of the corallum' usually varying from two to 
four lines; surface covered ;withrwell-marked and prominent 
tuberosites, usually.of a rounded or obtusely conical form, the 
elevation of which varies in different specimens. The tubercles' 
are somewhat irregularly arranged, at intervals of one line to 
a line and a half apart, and they are covered with calices which 
are very slightly larger than the average, occasionally with 
some very minute tubes interspersed amongst them. The cor
a1lites are sub-equal, polygonal, with thin walls, from eight to 
ten in the space of one line. Very rarely one or two very 
minute calices may be detected at the angles of the average 
corallites." (Nicholson, Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 207, 1875.) 

Formation and Localities.-In the shales of the Hudson River 
group, Indiana and Ohio. 

MONTICUI,IPORA APPROXIMATA. 

Plate 11, Fig. 6. 

Chretetes approxirrtatUl<, NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 193, 1875. 
Ceriopora mammuiata, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Corallum composed of cylindrical stems, from one and a 
half to nearly three lines in diameter, dividing dichotomously 
at short intervals. Corallites tolerably thick-walled, oval, sub
circular, or polygonal in shape, from eight to ten in the space 
of one line, often with excessively minute coralIites interspersed 
amongst them, though these are rarely as abundant as' in the 
preceding forms, and may be nearly absent. Surface exhibit
ing a number of small conical or somewhat transverselyelon
gated eminences, which are very slightly ~levated above the 
general surface. These eminences are placed in irregular diag-
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onal rows, ·separate about half a line transversely and two
thirds of a line measured vertically, and they are either solid at 
their summit or carry a few excessively small cylindrical tubuli, 
with or without one or more of the ordinary corallites." (Nich
olson, Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 193, 1875.) 

Formation and Localities.-Hudson River group, Ohio and 
Indiana. 

For reference to figures 3, 4, 5, 7,12 and 13, see explanatiolls 
of plate 11. 

MONTICULIPORA TUBERCULATA. 

Plate 10, Pig. 6. 

()hretetes tuberculatus, E. AND H. Pal. Foss. des Terr~ Pal., 1851. 
Compare Ohretet~ cortirons, NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 210, 1875. 
<Jeriopora tubemulata, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

Mr. Van Cleve had intended giving the same specific name 
to this fossil as was published by Edwards & Haime. In his 
MSS. description he says: 

"Forms a covering upon other- fossils; the specimens thus 
far found having been in every case upon fragments of ortho
<!eratites. The surface is set with carinate turbercles, alternat~ 
ing with each other in perpendicular ranges, and having their. 
longer diameters in the direction of the ranges. The cell
mouths are equal, and cover alike the tubereles and the spaces 
between them." . 

Formation and Localities.-Hudsoll River group, Indiana and 
Ohio. 

PALLEOPHYLLUM, Billings. 

P ALlEOPHYLL UM DIV ARICANS. 

Plate 1, Pig. 5. 

()yathophYUum dianthus, (Goldfu$s,) VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
PaI=phyUum dit'a1'icans, NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, 1875. 
Palreophyllum divaricans, (Nicholson), WHITE. G,"ology and Natural History, 

Indiana, 11th Report, p. 377, 1881. 

A description of this species is given in the Indiana Report, 
loco cit. -
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N I A GAR A G R 0 U P. 

HELIOLITES, Guettard. 

HELIOLITES INTERiTINCTUS. 

Plate 2, Fig8. 1, 2, 3. 

J.'lfadrepora interstincta, :t:.INNE. SYBt. Nat., 1767. 
A8trea vesicU/08a, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

Mr. Van Cleve's description probably refers to this species, 
although his figures are not perfectly clear. The description, 

. as taken from his manuscript is as follows: 
"Astrea fungiform, Or somewhat branched; stars equal, dis

tant, sunken; lamellal few; interstices porous." 
"This coral is found nodular, semiglob-qhtr, fungiform with 

stipes of various length, and, occasioually in fragments exhib-
I itiuga branched structure. The entire surface is covered with 

small pores, like punctures of a needle, among which small, 
deep stars are sunken. They st nd without ord.er, rather dis
tant from each 9ther, and have only 12 or 14 slight lamellal. 
The stars and pores are upon oth the upper and lower sur
'faces, and upon the stipes of the fungiform specimens also." 

Formation and Localities.-" Gavel, Da.yton, silicious, Hunt
ington, Indiana. 

Specirhens of this species ar numerous in Indiana, Ken
tucky and Tennessee, and of less freqneilt occurrence in Michi
gan and other localities. 

L YELIJIA, Edu ards 0' Haime. 

LYELLIA A ERICANA. 

Plate 2, 1;'ig8. 4, 5; Plate 3, Fig 7. 

Lyellin Americana, E. & H. Mon. Pal. FOB. Terr. PaL, 1851. 
As/ren porosa, (Goldfus~) V AN CLEVE MS3. 1853. 
Lycllia Americana, (E. & H.) WHITE. Geo ogy and Nat. Hi~t. Indiana, 11 Report, 

p. 381, 1881. , 

The figure given on plate 47 o' the 11th Report (plate 3, fig. 
7, of this Report) represents a nch wGuthered specimen and 
special phase of the occurrence f this species. Figures 4 and 
5 on plate 2, are enlargements, showing the structure of the 
corallum. 
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THEClA, Edwards ~Haim:e. 

THEClA MAJOR. 

pli.te 2, Fig. 6. 

Astren septa, V AN Cr.I:VE ~fHS., 1853. 
''l'heIJin majo!', RoMIN(JER. HeoJ. SurV'. Mich. Pal., p. 67, 1876. 
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The figure referred to this species on plate 2, has somewhat 
larger corallites than is common; but the description given by 
Mr. Van Cleve corresponds very closely with the original de. 
scription of Dr. Rominger, which is as follows: 

"Discoid lenticular expansions, covered on the lower side by 
a concentrically wrinkled epitheca, with diverging strire, indi· 
cating the outlines of procumbent tubes, which bend into an 
erect position before they open on the upper surface of tile 
disks. Diameter of tubes two millimeters,joining under well· 
marked, obtusely crested, polygonal margins, which in.close 
dilated artificial pits. Walls stout, but variable in thickness in 
different portions of the sam~ speCimens. Twelve radial,crests 
extend half way to the centre; their edges are decorated with 
two rows of granulose spinules. Diaphragms numerous,par· 
tiaHy fiat, partially convex,. fOl'ining a monticulos!;J projection 
with spinulose or granulose surface. Por.es large and abundant." 

Formation and Loealities-.lnthe Niagara group at Charles
ton Landing, and other localities inlndiaua, and at numerous 
localities throughout the western extension of this formation. 

FA VOSITES, Lantarck. 

F AVOSITES FAVOSUS. 

Plate 3, Figs. 1-4. 

Ca/amopara jatVJ8a, GOLDJ'1JSS. Petrel. Germ., 1826. 
Galamopom jaV08a, (Goldfuas), VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
Favolfites javosus (GoldfuBS), WHITE. Geology and Nat. Hist. of Ind., 11th Report, 

p. 383, 1881. 
This species was previously identified among the plates of 

Mr. Van Cleve by Dr. C. A. White. The figures above referred 
to serve to illustrate this common and characteristic coral of 
the Niagara group. 

F AVOSITES (.A.STROCERlUM) VENUSTUS. 
t:: 

Plate 2, Ji'igs. 7, 8. 

Astrocerium vtmmtum, HALl.. Pal. N. Y., vol. 2, p. 120, pl. 34, 1852. 
VAN CLETE MSS., 1853. 

The figures on plat~ 2, referred to this species, represent 
its ordinary characters. Figure 7 shows the cell apertures 
somewhat enlarged • .. 

, 
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SYRINGOPORA, Goldfuss. 

SYRINGOPoRA VERTICILLATA. 

Plate 3. Fig. 5.

SyringopoN~ vel'ticiltutu, GOLDFUSS. Petref. Germ., 1826, 
Syringopora verticiltata, (Goldfu8s,) VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Large aggregations of parallel or diverging tubular stem8~ 
from two to three millimeters in diameter, keeping a distance 
of from two to :five millimeters apart, across which they con
nect at various not very close intervals by narrow, transverse, 
branch tubules, of which two or three are always ~ent oft· at 

, nearly the same height, but not in true verticillate position. 
The tubes are :filltd by invaginated, irregularly funnel-shaped 
diaphragms, attenuated at the lower ends into long siphons. 
The longitudinal rows of' spinnles are rarerly well preserved in 
tnetubes of the specimens which are all fo~qnd in silicified con
'iition. The colonies of stelI).s are often, large, several feet in 
diamMer; their basal portions, composed of prostrate, irreg
ularly reticnlated expansions of' stems, differ considerably from 
the erect parts, and aIpong the specimens of colonies a great 
many variations occur as regards the size of the tubes or their 
mode of growth. In some the stem" are distant, in others near; 
in some perfectly straight, in, other's flexuose or geniculated 
with regular verticillate side connections or with dispersed side 
arms branchiug oft' at remote interva.ls or in closer proximity." 
(Rominger Geol. Survey, Michigan, pal. p. 80.) 

The descriptIOn and observations of Mr. Van Cleve on this 
species are of value and interest, and are here repeated in full. 

"Syringopora with straight, remote tubes; s,mall connecting tubes 
sub-verticillate. 

"The cylindric, perpendicular and parallel tubes have the 
thickness of a stout raven quill and have the partitions within 
them close together. The side connecting tubes are almost 
verticillate. Calcareouspetrejaction, from Drurnmond's Island, 
Lake Huron. 

(" Gravel, Dayton. In the specimens found here, there is more 
regularity in the positions of the whorls, thaa in the one figured 
by' Goldfuss, their perpendicqlar distances ft'om' each other 
being less and more uniform and their horizontal extensions 
being almost in perfect planes. In &nsequence of this, the 
coral has the form and appearance of a very regular scaffold-
ing.") ,j. 

Formation and Localities.-Specimens maybe met with at 
any of the productive localities of the Niagara lim'estone. 
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AULO.;pORA, Goldfuss: 

AULOPOR.A VANCLEVII, - N. Sp. 

Plate 4; Figs. 1, 2. 

AulOJHrm serpens, (GoJdfnss), VAN CLJo;VE MSS., 1853. 

From the descriptioH and figures of Mr. Van Cleve, we a~e 
led to consider his specimens as having been found in the Nia
gara Group of Indiana, and therefore differing from A. serpens 
belonging to the Devonian. H~s description is as follows: 

-"Aulopora incrusting; creeping; tubes nQ,rrow, pr'oiiferous 
from the side of the apex alternately or connected in network; 
orifices contracted, opening upward. ' 

"The straight obconic tubes ar-e proliferous near their upper 
ends, just below their mouths, w>hich are round, slightly con
tracted and curved ~pwards. Either one tube sprouts from 
the preceding one, or two of them put forth, which then reo 
cede from each other in a fork, and then frequently unite again 
like a net by new sprouts and form meshes of difterent shapes 
and sizes." , , 

There are specimens in the State collection from the Falls of 
the Ohio and vicinity, which agree very well with the above 
description and the figure on plate 4. Aulopora serpens is a 
much larger form, although of similar growth. 

Formation and Localities.-:-Niagara Group, Indiana and Ken
tucky. 

ERIDOPHYLL UM, Edwm"ds ~ Haime. 

ERIDOPHYLLUM RUGOSUM. 

Plate 3, Fig. 6. 

ErWophyllum rug08ltm E. ,&. H. MOD. Pol. Foss. des Terr. Pal. 1851. 
Lithodendron laroijm-mu, V AN CLJi:VE MSS., 1853. 

. ' 

Crespitosc masses of ,cylindrical stems. Stems about ten 
millimeters in diameter, parallel, flexuous, with marked con
strictions and numerons lateral, acanthiform processes of at
tachment. Lamejlre forty to fifty in each cup, crenulated. 

Formation and Localiti(!s.-Quite common in the Niagara 
group of Indiana and Kentucky. 
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CORNIFEROUS LIMESTONE. 

FA VQSITES, Lamarck.· 

FA VOSITES EMMONSI. 

Plate 4, Fi!J8. 3, 4. 

Emmonsia ~iBpherWa, E. & H. MODog. Polyp. Foss. Terr. Pal. 1851. 
CblamQpora -, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
Favoaitea emmonsi, ROllINGER. Fossil corals, p. '1:1. 1876. 

·.Fuvoritea emmomi, HALL. Illustrations of Devonian Fossils, pl. ix. 1876. 

The original description of this species, loe. cit., is as follows: 
;" Tubes unequal, r.ounded-polygonal, from one to one 'and a 
half millimeters in diameter. Tube channels longitudinally 

. striate by 'a cycle of twelve furrows; of the-intermediate ba.nd
like spaces, each one bears a vertical row of horizontal squamre, 
which are iu alternating position in the adjoining rows. Dia
phragms rarely simple, straight, generally cOIRPosed of anchy-
16sed, lateral squamre, presentin~ an angular, substellate surface; 
or the interlacing squamre remam free, and constitute imperfect 
septa instead of complete transverse diaphragms. Pores)arge, 
forming in single or double, or even triple r:Qws on each side, 
according to its width, and in plact'8 they are much more nu
merous than in others. It is often noticeable that tubes, for a 
ce'rtain part of their length, are intersected by simple, straight 
diaphrams, without complication by lateral squamre, and again, 
both above and below, are found' divided by very irregularly 
interlacing compound septa. This form grows in large convex 
masses, or in discoid expansions, with a conceutrically wrinkled 
epitheca on the lower side." 

Formation and Localities.-This species is common in the Cor
niferous limestone of Indiana, and is also found in Kentucky, 
Ohio, Michigan, New York and Canada. 

" . 

F AVOSITES LIMITABlS. 

Plate 4, Fi!J8. 5, 6>. 

Oaiamopora apongites (Goldfu8S), VAN CLEVE M~., 1853. 
Favo8ites limitaris, RollINGER. Foss. Corals, p. 36 .. , 1876. 

"Ramified and reticulated ste~s, from :live to ,fifteen milli
meters in thickness, forming horizontally explanate expansions 
or erect fruticose ramifications. Tubes very thick walled, open
ing nearly rectangularly to the surface, with circular orifices, 
the walls forming either a !lolid, undefined interstitial mass; or, , 
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in another state of preservation,. the polygonal outlilles of ellch 
tube are visible on the surface of the interstices as delicate en
graved lines. Several varieties are observed in regard to the 
mode of growth, and the size of the tubes. The tube orifices 
rarely exceed the diameter of one millimeter; often they are 
smaller, and in some forms they are all equal in a specimen. 
Others have smaller and larger orifices intermingled. A part 
of the orifices of the side faces of the stems are often found 
dosed by opercula, situated below the outer edge of the chan
nels; in the interior parts of the tube channels diaphrams are 
not regularly developed, and Me of rare occurrence. Pores 
large, distant, and irregularly dispersed. In older stems the 

. tube channels not unfrequently become considerably narrowed 
by excessive incrassation of the tube walls, while the pore chan
nels gain inle~gth and width, and appear on the surface as 
vermicular, transverse channels connecting the tube channels, 
which latter are, in their narrowed condition, hardly larger 
than the connecting pore channels." (Rominger, Fossil Corals, 
p.36.) . . 

Formation and Localities.~Commoll to the Cornif~rous lime
stone in Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, New York and Canada. 

FA VOSITES HEMISPHERIC US. 

Plate 5, Fig8. 1, 2. 

In part Oaiamopol'a aliJoo/aris (Goldfuss), VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
PavoBite8 hemisphericu8, YANDELL & SHUMARD. Contributions to the Geology of 

Kentucky. 1847. 
F'avo8ites hemisphe:ricu8, ROMINGER. F088il CoralR, p. 25, pI. vi. 1876. 
FavoBite<l hemisphe,icu8, HALL. Illustrations of Devonian Fossils, pI. ii.· 1R76. 
FavoBites turbinatu8, BU.LINGS. 1859. 
Not Favo8ites hemispheric:/I,B, EDWARDS & HAIME. 1851. 

The description of this species, as limited and amended by 
Dr. Rominger, is as-follows: 

"The tubes of this form are about two millimeters in diam
eter, of unequal size, rounded polygoila1. Tube cavity gener
ally smooth, intersected by simple flat diaphragms. It occurs 
rarely that the diaphra,$ms are compound and angular on the 
surface, formed by ancHylosis of lateral !lquamiform projections. 
Lateral pores large, usually in a single row on each side, and 
moderately distant. Sometimes, however, two rows of pores 
may be observed on a side. The mode of growth mentioned as 
the most characteristic feature of this species is, nevertheless, 
quite" variable. We find polyparia of subspberical orot' bi
convex lenticular form, or in cylindrical, Yirregularly flexuose, 
root-like masses, over a foot in length, or in elongated horn-

17-GEOL. 
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shape; all of which forms proceed from a single pl'oliferous 
mother-tube. At first the poJyparium is attached by its narrow 
and usually excentrical apex, but soon it becomes free, and the 
apex is folded over by the. spreading margins of the rapidly 
enlarging corallum. The tubes diverge in graceful Clll'VeS from 
an imaginary central axis toward the periphery. Those ends 

. terminating on the lateral faces of the cOl'allnm. have their 
walls thickened in their peripheral portion, and thei!" orifices 
are all closed by opercula of concentric annular structure, with 
a central opening while growing, which is finally closed by a 
so1i1 nodular piece. The margins of the opercula are fre
quently decorated by twelve carinm converging from the mar
gins toward the centre, but not reaching it. In specimens with 
excessively thickened wall substance, these radial carinm are 
'very obscure or entirely obliterated. The orifices terminat
ing on the convex disk of the corallum are all open, m.ore thin 
walled than the others, and of more pronounced polYg'onal 
form .. It often happens that these centrally situated, thmner 
walled tubes have been destroyed by weathering, while the ex
terior lateral tube ends, of massive structure, have resisted and 
been preserved. The upper end of such specimens is deeply 
'excavated, and the limticular forms are transmuted into concave, 
patelliform dishes. The elongated, horn-shaped specimens 
terminate in this case with a funnel-shaped excavation resmbling 
the calyx of a Cyathophyllum, which resemblance is augmented 
by the exposure of the side faces of the septate tubes, arching 
from the center to the periphery, which bear a descriptive like
ness to the radial lamellre, with intermediate vesicular cell 
spaees of the calyx of a Cyathophyllum." (Rominger, Fossil 
Corals, p. 25.) I 

Formation and Localities.-Common in the Corniferous lime
stone of Indiana, and throughout the extent of this formation 
in other States and in Canada. 

SYHINGOPORA, Gold/tuil. 

SYRINGOPORA PER1U.EGAJI'S. 

Plate 7, Fig. 1. 

Syringopora ere..-pitosa, (Goldfus.~) VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
Syringopora perelegans, BILLINGS. Can. Jour., N. 8., vol. iv. 1859. 
Syringoporapere/egans, (Billings) WHITE. Geol. Sun. Indiana, 11th Report, p. 

39R. 1881. 

The original description of this species is given in the pre
vious report. The present figure represents a compact mass of 
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(lorallites and agrees with the description of Billings, and the 
figures and description given by Dr. Rominger in his work on 
the fossil corals. The fig,ure on plate 49 of the 11th Report, 
represents the tubos as considerably larger than usual with 
S. perelegans, and may represent another species. 

HELIOPHYLL UM, Hall. 

HELIOPHYLLUM HALL!. 

Plate 6, Fig. ]. 

Heliophyllum halli, E. & H. Brit. FOBS. Corals. 1850. 
Ogathophyllum turbinatum, (Goldfuss) VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Gorallum simple, tnrbinate, or cylindro-conical, usu Ily 
€longate, and slightly curved at its base, provided with 
epitheca, and presenting slight circular swellings. Galice 
(lular, rather deep, with a small septal fossula: Septa (8 or 
even more) very thin, closely set, rather broad at their up er 
end where they are arched and denticulate; alternately lar er 
and smaller, slightly twisted near the center of the visc ral 
<lhamber. A vertical section shows that the lateral proce ses 
of the septa are arched and ascendant; those situated toward he 
upper end of the corallum terminate at the edge of the se a; 
those situated lower down unite near the center of the visceral 
<lhamber, so as to constitute irregular tabultE. The interseptal 
loculi are filled up with these lamellate processes, which are 
situated at about half a line apart, and united by closely-set 
simple dissepiments that form right angles with them. Diam-
eter of the calice from 1 to 2 inches." . 

[Edwards & Haime, monograph of the British Fossil Corals, 
4th part, p. 2:35, 1853.] 

Mr. Van Cleve's engraving gives a good representation of a 
fine specimen of this species. 

Formation and Lo~alities.-Common in the Corniferous lime
stone and Hamilton group of Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Michi
gan, New York and Canada. 

Plate 7, Figs. 2, 3. 

()yathrrphyllum hez.i.anthoides, (Goldfnss) VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
Ogathophyllum coalitum, ROMINGER. Fossil Corals. 1876. 

"Astrreiform masses of very large, polygonal polyp cells 
measuring about four centimeters in diameter, each one sur-
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rounded by its own complete wall. Surface of calyces ex
i)anded, discoid, with an abrupt but shallow central pit, the 
reversed bottom of which conically projects, covered by the 
central ends of. the radial crests. 'Lamellffi linear, sub-equal, 
from sixty to seventy in the circumference of a calyx, crenula
ted by transverse trabeculre (bars), which are the ends of lateral, 
arched carime decorating the side faces; about fourteen carinre 
on the length of one centimeter. Interstitial spaces filled with 
vesicles arranged in arched ro~s running diagonally across the 
carinations. Central area traversed by transverse, larger plates, 
which are much intersected by the vertical lamellre." (Rom
inger, Fossil Corals,p. 108. 1876.) 

Formation and Localities.-::E'requently found among drift 
specimens from the Corniferous limestone. 

Mr. Van Cleve has identified the simple and compound forms 
as one specieR, which he describes as follows: "Cyathophyllum 
solitary or crespitose; terminal cell with margin broad, some
what reflexed; in crespitose specimens pentagonal; c,enter 
widely umbilicate; rays in pairs, unitiIlg> in a disk." 

It may be doubtful whether the simple and compound spe
cimens are specifically identical. 

CYATHOPHYLLUM, Goldfuss. 

CYATHOPHYLLUM RUGOSUM. 

PlaJe 8, Fig8. 1, 2. 

As/rea rulJosa, HALL. Geo!. Rept. 4th Dist., N. Y" 1843. 
CytlthaphyUum rugosum, E. AND H. Mon. Pol. Foss. des Terr. Palaeoz, ]851. 
CyaJhophyllum hexag(l1Ium (Goldfuss), VAN CLEVE. MSS., 1853. 

"Astrreiform colonies of polygonal, intimately united sterns· 
of a diameter from one to one and a half centimeter, which, in 
some specimens of a certain state of preservation, are separa
ble, and present longitudinally ribbed polygonal stems, annu
lated by transverse wrinkles of growth. Calyces joining, with 
gradually ascending side walls, inclosing conical cell pits; or 
the end cells are formeq.,by an abrupt, narrow, central pit, with' 
horizontally expanded, discoid margins. The bottom of the' 
cells is sometimes formed by diaphragms with a smooth, central 
spot; usually the lamellre reach to the center and intermingle 
there, forming a twisted knot. Number of lamellre in the Clr
cumferencG of the calyces, from 35 to 45. Their edges are 
crenulated, the side faces traversed by arched carinre, which, in 
some specimens, are almost obsolete; in, others, very distinct. 
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Interlamellar interstices, traversed by small vesicle~, filling 
them to the margins of the calyces. The center of the stems 
is transversely septate by diaphragms, intersected in their outer 
circumference by continuous vertical lamelloo; centrally their 
continuity is interrupted, and the ends are merely carinatiolls 
on the upper face of the diaphragms." (Rominger, Fossil 00-
rals, p. 106, 1876.) 

Formation and Localities.-Oommon in the Oorniferous lime
stone, in Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and other localities. 

DIPHYPHYLL UM, Lonsdale. 

DIPHYPHYLLUM STRAMINEUM. 

Plate 9, Fig. 2 . 

. DiphyphyUum stramineum, BILLINGS. Canadian Journal N. S., vol. iv, 1859. 
DiphyphyUum stramine'!£m, WHITE. Geol. Rept. Indiana, 11 Report, p. 388. 1881. 
Lithodrndron jlexuo8um, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

This species was identified among the engravings of Mr. 
Van Oleve, by Dr. White, in a previous report. The present 
figure represents a more compact form of the species. 

Formation and Localities.-Oorniferous limestone, Indiana, 
and in numerous other localities for this formation. 

ERIDOPHYLL UM, Edw'ards 0' Haime . 
• 

ERIDOPHYLLUM VERNEUILIANUM? 

Plate 8, Fig. 3. 

Eridophyllum Verneuilianum,. E. & H. Mon. Pal. FOB!!. deli! Terr. Palo, 1851. 
EridophyUum Verneuilianum, NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 239. 
Lithodendron 't'ertieillatum, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Oorallum eomposed of cylindrical, straight, or slightly flex
uous corallites, which have-a diameter of from four to six lines, 
and are united by horizontal connecting proc.esses placed at 
intervals apart of from half an inch to one inch and a half. 
Septa usually about forty-five in number, alternately large and 
small, extending very nearly to the centre of the visceral cham
ber, and thus invading the central tablJlat(jl area. The septa 
are uilited in the outer zone of the corallites by numerous del
icate dissepiments. The distance between the difterent coral
lites varies much, being sometimes as much as half an inch, 
whilst at other times the corallites are nearly in contact." 
. (Nicholson, Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 239.) 

Formation and Localities. 00rniferou8 limestone, Indiana, 
Kentucky and Ohio. 
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]iRIDOPHYLLUM SIMCOENSE. 

Plate 9, P'ig. 1. 

]"1'idflJJhylium Simcoense, BILUNGS. Can . .Jour. N. S., voL iv, 1859. 
Lithodendran vermiculare, V AN CLEVE MSS., 185a. 

"Corallum forming colonies of cylindrical, straight, flexuous, 
or crooked cora\lites, from two to three lines in diameter, dis
tant from one another from oue to three lines, and united by 
short horizontal connecting processes at intervals varying from 
two to six lines. The connecting processes are thil;k where 
they spring from the wall of the corallite, thin in the middle, 
and again thick where they join the contiguous corallite; and 
they are often, though by no means universally, all turned the 
same way in the same' colony. The surface usually exhibits 
encircling folds of growth, along with vertical ridges corre
sponding with the septa. There is a well developed central 
tabulated area, into which the septa penetrate slightly, or not 
at all. The septa are between forty and fifty in number, alter
nately large and small." 

"rrypical examples have the corallit'es straight, with the con
necting processes placed at tolerably uniform distances, but 
many examples occur in which the corallit~s are very crooked, 
and the intervals between the connecting processes extremely 
variable. Increase by parietal gemmation, -the young individ
ual bending upwards arid becoming parallel with the older 
corallites, is a phenomenon which can commonly be observed." 
(Nicholson. Palreontology ot the Province of Ontario, p. 34, 
1874.) 

F'ohnation and Localilies.-Common in the Corniferous lime
, stone at numerous localities throughout its extent. 

CYSTIPHYLLUM, Lonsdale. 

CYSTIPHYLL UM PUSTULA TUM. 

Plate 9, Figs. 3, 4'! 51 

Oystiphyllnm pust!J/atum, HAI.1.. Fos~. Corals Niag. and Up. Held. groupH. In ad
vance of Museum Report, p .. 58. 1882. 

O!l8tiphyllum vesiculo .• um, ( Goldfuss) VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

Among the forms of Cystiphyllum figured by Mr. Van Cleve 
and referred by him to O. vesiculosum (Goldfuss), are the figures 
given on plate 9. Figure 3 represents the form ana dimensions 
of O~ pustulatum (Hall), of which the following is the original 
description: 
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"Uorallum simple, turbinate, more or less rapidly expand
ing; proportional height and diameter varying; in some incli
viduals of thirty-five millimeters in height the diameter of the 
calyx is fifty-five millimeters,- in others, having a height of 
eighty millimeters, the diameter of the calyx is forty millime-

. ters; exterior comparatively smooth, with concentric wrinkles 
and t,trire, and distinct external costre; calyx from twenty to 
thirty-five millimeters in depth, for a short distance from the 
margin, flat or gently curving, then abruptly and regularly 
sloping to the center; the entire surface of the (~alyx shows 
prominent cysts from one to three millimeters in diameter, in
creasing but little, if any, in size toward the center; occasion
ally a cyst occurs much larger than the ordinary ones; surface 
of the cysts marked by moderately coarse, interrupted stria
tions. This species is the only one from this locality in which 
the cysts are not more or less interrupted by the rudimentary 
lamellre." 

Formation qnd Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of 
the Ohio. 

STROMATOPORA, Goldfuss. 

SYRINGOSTRO]'{A, Nicholson. 

STROMATO!>ORA' (SYRINGOSTROMA) DENSU1[. 

Plate 10, Fig. 7. 

Syringo~troma d~~a, NICHOl,SON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 251, 1875. 
Agaricia boleti/armis, (GoldfuBs), VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853, 

The figure given, represents, in.a measure, the characters 
described and illustrated in the original description of the 
species contained in vol. ii, of the Palreontology of Ohio, al 

follows: 
"Sarcodeme apparently forming irregular masses or thick 

crusts, composed of an exceedingly dense calcareous tissue con
taining very minute cells. This tissue is probably essentially 
composed of successive concentric laminre, separated hy verti
cal dissepiments; but its deusity is so great that it may be re
garded in practice as a mass of laminated calcareous matter 
in which excessively small but numeJ,'Ous cellular compart
ments are excavated. Not only are these cells extraordinarily 
small, but they are only now and then arranged in horizontal 
liues, arid they often assume the form of minute tubuli passing 
through more than one layer. Hence it is impossible to count 
the number' of' laminre· or rows of cells in a given vertical 
space, and it can only be said that the mass is denser and the 
cells more minute than in any known species of stromatopora, 
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whilst, nevertheless, the composition of the whole out of con
centric laminre is very conspicuous. The mass is traversed by 
numerous very irregularly disposed horizontal canals which 
ruIl nearly parallel with the surface, have a diameter of usually 
frolll one-fifth to one-fourth of' a line, and are placed at inter
vals apart of from one-third of a line to about one line. The 
upper surface exhibits two distinct sets of apertures-firstly, a 
series of very minute and crowded perforations, which doubt
less correspond with the cells of the mass; and, secondly, a 
larger set of apertures, which are very irreg'ularly distributed, 
arid are likewise very numerous. These latter apertures are 
circular, have a diameter of from one-ei~hth to one-fifth of a 
line, are placed at intervals of' from one-fourth to one-half line 
apart, and are almost certainly the apertures of a series of 
vertical canals. 

"As regards the additional characters of the surface, the 
specimens differ so materially that I can not with certainty 
affirm. that they belong to the same species. In the most 
typical examples the surface is undulating, and exhibIts llJ.lmer~ 
ous star-like, not elevated, impressions, formed of vermicular 
bifurcating horizontal canals, which 'radiate from a central 
point. When partially decorticated, it is seen that these 
radiating canals have a distinct calcareous lining, and, whilst 
in the main horIzontal, some of them penetrate the mass ob
liquely, and thus pass below the actual surface. The diameter 
of these star-like iinpressions is about half an inch, or rather 
less; they are placed close together over the whole surface." 

In the description given by Mr. Van Oleve he says: "The 
upper surface has confluent, irregularly scattered stars of un
equal size." Taken in connection with his figure it seems evi
dent that he had specimens of the species described by Pro
fessor Nicholson in the Palreontology of Ohio. 

Formation and Localities.-Found in the Ooruiferous lime
stone in its extent'through Ohio and Indiana. 
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BRYOZOA. 

HUDSON RIVER GROUP. 

PTILODICTYA, Lonsdale. 

PTILODICTYA FALCIFORMIS. 

Plate 12, Fig. 1. 

Ptilodictya falciformis, NICHOLSON. Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 259. ]875. 
Ceriopora enlfijormis, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
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"Polyzo:.try consisting of a single unbranched, <?r slightly 
branched, elongated, flattened, narrow, and two-edged. frond, 
the form of which is more or less curved and falciform, and 
which gradually expands from a pointed base till it reaches a 
width of two lines within a distance of less than half an inch 
above the base. The total length may exceed two inches, but • 
the width rarely or never exceeds two and a half lines. The 
transverse section is acutely elliptical, the thickness in the mid~ . 
dIe not exceeding half a line, and the flat faces of the frond 
are very gently curved, and are not angulated. No central 
axis can, as a rule, be made out with certainty, though the ex
istence of such can sometimes be demonstrated. The edges of 
the frond are thin and sharp, formed by a narrow band, which 
is longitudinally striated, and, when perfect, is perforated by 

# the apertures of minute imperfect cells, which have a longi
tudinal direction. Both sides of the frond are celluliferous, 
the cells being apparently perpendicular to the surface, and 
being arranged in intersecting diagonal lines, which form 
angles of about thirty degrees with the sides of the frond, and 
thus cut one al)other at sixty degrees. The mouths of the cells 
are oval, or somewhat diamond-shaped, their long axis coincid
ing with the axis of the fl'Ond, alternately placed in contiguous 
rows, about eight in the space of one line measured diagonally, 
and ten in the same space measured transversely, the outer
most rows very slightly smaller than the others. WaIls of 
the cells moderately thick; no surface-granulations, tubercles, 
spines, or elevated lines. The mouths of the cells parallel with 
the general surface, neither lip being eRpecially prominent, and 
the plane of the aperture not being oblique." (Nicholson, Pal. 
Ohio, vol. ii, p. 259. 1875.) 

Formation and Locality.-Hudsoll River group in Ohio, and 
also found in the same hot'izon in Indiana. 
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OLIN'rON GROUP. 

PTILODICTYA EXPANSA. 

Plate 12, Fig8: 2, 3. 

Phrenopom (Pt1:lodictya) expansa, H. & W: Pal. Ohio, vol. ii, p. 114. 1875. 
Flustm lanceohtta, (Goldfuss) VAN CLEVB MSS., 1853. 

"Frond forming broad, elongate stipes, the entire length and 
form not determined, the larger fragments seen measuring 
nearly an ineh in width hy nearly two and three-quarter inches 
in length, with a thickness <;>f an eighth of an inch. 'rhe 
lateral edges are slightly irregri1ar, but generally parallel in the 
specimens under consideration. Frond distinctly separated 
longitudinally into two parts by a thin, central partition, ex
tending from edge to edge, from the surfaces of which the cells 
take their. origin, and diverge obliquely upward and outward 
to the s.urface of the frond. 

"Surface of the frond di vided by thin, long-itudinal partitions, 
forming the sides of the c.E)lls, and separating them into longi
tudinal rows. The outer edges of the partitions are slightly 
raised above the upper and lower walls of the cells, and count 
ten or eleven in the space of a tenth of an inch. Oells slightly 
oval, a little longer than wide, arranged in horizontal, 01' nearly 
,horizontal rows, diverging from the central partition at an 
angle of about fifteen degress above a horizontal, but varyiug 
soinewhat in different parts of the frond. There is 'an appearance 
of maculre, or slightly elevated patches, on the surface, but they 
are not sufficiently distinct to determine their order or arrange
ment." (Hall & Whitfield. Pal. Ohio vol. ii, p. 114. 1875.) 

Mr. Van Cleve evidetltly had very large and fine specimens 
of this and other species of hryozoans from the Clinton group of 

• Dayton, Ohio. One of the illustrations shows the rounded and 
somewhat pointed termination of the fronds and their uniform 
width. . 

Pormation and Locality.-In the yellow limestone of the 
Olinton group, neal' Dayton, Ohio. The term Olinton group 
for these limestones is used in defer~nce to the Ohio Reports, 
and was also the position assigned to these rocks by Mr. Van 
Oleve. They may constitute a member of the Niagara group. 

PTILODICTYA [1OUB GENUS?] BIPUNCTATA (Van Cleve), N. Sp. 
Plate 13, Fig. 5.' 

Escham bipunctata, V AN CL~:VE ?ISS. 

The following description is taken from the manuscript of . 
Mr. Van Ole've, and, in connection with the figure, serves to 
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characterize this fi~e species in a very satisfactory manner. 
The lobate form cif one of the fronds is not incompatible with 
the genus, and has been noticed in P. falciform is, Nicholson; 

"Eschara spreading, leaf-Hke or lobed, flat; cells oval, in lon
gitudinal ranges; end-borders of the cells bi-punctate. 

"Thin, flat-spread; double membranes, of various forms, 
commencing with a narrow base and widening more or less, 
sometimes forming two lobes. The cells lie in longitudinal 
ranges, generally somewhat curved, running from the narrow 
base to the upper margin of the membrane, diverging fre
quently to make room for the intervention of new ranges as 
the fossil widens. The cell-mouths do not lie in regular ranges 
obliquely or crosswise, being in some places QPposite to each 
other, and in others alternate. Two opposite dot-like cavities 
.are formed in each space between the cells, as they succeed 
each other in the longitudinal ranges." 

Formation and Locality.-In the'lrmestone of the Clinton 
group, Dayton, Ohio. 

STICTOPORA, Hnll. 

STICTOPORA COMPRESSA, N. Sp. 

PlateH, Fig. 3. 

Eschara compressa, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Escham branching, compressed; branches broad, their edges 
without cells; cells oval, perpendicnlar. . 

"Compressed, broad, branching stems. The cells are larger 
and deeper than in any of the preceding species. They lie in 
longitudinal ranges, are oval, and are sunken perpendicularly to 
the tmrt'ace of the stem. A pOl,tion of the thin edge of the 
stem iF; without cells." 

Formation and Locnlity.-Clinton group, Dayton, Ohio. 

STICTOPORA BIFURCATA, N. Sp. 

Plate '13, Fig8. 3, 4. 

BSQha1'Q bifurcata, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

"Eschnra forked, compressed, slightly channeled; branches 
slellder; cells with oval mouths, in longitudinal ranges, and in 
oblique cross-ranges. 
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"Compressed slender forked twigs, whi<:h are slightly chan
neled lengthwise and have their cells in the channels. '1'he 
cells are oval and very uniform in size and shape. A small cone 
is frequently seen in the bottom of a cell." 

Formation and Locality.-Clinton group, Dayton, Ohio. 

STICTOPORA V ANCLEVII, N. Sp. 

Plate 13, Fig.s. 1, 2. 

Escha..a ..amo.sa, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 
not Srictopom rcmlO.sa, HALL. Pal. N. Y., vol. i, 1847. 

"Eschara spreading, branching; branches in one plane, narrow; 
cells with oval mouths, imbricate, in oblique ranges." 

"Thin, fiat, narrow, brap.ching stems, the numerous r~niifi
cations being all in one plane. The cells form longitudinal
ranges, and lie OVer each otherin oblique cross rows, their oval 
mouths diverging somewhat from the middle of each branch 
toward the edge." 

Formation and Locality.-In the li.mestones of the Clinton 
gronp, at Dayton, Ohio. 

STICTOPORA MULTIFLDA, N. Sp. 
Plate 14, Fig. 4. 

H.~clw1'a rnultifida, VAN CLEVE MSS., 1853. 

" Eschara spreading, fan-shaped, dirided into numerous, narrow, 
contiguous lobes; cells oval, imbricate, in oblique ranges." . . 

"Thill, fan-shaped, :fiat-spread, double membranes, pedately 
cut into' Bumet'OUs divisioJls, which divide again and again, 
each branchlet, after every sub-division, having a breadth equal 
to that of its parent branch. The branches and their subdivi
sions each have about ten longitudinal ranges of cells, lying 
over each othel' in oblique cross ranges, and having slightly 
oval mouths." 

, This species somewhat resembles S. magna, Hall' & Whit
field, from the same horizon, but has not the horigontalar~ 
rangemellt of the cell-pores, the microscopic pores at the base 
of each cell-aperture, and the branches are considerably smaller 
than in that species. The figure illustrates very well the sii/;e 
and manner of growth of this unusually title species. 

Fm'mation and Locality.-In the yellow limestone of the Clin~ 
ton group at Dayton, Ohio. 
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RETEPORA, Lamarck. 

RETEPORA ANGULATA. 

Plare 14, Fig8. 1, 2. 

Retepora an[fUiata, HALl.. Pal. N. Y., vol. ii, p. 49. 1852. 
Retepora prodttcta, V AN CLEVE MSS., 1853. . 

"Frond much' expanded (perhaps cyathiform originally); 
branches anastomosing; fenestrules large, very oblong, oval or 
irregularly sub-rhomboidal, varying in size; non-poriferous face 
striated; poriferous face with two or three rows of pores on 
each branch; pores small, round, salient, papilliform." (Hall, 
Pal. N. Y., vol. ii, p. 49.). 

, The specimens which were described by Mr. Van Cleve 
showed that the entire form of the frond was cup-shaped or 
infund ibuliform. 

Formation and Locality.-Limestone of the Clinton gronp, 
Dayton, Ohio.!.". 

NOTE.--I have been requested by Dr. C. A. White to make some corrections in 
the referenceA of figures to certain Bpecie~ of 'the Van Cleve corals, described by 
him in the Eleventh Report of the State Geologist of Indiana. The references ,and ' 
comments herewithcoiI)municated are not to be understood as made' in any captions 
~pirit, but as ex pressions of my own judgment regarding the proper relations of cer
tain illustrations; which I submit with d:ue deference to the opinions cif others: 

Those who were familiar with! the labord of Mr. Van Cleve during his life time, 
know that one of his principal objects was the identification of the American 
Palreozoic corals with the figures and descriptions of Goldfu~s; and this fact will, 
I think, offer a sufficient explanation for the statements I have made in the follow
ing paragraphs. 

Plate 45, figs. I, 2, page 393, Amplexus yandelli. Figs. 1 and 2 are not good 
repreHentations of the species as known to us. Zaphl'entis rajine.>qui, figs, 3, 4, 5, rep
resent different species; fig. 4 is:appal'cntly a Heliophyllum. Figs. 1,2,';{ may 

. represent ZlLphrentis undILla, page,291, plate 20, figs. 7 and 8; aud plate 25, jig. 1, Of 
this Report. 

Plate 47, fi~s. ], 2" page 396, Fistulipora canaden,is. Fig. 1 has the circular aper
tures too regular and equidistan~ to represent F. -canadensis, while the intermediate 
space does not show the angular !ipertures, which are so conspicllous in that species. 
(See Rominger, Fossil Corals, Plate VIII.) The figure 1 representA a species of 
Syringopora, apparently S. ta.bul(ft~~ Fig. 2 is probably a representation of Pavosites 
t'enu.tu.~. 

Plate 47, fig3. 3; 4, page 399, ~ringop()ra Maclurei. The corallites arc too small 
and too,closely arranged to rllpresent thi~ species as usually known. The figure 
has a nearer resemblance to S. p~reiegaW', but is less diffuse. Oompare Syringop01'a 
relieulata, Goldfuss, XXV, fig. 8. 

Plate 47, fig. 7, is much larger than the .ordinary forms of Siriatopora LinnlElLna, 
and may represent another form of the .genu~. The figure appears to me to have 
been in part derived from fig. 5, plate XXVII, of the Petref~cta Germania, which 
the author describes under Oalamopora- polym(jrpha, "var. gracilis, mmis gracilibus 
elnngatis." 
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Plate 48, fig. 1, probably represents Diphyphyllwit al'undinaceul1l, with ,some mod
ification~ in the illustration intended to conform the expression to the ~pecies of 
Goldfu8S, with which it had been identified by the author. 

Plate 49, tig. 1, page 39(, represents Bridopkyllum Verneuilianum. 
Plate 49, fig. 3, page 398, Syringopora pereleg(tn.~. This figure does not represent 

S. perelegans. In size, the corallites approach those of S. maclurei, but they are too 
compactly arranged, and in this respect, as well as in size, more nearly represent 
certain conditions of S. vertic illata of the Niagara group. 

Plate 50, fig. I, page 387. This illustration is undoubtedly intended to repre
sent Diphyphyllum Archiaci, but has been made to conform in some degree to the fig
ure of ()yathophyllum crespitowlI'ln of Golqfuss, and presents the eorallites in too close 
proximity. 

, Plate 50, fig. 2, page 395, Favo':ites polYInIl1'jJha. The figure is evidently copied, 
in a reversed position, from fig. 3a, plate XXVII of Goldfuss' Petrefacta, and is the 
"val'. tuherfJso ralnOsa, tubis minoriblk~ gractlibus" of Goldfuss. It is not unlike some 
varieties of form of the F. hemi..<pherica, which is a very polymorphous "pecies and, 
perhaps, the nearest representative which we have to the European F. polynwrpha. 

Plate 51, fig. 1, page 389, Diphyphyllum arundinllceum. The figure does not repre
sent any ordinary form of this speci~~, ,and it may well, be doubted if it represents 
any American Devonian coral. The figurc was apparently intended by Mr. Van 
Cleve as a representation of Lithode:ndron crespitosmn of Goldfuss, which is cited by 
him us ocenrring at Bensburg, Germany, and Dayton, Ohio. ' 

Plate 51, figs. 2, 3, 4, page 376, "Strepteiasma corniculum." Figs. 2 and 3 represent 
Zaphrentu canadensiB, Billings. 

Plate 52, figs. 1,2, page 383. Fig. 1 apparently represents .J?avosites epidermatus, 
Rominger. Fig. 2 may be of tha.t species, or of >!ome other form from the Corn if
erOlld limestone. 

Plate 53, figs. 1, 2. page 395. Fig. 1 is evidently copied from fig. 2a, plate 
XXVII of GoldfuAs' Petrefacta, and is the variety of Calamopora polymorpha des
ignated by,that author as "val·. tubero8a, tubis maiol'ibus et elongatiR." The American 
form most nearly allied to this may be found among the varieties of F. hem~herica. 
Fig. 2 is copied from the same author, fig. 3, plate XXVII, and is arranged by him 
under ';var. luberoS!lcmmosa, tubl:S minonibus gracilibus." This figure would compare 
very well with forms of P. herniwpherica known in Ohio ancl Indiana. Plate 53, fig. 
3, page 396, Favosites polymorpha, val'. dubia. This figure of Mr. Van Cleve is evi
dently copied, with modifications, from the figure 4a, plate XXVII, of Goldfuss. 
The lower part of the original has been left out. This form is placed by Goldfuss 
under Calamopora polymorpha, "'l'W·. raUlo.~a-dit'((ric(tta tubi.~ obeon·u,u8," and with fig. 4b 
of the same plate, has much resemblance to some of our branching forms of Favo
siteR. 

Plate 54, fig. 1, page 39·l, The figure of Mr. Van Cleve is eyidently copied 
from plate XXVII, fig. la of Goldfuss' Petreiact!l, and is the Oalamopora ill fundi
bulifua of that author. The figure cloRely resembles some forms of Ji'avoltites tubcl'osa. 
Rominger, from the Corniferous limestone of the 'Vest. 

Pl:J.ttl 54, tigs. 2, 3, pages 396 and 397. These figures represent the upper and lower 
sides of Alveolites Goldjussi. 

Plate 55, figs. 1, 2, page 391, Oystiphy/luln vesiculosum, does not represent that species, 
and is apparently closely allied to Oystiphyllwninjundibulu'm, and O. crateri(orme, Hall, 
Fossil Corals of the Upper Helderberg gl'Ol~p, pages 57 and 58, 1882. 



DESCR IPTIONS 

OF 

FOSSIL CORALS FROM THl£ NIAGARA AND UPPER 
HELDERBERG GROUPS Oli"' INn lANA. 

BY PROFESSOR JA~tES HAT.L. 

The limestones of the Niagara and Upper Helderber'g Groups, 
in Southern Indiana, the falls of the Ohio, and adjacent por
tions of Kentucky, have proved extremely prolific in Humerous 
forms of fossil corals. Some of these forms were described by 
Rafinesque and ClifFord, and by Lesueur, as early as 1820; 
others were described by Troost from 1840 to 1844. A consid
erable number of species from this region were described by 
Ed wards and HUlme in 1851, and these constitute an interest
ing and important feature ill their "Descriptions des Polypiers 
Fossile des Terrains Palrezoiqu.e." More recently (1876) Dr. 
Rominger has added considerably to the Humber of described 
species from this region, and there still remains much to be 
done before we shall be able to present a complete history of 
this clas,> of fossils fr'om the Palmozoic rocks of Indiana. 

The following described species, most of them of new forms, 
have been obtained from the following sources, viz.: From the 
collections made by myself and assistants during several years; 
from specimens received from Dr. James Knapp and Henry 
N ettelroth, Esq., of Louisville; by the purchuAe of an extensive 
collection from Rev. H. Herzer, embracing specimens from 
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, and finally from collections placed 
in my hands' by the State Geologist of Indiana. 

.. 
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CORALS OF THE NIAGARA GROUP~. 

Genus CHONOPHYLLUM, Edwards ~ Haime. 

CHONOPHYLLUM VADUM. 

Plate 15, Ii'igs. 1-4. 

OhonophyUurn vadum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annnal Report of the New ~ork State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 6. August, 1882. 

• Corallum sImple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved, acute 
at the base, regularly expanding to the calyx; exterior with 
numerous abrupt constrictions and fine concentric stl'ire; ex
ternal costre very distinct; height thirty-five millimeters; di
ameter of calyx, twenty millimeters; depth ten millimeters; 
sides slightly concave; a flat space at the bottom five millime
ter$ in diameter; number of lamellre seventy, flat and of nearly' 
uniform size at the margin, becoming thinner and alternating 
in size below; the principal ones extending to the center, where 
th.ey are twisted and very slightly elevated. 

Formation and Locality.-Niagara group, Louisville, Kentucky. 

Genus ANISOPHYLLUM, Edwards ~ Haime. 

ANISOPHYLLUM UNILARGUM. 

Plate 15, Figs. 5, 6. 

Anisoph'yUum unilal'gum, HALl" Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 

State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 8. August, 1882. 

COl'allum simple, turbinate, slender, acute at the base, regu
larly expanding to the calyx'; height thirty millimeters; cliam
eter of calyx twelve millimeters; depth ten millimeters;. 
number of lamelhe fifty, alternating in size, smaller ones rudi
mentary; commencing at the center and continuing I to the 
anterior margin is an excessively developed lamellre, which is 
prominent at the center, becoming less as it approaches the 
margin, and at nearly right angles to it are two narrow fossettes; 
the two lamellre anterior to the fossettes are somewhat more 
prominent than the others. 

Formation and Locality.:....-Niagara group, LouisvilTe, Kentucky •. 

, 

I· 
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ANISOPHYLLUM TRIFURCATUM. 

Plate 15, FI:gs. 7, 8. 

Anisophylfum trijuTC<liu,"" HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History,. advance sheets, pa~e 9. August, 1882. 

Corallum'simple, elongate turbinate, slender, very gradually 
enlarging; exterior with numerous eonc,entric wrinkles and 
striations; height twenty millimeters; diameter of calyx eight 
millimeters; depth five millhneters; number Of llirrlellffi fifty~ 
fO~lr; three of the 'lamellm mOI,'e prominent than the others, 
one of which is situated anteriorly, the other two laterdlly, the' 
remainder alternate in size, the smaller ones exte~ding but a 
short distance from the margin; some of the lamellm converge 
to the three prominent ones, the others to the center of the 
calyx. '. 

This species may be distinguished from A. unilargwn by its 
somewhat more slender form, its thinner lamellm and the ab
sence of lateral fossettes. The prominent lamellm are not ex
cessively developed. 

Formation and Locality.-Niagara group, Louisville, Ky. 

, CYJ,..THOFHY;LLUM, Goldfuss. 

CYATHOPHYLLUM INTERTRIUM. 

Plate 15, Figs. 9-11. 

Cyathophyliwil i~tert1'ium, HALL." Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the N. Y. State. 
Museum of Natural History, advance Hheets, page 12. August 1882. 

Corallum simple, broadly turbinate, base obtuse, regularly 
expandil1g to the calyx; external costm very distinct; ex
terior with frequent slender processes, which served for attach
ment and supp6rt; height of coral,lum fifteen Ulillimeters;" 
diameter of the ba8e' seven millimeters; diameter of calyx~ 
eighteen millimeters;;: depth five. millimeters; regularly con-' 
cave, a 'space, at the bottom fiat or slightly curved; tabulre 

. broad, extending the entire diameter of the corallum. There· 
are thirtypromillent ,thin lau1ellm, and between each two of' 
the,se are three smaller· lamellm; ,the large ones extend to>' 
within from three to five millimeters of the center, leaving a. 
smooth space from six to ten millimeters in diameter. 

Formation and Locality.-Niagara group, Louisville, Ky. 
18-GEOL. 
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OYSTIPH YLL UM, Lonsdale. 

OYSTIPHYLLUM GRANILINEATUM. 

Plate 15, Fig. 13, and Plate 23, Fig. 13. 

OystiphyUum granilineat'um, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 14. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved, acute 
at the base, regularly and rapidly expanding to the calyxj exte
rior with coneentric wrinkles and numerous fine but distinct 

• concentric strire, thirty-five in the space of five millimeters; ex
ternal strire very distinct; there are frequent slender processes, 
serving for attachment and support; when decorticated the cysts 
are conspicuous; height of corallum twenty-five millimeters; di
ameter of calyx twenty-five millimeters; depth fifteen millime
ters; cysts prominent, varying from one to two millimeters 
in diameter, covered by rudimentary I amellre , 120 in number, 
uniform in size, exterding to within two millimeters of the 
center, and very finely granulated. 

This species has a close general resemblance to some of the 
shorter forms of O. Niagarense, but the lamellre and denticula
tions are much finer . 

.Formation and Locality.--:N iagara group; Louisville, Ken
tucky. 

HELIOPHYLLUM, Hall. 

HELIOPHYLLUM PRAVUM. 

Plate 15, Fig. 12, and Plate 25, Fig. 4. 

HeliophyUum pravum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annua.l Report of the New York State 

/ 

• Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 13, 1882, • 

Oorrallum simple, elongate turbinate,curved or tortuous, a~ute 
at the base, with frequent constrictions above, not regularly ex
panding to the calyx; exterior with numerous narrow angular 
annulations; height of corallum twenty-five millimeters; diam-

. eter of calyx ten millimeters; depth five millimeters; some indi
viduals have it greater proportional diameter; calyx campanu
late, a flat space five millimeters in diameter at the bottom; 
fossette dextral, moderately conspicuous at the bottom, becom
ing ob,solete before reaching the margin; number of lamel-
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Ire fifty, of uniform thickness, alternliting in length, rounded at 
the margin, becoming very thin as tl;ley approach the center; 
the shorter lamellre continue to the flattened space at the bot
tom of the calyx, the ~thers to within a short distance of the 
center, leaving a well defined concave space of two millimeters 
in length and one millimeter in width, in continuation of the 
fossette; denticulations thin, prominent, eleven in the space of 
five millimeters. 

Formation and Locality.-Niagara gI'OUP, Louisville, Ky. 

CY ATHAXONIA, Michelin. 

CYATHAXONIA HERZERI. 

Plate 15, Fig. H. 

~"yathaxooia HerJ:ri, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Musellm of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 12. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved, acute 
at the base, regularly expanding to the calyx; height forty
five millimeters; ca1yx ob1ique; diameter thirty millimeters; 
length of anterior side of corallum fifteen millimeters; co
lumella conical, seven millimeters in height; number of lamellre 
about one hundred, alternating in size, the smaller ones about 
one-third the thickness of the othel's, which continue to the 
columella. 

Formati(}n and Locality.-Niagara group, Louisville, Ky~ 

CORALS OF THE UPP.ER HELDERBERG GROUP. 

STREPTELASMA, Hall. 

STREPTRLASMA COARCTATUM. 

Plate 15, Figs. 15, 16. 

Str'eptelatrma coorctatwn, HAr.I.. Thirty·fifth Anllual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Nahlr<ll History, advance Rheet~, p. 21. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, curved, usually slightly com
pressed; exterior with bi-oad undulations; hejght fifty millime
tel's; calyx slightly oval, greatest diameter twenty-five millime
ters; depth twenty millimeters, sides regularly sloping to the 
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center, an elevation at the bottom five millimeters in height; 
fossette obscure -or wanting; nllIrrber of lamellre eighty, near 
the margin of uniform size, thickened and rounded, on the 
sides alternating, becoming thin as they approach the center; 
the principal ones continue to the center, twisting and coales
cing. The elevation at the center might be considered as due 
to tabulre, but there is no evidence of their existence in the 
specimens examined. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Louisville, 
Kentucky: 

STREPTELASMA INFLATUM. 

Plate 15, Figs. 17, 18. 

Streptelasmti i'fljlatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 18. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved, very 
attenuate below; exteri1r with gentle undulations and -with 
strong longitudinal strire . height forty millimeters ; for about 
one-half'the height grad lally, then very abruptly expanding; 
diameter of calyx forty millimeters, depth, twenty.,fiYe ,m~lJ'i-; 
met~r;~,t. ,~9~s.etJf,\d;l-,e~p, c Jnmencing iat, the, oenter, five, milli
ul'eters'ip width, seven miUimeters. in leng,~h, situated on the 
posterior side; number of lamellre eighty, alternating in size, 
rounded at the margin, ,becoming sharp on the, sides. The, 
adjacent principal lamellre of the anterior portion of the calyx 
coalesce as they approach the ,center, ti,lese . again coalesce, 
forming fascicles of from two to seven lamellre;. those of the 

--; anterior portion are not fasciculated. 
This species bears some resemblance to the figure of Zaphrentis 

corticata, but the lamellre are coarser; the'ir arrangement at the 
center is different, and the external. character!? are v,erY dis-
similar to those of that species. " ! . '!'; " .' 

Formation and Locality. Corniferous limestqne;" Falls of the 
.ohio. . 

STREPTELASMAPAPILLATUM. 

Plate 15, Fig. 20. 

Stre:ptelasma papillatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History. Advance sheets, p. 21. August, 1882. 

I ;orallUlIl simple, turbinate, curved ; exterioriwith gentle'illl-
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dulations and a few sharp annulations; height of corallum fif
ty millimeters; diameter of ca1yx thirty-five millimeters; 
depth twenty-five millimeters; sides abruptly descending, leav
ing a flat or concave space at the bottom., fifteen millimeters in 
diameter, in the center of which is a conical elevation of five mil
limeters in height; number of lamellre eighty, at the margin of 
nearly uniform size, alternating below, the principal lamellre 
extending to the ccnter, twisted and elevated, forming a very 
much contorted false columella. 

This species most closely resembles S. mammiferum, but is 
less abruptly expanded. The calyx is circular, not obliqu(>,.; 
the lamellre are smaller, there being eight 01' nine in the space 
occupied by six in that species; the elevation on' the bottom of 
the calyx is less prominent and somewhat different iu character:..... 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. . 

STREPTELASMA SIMPLEX . 

. Plate 16, Fig. l. 

Streptelasma simplex,.HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 18. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved; cx
terior with concentric wrinkles and strire; longitudinal strire dis
tinct; height of corallum tbirtymillim.eters; depth of calyx twen
ty millimeters; sides regularly sloping; fossette situated a little 
on one side of the ceilter, and consisting of a deep depression !lot 
extendilig on the sides of the calyx; number of lamellre sixty; 
at t.he margin broad, rouilded, nearly unif'orm in size, alternatiilg 
below; the principal lamellre' extending to the center are 
twisted and elevated, forming a small fah,e columella. In all 
the individuals observed there are no tabulre. 

One specimen having a height of nearly forty millimeters, 
and a diameter at the calyx of thirty-five millimeters, corre
sponds essentially with this species, except that on one side 
of the calyx is a smooth elevation extending from the center 
to the margin, acute at the center and expanding as it recedes, 
being at the margin three millimeter~ wide, but this feature is. 
probably due to accident. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone; Falls of the 
Ohio. 
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STREPTELASMA lIfAMMIFERUM. 

Plate ]6, Figs. 2, 8, and Plate 21, Figs. I, 2. 

Stl'eptelasma mammiferum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State MUHt'um of Natural Hi_tory, advance sheet~, page 21. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, attenuate below, expanded ~n 
the anterior, flattened on the posterior side; exterior with an
n1,llations and gentle undulations; longit.udinal strial coarse, dis-
tinct; height sixty millimeters; calyx oval, length forty-fivfr 
millimeters; width thirty millimeters; sides abruptly sloping,. 
a· cOllical elevation at the bottom ten millimeters in height;_ 
number of lamellal seventy, alternating in size (in some indi
viduals this feature is much more strongly marked than in 
others); near the margin the lamellal are broad, rounded, be
coming very thin as they approach the center, where they are 
twisted and coalescing, forming a prominent filJse columella} 
with prolonged tip. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of' thfr 
Ohio. 

STREPTELASMA TENUE. 

Streptelasma tenue, HAJ.L. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York Stat~ 

Museum of Natural History, advan~ sheets, page Ii. August, 1882. 

Corallum small, turbinate or sub-cylindrical, regularly curved 
or tortuous; surface with numerous aUll ulations; longitudinal 
strial very distinct; height about thirty-five millimeters; diam
eter of calyx from tell to fifteen millimeters; depth from fifteen 
to twenty millimeters; number of lamellal fifty, alternating in 
size, the larger ones extending neariy or quite to the center. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferolls limestone, Falls of the
Ohio. 

PTYCHOPHYLLUM, Edwards 0' Baime. 

PTYCHOPHYLLUM K'APPJ. 

Plate 18, Ji'ig8. 14, 15, and Plate 25, Figs. 6, 7. 

Ptyc,hophyllum versif01'me, in part HALL. Thirty-fiflh Annual Report of the New 
York State Museum of Natural History, advance AhetltR, p. 22. August, 1882._ 

Corallum simple, turbinate, cllrved, sometimes tortuous, rap
idly expanding; frequeutly intermittent and proliferous in its 
mode of growth; length usually from forty to sixty millimeters;-
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calyx from forty to seventy millimeters in diameter; exterior 
with frequent sharp annuiations and conc(mtric strioo; the calyx 
for some distance from the margin is fiat, then abruptly de
scending, having a depth of from fifteen to twent.y millimeters; 
center of' calyx elevated; number of' lamellre from 90 to 10(1, 
slightly alternating in size, near the margin broad and nearly 
fiat, becoming sharper as they approach the center; the stronger 
lamellre continue to the center, are twisted and elevated, form
ing a false columella. 

Formation and Locality.-Crab Orchard, Kentucky. 

AULACOPHYLLUM, Edwards It Haime. 

AULACOPHYI,LUM TRISULCATUM. 

Plate 16, Pig. 5. 

Aulacophyllum trisulcatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual l~eport of the New York 
State Mu~eum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 25. August, 1882. 

Corallum turbinate, irregularly expanding, exterior with, 
numerous constrictions caused by intermittent growth; internal 
costre sharp, prominent; height of cOl'allum forty millimeters; 
calyx thirty-five millimeters in diameter, sub-quadrangular ill 
outline; depth twenty millimeters, sides abruptly sloping to the 
center. There are three fossettes, one wide and deep, extend
ing from the center: of' the calyx to the anterior margin; the 
others not so strong, but conspicuous, are situated at right 
angles to the principal one; lamelloo about 112, alternate ones 
much larger than the others, very sharp and prominent, con
verging to the fossettes, and on the posterior side to a line in 
continuation of the principal fossette; a few lamellre reach the 
center of the calyx. 

,F'ormation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
,Ohio, and Clark county, Indiana. 

AULACOPHYLLUJ\l SULCATUM. 

Plate 17, Figs. 7-10. 

Oaninia sulcata, D'ORBIGNY. Prodr. de Palreont. Univ., xi, p. 105. l850. 
Aulacophyllum s'ulcatum, Enw ARDS & HAIME. Polypier.~ Fossiles des Terrains Palre

ozoique, p. 355. Plate 6, fig. 2. 

CoralluIl1 simple, turbinate, regularly curved; calyx oblique; 
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III some examples the length on the anterior side is 120 milli
meters or more, but usually the specimens are smaller, the 
length of the anterior side being seventy millimeters, and the 
posterior side twenty-live millimeters; calyx oval or sub-rhom
boidal; length fifty milliineters, width forty millimeters; in 
none of the numerous specimens observed is the calyx perfect, 
and its depth can not be exactly known, but it was probably 
shallow; the specimens are usually decorticated and somewhat 
smooth; internal costre very, prominent, converging to a lhH~ 
along the middle of the anterior side, and less distinctly to a 
line on the posterior side; the costre of the posterior side also 
converge to the dextral and sinistral sides; fossette commencing 
near the center and continuing to the anterior margin; an ob
scure fossette extends fron1 the center to the posterior margin·;. 
number of lamellre 160, alternating In size, the smaller ones 
extend a very short distance from the margin; part of the an
terior lamellre converge to the fossette, the others converge to 
two lamellre at right angles to the principal fossette, the greater 
portion of the lamellre of the posterior side also converge to 
these two lamellre, a few converge to the indistinct posterior 
fossette; the convergence of the lamellre on the dextral and 
sinistral sides gives the appearance of' iateral fossettcs. The 
two lamellre to which the others converge frequently coalesce 
and extend entirely aCL'OSS the calyx. 

Formation and Locality. Corniferous limestone, falls of the 
Ohio, and Clark county, Indiana. 

AULACOPHYLLUM PRMCIPTUM. 

Plate 16, Figs. 6, 7. 

Aulacophyllum JYm~-iptu7ll, HALJ,. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New' York: 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheetB, page 24. Angust, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved; ex
terior with strong ann ulations, concentric wrinkles and fine· 
strire; longitudinal strire fine, distinct; height of corallum fifty 
millimeters; diameter of' calyx forty millimeters ;c1epth thirty 
millimeters; sides regularly sloping to the center, the calyx 
having the i'orm of an in verted cone; principal fossette narrow, 
extending from the center nearly to the margin; number of 
lamellre 120, of nearly uniform size at the margin, alternating 
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,below. There are two rudimentary fossettes at right angles to 
'the principal one; the lamellre of the anterior side COli verge 
to the principal fossette, a few converge to the rudimentary 
fossettes', the remaining larger lamellre continue to the center 
of the calyx. 

Formation and LocaliUes.-Oorniferous limestone; Falls of the 
Ohio and Olark county, Indiana. 

AULACOPHYLLUM PRINCEPS. 

Plate 16, Ji'igs. 8, 9, 10. 

AulacrrphyUum princeps, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural HiAtory, advance sheets, page 23. August, 1882. 

Oorallum' simple, turbinate, regularly curved; exterior with 
numerous irregular undulations of growth, concentric wrinkles 
and striations; longiturli'nal strire fine and very distinct; height 
of full-grown specimens from seventy to one hundred millime
tel's; diameter of calyx from forty to fifty millimeters; depth 
thirty millimeters; form sometimes ovaloI' sub-quadrangular; 
sides abruptly descending, leaving a broad flat or elevated space 
at the bottom; fossette commencing anteriorly to the center, 
not continuing to the margin; number of lamella! from 160 to 
180, of nearly uniform size at the margin; on the sid~s the al
ternate lamellre are much larger than the others; about two
thirds of the lamellre converge to the fossette, or to a line iil 
continuation of it; the remainder converge toward the center 
of the calyx; near the center the lamellre are thickened and 
twisted. From A. sulcatum this species is easily distinguished 
~y the more numerous and thinner lamellre. 

Formation and Localities.-Oorniferous limestone, New York, 
and Falls of the Ohio. 

AULACOPHYLLUM CONVERGENS. 

Plate 17, Hgs. 1, 2. 

Aulacrrphyllum convergens, HALL, Thirty-fifth AI/l1ual Report oj the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 22. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, broadly sub-turbinate, regularly curved; 
exterior comparatively smooth with concentric wrinkles and 
striations; longitudinal strire fine, distinct; specimens of the 
same height have a diameter at the calyx varying from twenty-
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fiv(' to forty-five millimeters; in one example the height is ten 
millimeters; length of posterior side, twelve millimeters; of 
anterior side, twenty-five millimeters; diameter of calyx, twenty 
millimeters, for a distance of five millimeters, from the margin 
nearly fiat, then the posterior portion is nearly vertical, the ante
rior portion concave; fossette narrow, deep, extending from the 
bottom ofthe calyx to the anterior margin; lamel1re varying from 
80 to 120 in number according to the diameter of the calyx, 
alternating in size, thin, denticulated; convergence of the 
lamellre to the fossette· very distinct. 

Formation and Localities. Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio, and Clark county, Indiana. 

AULACOPHYLLUM PRATERIFORME. 
" 

Plate 17,' Figs. 3, 4. 

A·ulactrphyllum praterijoNne, ,HAl,l,. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 23. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, curved; exterior with concentric 
wrinkles and striations -and occasional constrictions; height of 
corallum thirty millimeters; length of anterior side fifty milli
meters; length of posterior side thirty-five millimeters; diame
ter of calyx forty-five millimeters; depth twenty millimeters; 
regularly concave, bottom of the calyx a little posterior to the 
center; fossette narrow extending from the center to the an
terior margin; number of lamellffi ] 10, alternating in size; about 
sixteen of the larger lamellre converge to the fossette, th& 
others' continue to the bottom of the calyx, where they are 
!\Ughtly twisted, not elevated. 

In general appearance this species is simi.lar to A. convergtN. 
but the anterior and posterior sides are more nearly equal in 
length, the deepest part of the calyx is ncarly central, while in 
that species it is posterior.; the converging of the lamellre to the 
fot'l5ettes i.s much less distinct. 

Formation q,nd Locality.-Corniferons limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 
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AULACOPHYLLUM CRUCIFORME. 

Plate 17, Figs. 5, 6. 

Aulacophyllum CI'7WijOrrne, HALL. ThiJ-ty-·fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 24. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, turbinate, regularly curved; length of pos
terior side twenty-five millimeters; length of anterior side 
sixty millimeters; calyx oblique, slightly oval; length forty 
millimeters; width thirty-five millimeters, regularly concave; 
fossette commencing just anterior to the center, and for the 
space of ten millimeters very deep and pyriform, narrowing 
and continuing to the anterior margin; number of lamellre 
140; nearly uniform in size at the margin, alternating below; 
the larger lamellre, except those which converge to the fossette, 
.continue to within eight millimeters of the center of tlie calyx, 
leaving a convex space sixteen millimeters in diameter, nearly 
.smooth; at the junction of the posterior and anterior lamellre 
are two rudimentary fossettes at right angles to the principal 
fossette. 

This species is distinguised from A. princeps by the con~ 

spicuous pyriform fossette, the smooth space at the bottom of 
the calyx, and the more conspicuous lateral fossettes. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

AUI,ACOPHYLLUM POCULUM. 

l'ktle 18, Figs. 2, 3, 4. 

Aulacophyllum poculum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History,-advance sheets, page 25 August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, sub-cylindrical, short; the attached portion 
of the base large, frequently equal to the diameter of the coral
lum; height of the cOl'allum twenty millimeters; diameter of 
.calyx twenty millimeters; dept.h from eight to twelve millime
ters; sides sloping abrupt.ly, leaving at the bottom a concave 
space three millimeters wide; fossette situated posteriorly, ex
tending from the concave space at the bottom of the calyx to 
the margin; nnmber of'lamellre from eighty to ninety, alter
nating in size, the smaller ones scarcely more than rudimentary. 

, -
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The lamellro near the fossette converge to it, the others con
verge to 'the center; a few extend upon the concave tabulro and 
coalesce with it. 

Formation and Locality. ' Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

AULACOPHYLLUM REFLEXUM. 

Plate 18, Figs. 5, 6, 7. 

AulacophyUum'l'eflexum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 24. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, elongate, turbinate; exterior comparatively 
smooth; height forty millimeters; diameter of the calyx from 
twenty to twenty-five millimeters; depth fifteen millim~ters; 

. sides nearly vertical; fossette conspi~uous, eXU:l'nding from the 
/:~~er to th~ margin; ;;apmber of lan~ellro eigh~y, altern~ting 
l~.Je, the smaller ones'bout one-thlrdthe thlCkness of. the 
oth'~~, and extending but a short distance from the margin, a 
porti&+ of the larger lamellro converge to the fossette, and their 
extremIties on the side of' thB fossette are turned backward; 
the lamellro opposite the fossette extend beyond the center to 
the bottom, of the fossette; the remaining lamell.re do not reach 
the center of the calyx, their extremities forming a line at right 
angles to the fossette_ There are two rudimentary fossettes. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

AULACOPHYLLUM'PINNATUM_ 

PUtte 18, Fig. I, and Plate 22, Fig. 10 . 

.AulacophyUum pinnatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 23_, August, 1882. 

Corallum- simple, turbinate, exterior with undulations of 
growth; longitudinal striations distinct; height thirty-five 
millimeters;' diameter of' calyx thirty millimeters; depth 
twenty-five millim.eters; sides regularly sloping; ,a narrow 
deep fossette extends from the bottom to the ant~rior margin; 
number of lamelloo from eighty to ninety, alternating in size, 
the larger ones only reaching the fossette and the bottom of 
cup, thickened and. subangular near the margin, becOIhing 
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thinner on the sides; convergence of the lameIJre to the fossette 
very distinct; there are two rudimentary lateral fossettes, and 

, a less conspicuous one on the, posterior side. 

'. Formation and Lo~ality.~Cornifel'ous limestOI1e;Fa:lls of'the 
Ohio. ' 

AULACOPHYLLUM ,TRIPINNATUM. 

Plate 22, F,:ys. 8,9. 

Aulacophyllum tripinnatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual RRport of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheet~, p. 25. Augmrt, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, short, some individuals expand
ing gradually and others ·mpidly; diameter of' calyx twenty 
millimeters; number of lamellaOl eighty, alternate ones mu~h 
the larger ; their arrangement is as follows: On the post~rior 
side one lamell~ extends,from'the ~rg'in' tcittlfebottom of the 
cup, a little on one side of the' center; thoseadjacen:t on the 

. left converge to it,. those on the right are parallel with it; on 
the right side is a deep fossette, on the left side is a .Jess con
spicuous fossette, a sharp' depressi9,11 connecting the two; the 
lamellre converge to the fossettes an<1the connecting depression, 
·not reaching the center' of the calyx; anterior to the depres-
Aion is an .oblique space ten millimeters wide, and about the ~l 
same height, essentially smooth, f0rmed by the coalescing of 
the lamellre . 

. F.ormation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS, Rafinesque. 

, : 'ZArH~ENTIS TORTA. 

Plate 22, Fig. 1. 

Zaphrentii'. torla, HALT •. " Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York Sta.te Museum 
. of Natural History, advance" sheets; p. ao. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, elongate turbinate, straight or slightly-
. curved; exterior.with cQncentric wrinkles and. strire, andocca

sional sharp annulations, longitudinal strire distinct; height or' 
corallurri sixty millimet;ers; diameter of calyx thirty millime
ters; depth 'twenty-five miliimeters; sides abrupt. The tabulre, 
for a space of fiye millimeters are nearly fiat, then elevated 
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about five millimeters f~r a short distance,'and then curving 
downwards; number of lamellre seventy-five, alternating in 
size, 'the smaller ones about one-half the thickness of the 
others; the principallamellre extend to the center of the tabulre, 
fasciculating and very much twisted; the sides of the lamellre 
have moderately stl'ong longitudinal striations; fossette extend
ing from the center of the calyx to the margin; its position 
variable. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio, and Clark county, Indiana. 

ZAPHRENTIS SUBCOMPRESSA. 

Plate 18, Figs. 8, 9. 

Zaphrentis 8ubcompressa, HALl.. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 28. August, 1882 . 

. Corallum simple, turbinate] curved, somewhat flattened, exte
rior with numerous sharp annulationsof growth; height of cor
allum, forty millimeters; calyx thirty millimeters in diameter, 
broadly oval, depth fifteen millimeters; sides abruptly de
scending; a slightly convex area at the bottom fifteen millime
ters in diameter;. fossette commencing near the center and ex
tending about half way to the auterior margin; lamellre about 
sixty; nearly lmiform in size at the margin; thickened and sub
angular on the sides, becommg thinner and alternating; the 
principal lamellre extend to within four millimeters of the·cen
ter, becoming much thickened for the last three millimeters;' the 
central portion of the ·calyx consists of'a smooth, flat space eight 
millimeters in diameter. 

This species somewhat resembles Z. corru,qata, but the lamellre 
are much thicker at the margin of 'the cup, and more nearly 
uniform in size; the central portion of th.e calyx is smooth, 
and the lamellre are mueh thickened as they approach this area. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone; Falls of the 

Ohio. 
ZAPRRENTIS FOLIATA. 

Plate 18, Figs. 10, 11. 

Zaphrtmtis foli.ata, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State Mu
seum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 34. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, elongate, turbinate, curved,; sm'face with fre-
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quent narrow undulations and occasional constrictions; external 
striations distinct; height of corrallum seventy millimeters; di-

- ameter of calyx, twenty-five millimeters, depth, twenty milli
metel's; lamellm about seventy, nearly uniform in size and thick
ened at the margin, alternating and thin belmv; the prindpal 
lamell;:e faseicuJate and extend to within a short distance of' the 
center, leavillg a smooth concave space three millimeters in di
ameter. 

In It transverse sectlon the corallum appears. as if composed 
of numerous thin invaginated lamime; in that respect it resem
bles .(}yathophyllum exfoliatum, but that species is much stronger 
and coarser in appearance. 

Formation and Locality . .....;...Corniferous· limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 0" ", ,. 

ZAPHRENTIS PROFUNDA . 

• Plate 19,1;'1[1. 1. 

7Aphrentis profunda, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annllal Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History,. advance shee~s, p. 31. August, 1882. 

Gorallum simple, elongate turbinate, curved; exterior with 
numerous 'anllulations; externalstrim fine, distinct; height of 
cOl'allum seventy millimeters; diameter of calyx twenty-five to. 
thirty-five millimeters; depth twenty-five to forty millimeters; 
there is usnally a flat space at the bottom of the calyx from 
one-half to three-fourths the diameter of the corallnm at that 
point, but this feature is sometimes obsolete; number of lamel
Ire from one hundred to one hundred and ten, alternating in 
Elize, thicknened at the margin, thin and sharp below; theprin~ 
cipal lamellm extend to within five millimeters of the center, 
coalescing with the tabulm, and leaving a smooth, nearly flat 
space of ten millimsters in diameter. The proportion of length 
and diameter is variable; individuals with calices of the same 
diameter vary in length from 3~ to 80 millimeters. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone; lalls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTI& ELEGANS. 

Plate 19, Fig8. 2-5. 

Za:phre:ntia elt-gam, HAf"h Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State Mu
seum of Natnl'al History, advance sheets, page 37. August, 1882. 
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Corallum simple, turbinate, usually slightly compressed, acute 
at the base, regularly expand'illg:{o the calyx; exterior with 
concentr,ic wrinkles and undulations, external strioo distinct, 
fourteen in the space often millimeters; when decorticated the 
internalstriooare usually broad, equal'to one-half the number 
of the lamelloo; corallum usually about, seventy millimeters in 
height; diameter of calyx thirty millimeters ; depth' twenty 
millimeter~, sides abrupt, an oval space at the bottom smooth 
or with the lamelloofaintly indicated; foss:ette usually dextral, 
consisting of a deep elongate depression at the bottom of the 
cup, but faintly indicated on the sides; number of lamelloo from 
eighty to ninety, alternating in size, thickened and sub-angular 
at,themargin;beco~ing very thin and fragile below. 

T~is species may be distinguished from Z. profunda by its 
compressed form, shallower calyx and fin'er lamelloo; from 
Z. nitida ~t differs in its compressed/orm, narrower flattened 
space at the bottom of the calyx, and somewhat finer lamellre. 

Formation and Locality.-Cornifer9us limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS PONDEROSA. 

Plate 19, Fig. 7. 

Zaphrentis ponderosa, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History. Advance sheets"p. 27. August, 1882 .. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, curved and oblique; exterior 
with strong rounded ridges, longitudinal striations' obscure; 
height of corallum, one hundred millimeters; diameter of calyx, 
forty-five millimeters; depth thirty-five millimeters, with a 
rounded elevation of fifteen millimeters,]n diameter at the bot
tom; number of lamelloo ninety, nearly uniform in size, thick
enedand rounded at the margin, alternating below, and 
becoming thin and sharp as they' approach .the center. A por
tion of the lamelloo extend to the center, twisting and coales- -
cing with the elevated portion of the tabuloo. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. . 

ZAPIIRENTIS NITIDA. 

Plate 19, Figs. 6, a1ld Plate 20, Figs. 4-6. 

Zaphrentis nitida, HALT.. Thirty-fifth. Annual Report of the New York !iltate 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheettl, p. 31. August, 1882. 

Corallum. simple, elongate-turbinate; straight or slightly 
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~urved; exterior with numerous sharp lannuJations and con
~trictions caused by ~ntermittent growth; external strire, very 
.distinct; height of corallum eighty millimet~rs; diameter of 
-ealyx thirty-five millimeters; depth twenty millimeters; some
'what campanulate; a space at the bottom from ten to fifteen 
millimeters in diameter smooth, nearly flat; foss,Eltte consist
ing of a deep 'pit, its continuation extending 'On the side, but 
lbecoming obsolete before reaching the margin of the calyx; 
number of lamellre, from seventy-five to ninety; nearly uniform 
in size; thickened and rounded at the' margin, 'becoming thin 
and alternating below; the principal lamelloo' extend a short 
-distance on the tabulre, coalescing with them, not twisted. 

This species most nearly resembles Z. profunda, bll:t is a more 
>solid form, and the calyx is not so deep. 
, Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 

Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS, SPISIlA. 

Plate 19, Fig8. 8, 9. 

Zaphrentis 6pissa, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 30. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, abruptly turbinate, straight or slightly 
-curved;. height of corallum seventy millimeters; diameter of' 
~alyx fifty millimeters; sides regularly concave; number of 
lamellre ,110, of uniform thickness, alternating in length, the 
Jlrincipal ones extending to the center, fascieulating, coalescing 
:and twisting; presenting a very irregular appearance; fossette 
~on8plCuouS, commencing a short distance from the center and 
-extending to the anterior margin. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPI;lRENTIS TRISUTURA. 

Plate,20, Figs. I-a. 
2aphrentis trisutura, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 

Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 30. August',1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, quadrilateral, straight or slightly 
~urved ; longitudinal strire conspicuous ; height fifty ~lillime
ters; diameter of calyx, thirty-five millImeters; sides nearly 
vertical or slightly convex, space at the bottom twenty-five 

19-GEOL. 
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millimeters in diameter; fossette consisting of a deepdepres
sion at the siuistral margin of the tubulm; number of lamellre 
seventy, alternating in size, vel'y thin and sharp on the sides of 
the cup, adja.:eut lamelloo coalescing aud fasciculating, the 
lanielloo thut'l formed ugain faseieulale and extend to the centort 
where they are twisted and elevated into a eomparatively sharp 
crest. 

The quadrilateral form, convex tabulm, deep fossette, and 
fasciculated· lamellm are eharaeteristics by which this species 
may be easily distingu·ished. 

F01"mation and Loeality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS DE1<'ORlIIIS. 

Plate 20, Figs. 9, 10. 

Zaph"entis deformi8; HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State Mu
seum of Natural History. , . 
Corallum simple, sub-cylindrical, small, the attached portion 

broad, expanding only on one side of the apex, giving to the 
corallum a very oblique growth; diameter essentially uniform 
throughout the whole length; exterior with numerous oblique 
wrinkles and ann ulations; longitudinal striations somewhat 
obscul'e; when decorticated, the internal strioo are broad and 
fm;lOoth, seven in the space of' ten millimeters; height of coral
lum thirty-five millimeters; diameter of calyx fifteen millime
tel's; number of' lamelloo t,wenty-fi ve to thirty, uniform in size, 
extending neady to the centel', leaving a smooth flat space five 
millimeters in diameter. 

The great expansion on one side of the apex, the very oblique 
annuhitions, and few lamelloo, are characteristics by which this 
species is easily distinguished. 

Formation and Loeality.-Corniferous limestone, Charlestown, 
Indiana. 

ZAPHRENTIS CYATHIFORMIS. 

Plate ]5, Fig. 19. Pit/Ie 16, Fig, 4. 

ZapkrentiB cyathfformis, HUI,. Thirty"fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural HiHtory, .advance sheets, p. 27. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or curved, exterior with 
gentle undulations, comparatively smooth; longitudinal stria-
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tions distinct; height of' corallum fifty millimeters; base at
tenuate; diameter of calyx twenty-five millimeters; depth 
twenty millimeters, sides abruptly descending, a flat area at the 
bottom fifteen millimeters ill diameter, fossette ~xtendingfrom. 
the flat space to the sinistral margin; number of' lamellre, eighty, 
alternating in size, thickeMd near the margin, becoming sharp 
Oll the sides. 

Formation and Locality. Corniferoue limestone, Fulls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS CONCA VA. 

Plate 21,.Fig. 6. 

Zd.ph7;enlis concava, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State Mu
seum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 35. August, 1882.. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, regularly curved; heig~t twenty- . 
nve milJimeters; diameter of' calyx twenty millime~rs; depth 
ten millimeters; the sides descend abruptly to within four milli
meters of the center, where there is a narrow elevation surround
ing an abrupt concavity of five millimeters ill diameter; fossette 
narrow and deep, indenting the margin of' the concave area 
and extending to the anterior margin of the calyx; number of 
lame lIre , seventy, alternating in size, a few extendi.ng to the 
center; tabulre concave in the center, outer portion bendiug 
abruptly downward, intermediate portioll convex. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Fa1l8 of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS UNDATA. 

Plate 20, Figs. 7, 8. Plate 25, Ji'ig. 1. 

Zaphrentif undata, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History,.advance sheets, page 33. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, elongate turbinate, gradually and regularly, 
or abruptly curving, so that one portion is at right angles to 
the other; exterior with strong regular annulations and numer
ous moderately strong concentric strire; tabulre usually flat, 
curving downward toward the -margin, and extending nearly 
the entire diameter of the 'corallum; number of lamellre, 120, 
the smaller ones rudimentary. The exterior of this species so 
closely resembles that of Heliophyllum annulatum,that from the 
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external characters alone it would be difficult to distinguish 
them; internally, however, they have not the least resemblance 
to each other. 

Formation and Localities.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio, and Clark county, Indiana. 

ZAPHRENTIS HERZERI. 

PiMe 21, Figs. 7, 8, 9. 

ZaphrentiB herzeri, HALl,. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 35. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or curved; the anterior
side is frequently flattened in young specimens; base, acut.e,. 
regularly expanding to the calyx; exterior with numerous
rounded annulations and concentric strioo; exterual strioo ob
scure in all the specimens observed; height sometimes forty 
millimeters, but usuaJJy' thirty milliineters; diameter of the 
calyx from fifteen to twenty millimeters; depth from ten to
fifteen millimeters; more or less. oval; usually flattened near
the margin, then abruptly sloping to the ~enter; fossette nar
row, extending from th€ center nearly to the anterior margin;. 
number of lamelloo from sixty to seventy, alternating in size,. 
the smaller ones llot more than five millimeters in length; the 
larger lamelloo extend to the center of the cup, not twisted or
elevated. 

This species has been included with Heliophyllum exiguum, by 
Dr. C. Rominger, (Geological Survey of Michigan), but the 
'form is different, and there are no traces of heliophylloid struc
ture. It may be distinguished from Z. u'n/Jula by its less com
pressed form and the different character of the center of the 
calyx. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous li.mestone, Louisville,. 
Kentucky. 

ZAPHRENTIS PLANIMA. 

Plate 21, Fig. 15. 

Zaphrenfis planima, HALJh Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State
Museum:of Natural History, advance sheet!!, page '29. August, 1882. 

Ooralhim .simple, turbinate, strai.ght; exterior with undula
tions of growth; height of corallum sixty millimeters; diame-
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ter of calyx thirty millimeters; depth fifteen millimeters; sides, 
nearly vertical, a flat and smooth area at the bottom, fifteen 
millimeters in diameter, the fossette consisting of a deep de
pression at the anterior margin of this area; number of la
meUre from eighty-fiye to ninety, of nearly uniform thickness, 
alternating in length; the principal ones faintly indicated on 
the outer portion of the flit area, sometimes continuing to 
. the center. In one specimen the bottom of the cup is marked 
by a ridge continued from the fossette. . 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS DUPLICATA. 

Plute 21, Fig. 3. 

Zaphrentis dupliootu, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report o~ the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 32. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, attenuate below, straight or 
slightly curved; exterior with low rounded ridges of' growth; 
external strire fiue, distinct; height of coraUum forty-five mil
limeters; diameter of calyx, thirty millimeters; depth fifteen 
millimeters; sides nearly vertical; a flat ilrea at the bottom 
twenty millimeters in diameter; fossette deep and narrow, 
commenc'ing near the center and extending to the anterior 
margin; number of lameUre 110, thickened and rounded near 
the margin of the cup, extending a short distance on the flat
tened area at the bottom; the alternate lamellre coalesce with 
the others, the lamellre th us formed fasciculate and coa~esce, 
continuing to the center, where they appear as low tortuous 
ridges; the tabulre at the center are elevated, the outer portion 
bending downward. This species can be distinguished from Z. 
frequentata by its finer lamellre which are thickened and coalesc
ing at the center, and by the narrow fossette .. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, FaJls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS CALCARIFORMIS. +
Plate 21, Fig. 10, 11. 

Zaphrentis calcarijormis, ·HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the N~w York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 33. AugQst, 1882. 

Corallum simple, narrowly turbinate, regularly curv.ed; di-
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ameter of calices in individuals of the same height, varying from 
ten to fifteen millimeters; height twenty-five millimeters; ex
terior with frequent undulations and low, rounded annulations; 
fossette narrow, very deep, commencing at the center and cou
tinuing to the posterior margin; the lamellre extend to the mar~ 
gin; coalescing and forming vertical walls; number oflamellre 
fifty, alternating in size; at a distance of two millimeters from 
the margin the smaller lam,ellre coalesce with the others. . 

This species is easily di:,;tinguished by the deep, narrow fos
sette situate on the posterior side, and the regular coalescing of 
the lamellre near the margm. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS OVALIS. 

Plate 23, Pig. 1. 

-Zaphrentia fWIllia, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State Mu
seum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 29. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or curved, slightly com
pressed; exterior with numerous constrictions caused by inter
mittent growth; height fifty millimetel's; diameter .of calyx, 

I - twenty-five millimeters; depth ten millimeters; sides nearly 
vertical, a flat area at the' bottom fifteen millimeters in diam
eter; fossette consisting of a deep depression at the dextral 
margin of the flattened area; number of lamellre seventy
five, uniform in size, extending a short distance upon the tab
uIre, and coalescing with them, becoming obsolete, and leaving 
a smooth area thirteen millimeters in diameter. -

Though not observed in the individuals examined, it may. 
prove that, at the margin of the cup, when entire, there are 
small rudimentary Iamellre, in which case the number given 
above would be increased. --

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS CONVOLUTA. 

Plate 22, Fig. 2. 

Zaphrentia convoltda, HALL. Tbirty-fiftbAnnual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History. advance sheets, page 37. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or regularly curved, 
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acute at the base, regularly expauding to the calyx, slightly 
compressed, oblique; decorticated specimens appearing some
what smooth; internal strirenot prominent; height of corallum 
seventy millimeters; diameter of calyx forty millimeters; 
depth twenty-five millimeters; a central area, twelve millime
ters in diameter, flat and smooth; number of lamelloo 100, alter
nating in size, the smaller. ones about fifteen millimeters long;· 
usually from two to four adjacent principal lameJlre coalesce 
and' fasciculate, becoming twisted and extending to within six 
millimeters of the center; fossette obscure or obsolete, ' 

'rhis species may be recognized by the conspicuous coalescing 
and fasciculating of the lamellre, and their decidedly twisted 
appearance after coalescing. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. ' 

ZAPHRENTIS COMPRESSA. 

Plate 21, Figs. 4,5. Plair 22, Fig. 5. 

Zaphrentis compre<lsa, ROMINGER. Fossil Corals, r876, page 151, plate 53: 

COl'allum broadly turbinate, straight or very slightly curved, 
flattened, acute at the base, rapidly and regularly expanding; 
exterior with numerous, rounded, irregular annulations; exter
nal costre, in well preserved specimens, prominent. Height of 
cOl'allum one hundred millimeters; calyx oval, length seventy-
five millimeters; width forty millime~ers; sides, nearly verti- • 

/ cal, leaving at the bottom a concave area about· forty-five 
millimeters in length, and twenty millimeters in width; fos
sette, dextral, consisting of a deep oval pit or depression a 
little to the right of the ceut.er, and continuing to the mar
gin of the concavity at the bottom of the calyx. A broad 
groove extends from the fosset.te to the sinistral margin at 
the bottom; on the sides of the calyx the fossette is obsolete; 
nnmber of lamellre 190, broadly angular at the margin of the 
calyx, and nearly equal in size, alternating on the sides; the 
smaller lamellre extend to the flattened I',pace at the bottom; 
the principal larnellre extend to the fossette and continuing 
.groove, slightly twisted. 

This species closely resembles Z. ungula in general appear
# 
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ance, but is much larger, the fossette is always dextral and 
obsolete on the sides, while in Z. ungula it is anterior and con
tinues from the center to the margin. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

SAPHRENTIS UNGULA. 

Plate 23, Fig8. 2, 3, 4. 

Zaphrentis ungula, ROMINGER. Fossil Corals, 1876, page 151, plate 53. 

Corallum broadly turbinate, flattened, acute at the base, reg
ularly and rapidly expanding; exterior with sharp constric
tions; external costoo obscure; corallum slightly and regularly 
curved; posterior portion regularly rounded, anterior nearly 
11at; height, thirty millimeters; calyx, thirty millimeters in 
length; width, twenty millimeters; flat or gently sloping for 
three or four millimeters from the margin, then regularly and 
abruptly descending, leaving at the bottom a small flattened 
area, along the middle of which is a groove at right angles to 
the fossette, which commences at the center and continues to 
the auterior margin; on the flattened area at the bottom it 
1s much more conspicuous than on the sides, where there is 
usually one lamelloo along the middle of the' fossette; number 
of lamelloo eighty, at the margin thickened and of uniform size, 
becoming very thin, and alternating in size below; the princi
pal lamelloo continue to the groove along the. bottom of the 
calyx, and are slightly twisted. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. Indiana and Kentucky. 

ZAPHRENTIS CONIGERA. 

(See under OLISIOPHYLLUM CONIGERUM.) 

ZAPHRENTIS FUSIFORMIS. 

Plate 21, Figs. 12, 13. 

Zaplarentis fusiformi8, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 29. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, very slightly curved, a little com
pressed, upper portion usually constricted; exterior with slight 
undulations of growth; height, twenty millimeters; diltI~eter 
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\ twelve millimeters at a distance of ten millimeters from the 
base; diameter of calyx eight millimeter~; depth nve milli
meters; at the bottom. of the calyx a slightly concave space; 
three millimeters in diameter; fossette narrow, conspicuous, 
reaching from near the center to the anterior margin; number 
of lamellre sixty, alternating in size, the smaller ones f;lcarcely 
more than rudimentary, the principal lamellre extend to the 
concave area at the bottom of the calyx and terminate abruptly. 

This species is easily recognized by its small size, constricted 
calyx, and the peculiar appearance of the center. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, near Louis
ville, Kentucky. 

OYATHOPHYLLUM, Goldfuss. 

CYATHOPHYLLUM VESICULATUM. 

Plate 23, Fig. 6. 

Oyathophyllum vesiculatum, HALL. Thirty.fifth Annual Report of the New Y orl,t 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 41. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, elongate turbinate, attenuate below, curved, 
regularly expanding to the calyx; exterior with gentle undula
tions of growth; height thirty-five millimeters; diameter of 
calyx twenty millimeters; depth fifteen millimeters; sides 
regularly sloping to the center; number of lamellre sixty, 
slightly alternating in size, very thin; the principal lamellre 
extend to the center of the calyx, hot twisted. The inter-lam
ellar cyats are small, but very distinct. This character gives to 
the-cOl'allum somewhat the appearance of a Cystiphyllum. 

Formation and Locality.-Oornifero~s limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

OYATHOPHYLLUM ARCTIFOSSA. 

Plate. 24, Figs. 1, 2. 

Oyathophyllum arctijossa, HAM.. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Mttsenm of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 40. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, turbinate, straight or curved; sometimes 
regularly expanding from a conical apex; at other times the 
diameter at the base is greater than at a short distance above; 
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exterior with concentric wrinkles and moderat~ly prominent 
annulatiolls; height of corallum eighty millimeters; calyx 
broadly campanulate, having a diameter of :fifty millimeters 
and a depth of twenty-:five millimeters; fossette deep, narrow, 
commencing about eight millimeters from the center and con
tinuing to the anterior margin; number of lamellre 120, nearly 
uniform in thickness, alternating in length; the larger ones, as '. 
they npproach the bottom, fuseiculate, a few continue to the 
center, coalescing with the tabulre. 

Formation and Locality.--Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
, Ohio. 

OYATHOPHYLLUM DEPRESSUM. 

Plate 24, Figs. 3, 4. 

OyathophyU-um deprcssum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance Rheets, page 40. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved, exte
rior with annulations and undulations of growth, and very 
prominent lOllgitudinal strire, of which there are eight in the 
space of ten Illillimeters; height of corallum, eighty millime
ters, regularly expanding; diameter of calyx forty millimeters; 
depth of anterior side thirty-five millimeters; sides parallel 
with the exterior wall; a flat area at the bottom twenty miIIi
ineters ill diameter, with a deep depression in th!3 center. The 
fossette consists of a deep depression sinistral to the center, its 
continuation on the side is obscurely indicated; number of la
mellre from eighty to ninety, alternating in size, the smaller 
ones very thin, extending to the flu,ttelled space at the bottom 
of the calyx; the larger lamell!e fasciculate and extend to the 
center, where they are slightly twisted; the interlamellar cysts 
are prominent, elongate, sometimes obscuring the smaller la
mellre. 

Fonnation anJ Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 
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CYATHOPHYLLUM IMl'OSITUM.-

Plate 23, Fig. 7. 

OyutlwphyUum impositum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annnal Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 40. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved, grad
ually expanding; exterior with frequent sharp constrictions 
caused by intermittent growth, giving the appearance of a 
series of invaginated calic~s; external'strire conspicuous; height 
of corallum eighty millimeters; diameter of the calyx forty 
millimeters; depth thirty millimeters; sides regularly sloping 
to the center; a narrow fossette both on the anterior and pos
terior sides, connected by a shallow -depression; number of 
lamellre from 100 to 110, alternating in size, somewhat thick
ened near the margin, very thin and sharp on the sides of the 
calyx; principal lamellre extending to the depression at the 
bottom of the calyx; on the 'sides of the lamellre, at right 
angles to the margin, are numerous rounded strire, sometimes 
projecting beyond the margins -and forming denticulations, but 
usually causing the margin to appear obscurely crenqlated. 

The strire have the same direction as those of Heliophyllum, 
but they are not suilieiently distinct or continuouR to place the 
species under that genus. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

CLISIOPHYLL UM, Dana. 

The following species possesse~ the internal structure of 
Clisiophyllum according to the original figure of Pr0f. D1tna, 
and as recognized by Mr. James Thomson, of Edinburgh, in his 
late publications. 

CLISIOPHYLLUM CONIGERUM. 

Plate 22, Fig8. 3, 4. 

Zaphrentis CQnigera, ROMINGER. Fossil corals, 1876, page 149, plate 40. 

Corallum turbinate or sub-cylindrical, varying in size and 
proportion; some specimens have a length of three hundred 
millimeters, and a diameter at the calyx of f~rty mmimeters~ 
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not increasing for half the length; other individuals of one 
hundred and fifty millimeters in length have a diameter at the 
calyx of seventy to eighty millimeters; in some specimens the 
surface has sharp, narrow constrictions at regular intervals, 
giving a somewhat invaginated aspect; while in others there 
are prominent annulations at irregular distances; calyx cir
cular, depth from fifteen to thirty millimeters, siites abruptly 
descending; at the bottom a conical elevation with broad base, 
varying in height from' ten to fifteen millimeters, or more; 
number of lamellffi 104, in a calyx of thirty millimeters in 
diameter; strongly alternating in size, principal ones very thin 
and prominent, extending to the cone at the bottoII;l, whE),re 
they are spirally twisted and frequently fasciculatiug. 

. Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone~ Falls of the 
Ohio, and Clark county, Indiana. 

Genus ACROPHYLLUM, Thomson 0' Nicholson. 

Messrs. Thomson and Nicholson have proposed a new genus,' 
Acrophyllum, founded upon Clisiophyllum Oneidaense, of Billings, 
which is very properly separated fro~ Clisiophyllum as possess
ing characters quite unlike the typical species of that genus. 

In our specimens the tabulffi are strong and well defined, 
becoming gradually or abruptly elevated as they approach the 
center. This feature depending in some measure, .apparently, 
upon the external form of the coral, the central portion being 
usually abruptly conical. There are, however, specimens where 

• the calyx is nearly flat or but slightly elevated in the center. 
The. septa are nume~ous and well developed, coalescing and 
curving as they reach the tabulffi; forming prominent, tortuous 
ridges on the central elevated portion, and becoming compli
cated with the tabulffi to form the conspicuous central promin
ence, which under some conditions assumes .the.'character' of a 
solid central axis. 

The general structure of the coral is 5imilar to Zaphrentis, 
except for the prominent central elevation of the tabulffi. 
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ACROPHYLLUM ONEIDAENSE. 

Figs. 1, 2, Pafje 302 . 

.aisiophyllum oneidaense, BILLINGS. Canadian Journal, page 128, 1859. 
" "RoMINGER. Fossil Corals, 1876.' 

Corallum simple, turbinate or sub-cylindrical, straight or 
<curved. Examples are extremely variable, some being short and 
broadly turbinate; one has a height of sixty millimete~s and a· 
-diameter at the calyx of fifty millimeters, rapidly expand
ing from an acute base; while another specimen has a ,height 
-of more than"three hundred millimeters and a diameter of only 
-fifty ~illimeters, the greater part of its length not increasing 
in diameter; many individuals are somewhat compressed,. but 
this may have resulted from accident; the exterior has num~r
-ous constrictions, caused by intermittent growth, and often 
-exhibits an invaginated ~ppearance; external costre on well 
preserved specimens, prominent, twelve to fonrteen in the space 
-of ten millimeters; often (especially near the base), there are 
numerous small, conical or spiniform nodes. The sides of the 
-calyx are nearly vertical, leaving an area at the bottom almost 
equal to one-half the width of the calyx, in the center of which 
is a prominent elevation, varying in height from ten tofitteen . 
millimeters, the width of the base about equal to the height; 
-thi.s projection is cansed by the elevation of the tabulre. The 
number of lanlellre in a calyx forty-five millimeters in diameter 
is two hundred, alternating in size, the smaller ones, being 
merely rudime.ntary, are confined to the margin of the calyx 
.and are often obsolete. 'the- principal lamellre, are very thin 
.and prominent, extending nearly to the base of the central 
-elevation, fasciculating; and the thickened lamellre thus formed 
-extend to the apex of the cone; fossette reaching from the base 
-of the elevation to the margin of the calyx, being much more 
~onspicuous on the flat area, at the bottom than on the sides; 
position variable. . 

This species can always be easily recognized by the exterior 
alone, which has some resemblance to Blothrophyllum decorti
eatum. 
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The following figures illustrate ,the interior characters of the 
species as presented in two weathered specimens: Fig. 1 is a 
turbinate form, showing a portion of the calyx with the tabulre, 
in the lateral portions gl'adually rising towards_ the center. 
Fig. 2 IS a weathered fragment of a nearly cylindrical form, 
showing the abrupt and extreme elevation of the tabulre 
towards the center. The axis in this case is essentially solid, 
owing to the compactness of the tissue formed by the tabulre 
and lamellre ,conjoined; to which possibly the infiltl'ation of 
mineral matter may have contributed. 

These figures likewise illustrate the extreme variation of ex
ternal form which prevails ill tlds species. 

Fig.!. Fig. 2. 

Formation and Locality.-:-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 
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DIPHYPHYLL UM, Lonsdale. 

DIPHYPHYLLUM APERTUM. 

Plate 27, Fig. 6, and Plate 28, Figs. 4, 5. 

DiphyphyUum apertum, HALT,. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural HiRtory, advance shEets, page 54. August, 1882-

Corallum simple, sub-cylindrical, 'straight or curved, gradu
ally or more rapidly expanding; when decorticated it presents' 
a distinct invaginated appearance; length of' one individual, 
sixty millimeters; ,calyx campanulate; diameter twenty milli-

. meters; depth ten millimeters; number of lamellre from sixty 
to seventy, of nearly uniform size at the margil}, alternating 
below; the principal lamellre extend to the vertical in:ternal 
wall; denticulations prominent, ten in the space of five milli
meters; inclosed internal area ovaloI' horse-shQe i shape, from 
four to six millimeters in diametet'; anterior side indented by a 
deep, narrow fossette. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone,iFalIs of the 
Ohio. . 

DIPHYPHYLLUM ADNATUM. 

Plate 27, Figs. 7, 8. 

Diphyphyllum adnatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Anl1flal :Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, 'p. 54. August, 1~82. 

Corallum sub-cylindrical, simpl'e or compound, increasing by 
lateral gemmation, frequently in contact for their entire length; 
exterior with very l:egular anllulations and concentric strire; 
longitudinal strire distinct; diametp.r varying from twelve to 
twenty ll!illimeters; calyx campanulate; depth ab~)Ut ten mil
limeters; number of lam,ellre, fifty; uniform in thickness, alter
nate lam"1lJre continuing to the imier wall; the space inclosed 
by t.he vel'tical wall is t.hree millimeters in diameter. 

Pormation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

DIPHYPHYLLUM TUMIDULUM. 

Plate 17, Figs. 3,4. 

DiphyphyUum tumidulum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Mu~um of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 55_ August, 1882. 

Corallmin small, simple, increasing, by calicular gemmation; 
length, fifteen millimeters, or less; diameter from three to four 

I 
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millimeters for about one-half the length, then abruptly ex
panding; diameter of the calyx from seven to ten millimeters ;: 
depth five millimeters; number of lamellffi fifty, alternating in 
size; denticulatious prominent; the inclosed internal area is. 
olie millimeter in diameter. -

Formation and Locality.-90rniferous limestone, Falls of the I 

Ohio. 

OYSTIPHYLL UM, LOllsdale. 

OYSTIPHYLLUM LATIRADIUM.· 

Plate 28, Figs. 8, 9. 

Oystiphyllum latiradium, HAJ,L. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State-" 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 57. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, turbinate, straight or slightly curved~ 

'. rapidly expanding; exterior ~th gentle undulations and shal'}>' 
constrictions; when deqorticated it presents a very distinctly 
invaginated appearance; height of corallum sixty millimeters;. 
calyx broadly campanulate ; diameter sixty millimeters; .depth 
twenty millimeters; a flat space at the bottom, about ten milli
meterS in diameter, occupied by large cysts; near the margin 
are broad, gently rounded, rudimentary lamellffi of neady uni
form size, six or seven in th~ space of fift.een millimeters; the 

, cysts first appear at about fifte~n millimeters from the margin~ 
becoming larger as they approach the center; the broad plica
tions either end abruptly or are continued on the cysts as fine 
interrupted striffi. In a transverse section the corallum ap
pears to be formed of thin superimposed laminffi. 

In the manner of growth and appearance near the margin~ 
this species is very similar to a OHONOPHYLLUM. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio .. 

BLOTHROPHYLL UM, Billings. 

BLOTHROPHYLLUM PR.OMISSUM. 
r 

Platt;il; Fig. 9, and Plate 28, Figs. 6, 7. 

Blolhrophyllum promiu'Um,HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 45. August, 1882. 

Oorallum simple, cylindrical, elongate;. diameter from fifteen 
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to twenty-fivemillim.eters; number of lamellre seventy, alter
nating in size; at the bottom of the calyx is a flat area, either 
smooth or with the lamellre but faintly indicated. 

In the decorticated condition in which this species and B. 
sinuosum occur, it is not possible to separate them by external 
characters, but in the one species the calyx has the lamellre ex
tending nearly to the center, abruptly ending and the extremi-

..... ties twisted; the other, B. promissum, has a broad, smooth 
space at the bottom of the calyx, and the lamellre not twisted. 
These characters are distinctive. 

HELIOPHYLL UM, Hall. 

HELIOPHYLLUM ALTERNATUM. 

Plate 24, Figs. 5, O. 

Heliophyllum alternatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets,page 45. August, 1883. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, usually straight; height forty
five millimeters; diameter of calyx thirty-five millimeters; 
depth twenty millimeters; sides pearly vertical, bottom fiat; 
n~mber of lamellre, from seventy to eighty, alternating in size, 
the larger ones very prominent, extending nearly to the center 
of the cup, coalescing and forming small, irregular, central, ele
vations; at the margin of the calyx the lamellre are thick and 
rounded, growing thinner as they approach the bottom; den
ticulations of the lamellre prominent, appearing as spillules, six 
in the space of five millimeters. This species may be distin
guished by the difference in the size of thelamellre, aud the 
nearly vertical sides of the calyx. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM INFUNDIBULUM. 

Plate 23, Fig. 8, and Pwte 24, Fig. 7. 

Heliophyllum infundibulum, HAI,L. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History. 

COl'allum turbinate, straight or curved; exterior with gentle 
undulations of growth and fine c.ol1centric strire, sometimes 
sharply constricted. by intermittent growth; diameter varyiI~g 

2O--GEOL. 
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in individuals of the same peight from fifteen to twenty-five. 
millimeters; diameter of calyx twenty-five millimeters, depth 
fifteen millimeters, regularly and gently concave from the mar
gin to the center; the form of the calyx is a short, inverted 
cone; number of lameHre from seventy to eighty, sometimes 
uniform ill size, at other times alternating; the larger lamelIre 
continue to the center, slightly twisted; denticulations fine; 
no fossette. ' 

. Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM INVAGINATUM. 

Plate 28, Fig. 1. 

Hdinph'llllum invaginatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 47. August, 1882. 

Corallum elongate, gradually expanding; when decorticated 
it has the appearance of consisting of a series of invaginated' 
calices; height of a full grown specimen, thirteen centimeters; 
diameter of calyx :fifty millimeters; depth thirty miUimeters; 
when the lamellreare perfect the calyx is somewhat campanti
late, when broken away the sides of the calyx are more. nearly 
vertical, and the bottom is flat or elevated at the center; num
ber of Iamellre ninety; of nearly uniform size at the margin, 
alternating on the sides, the principal lamellre extending to the 
center. are flexuous or slightly twisted, very thin and promi-' , .,. 
nent, from five to seven denticulations in the space of five mil
limeters, extending to within forty millimEJters of the center of 
th~ calyx . 
. Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 

Ohio. 
HELIOPHYLLUM SCYPHULUS. 

Plq,te 26, Pig. 5, and Plate 28, Figs. 2, 3. 

HelilYjJiayllum 8C'!JPhulus, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
MU8!lum of Natural Hi~tory, advance sheets, p. 51. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, regularly curved; surface with 
frequent narrow annniatiolls of growth and fine striatio.ns, 
sometimes with comparatively broad undulations. The greater 
portion of specimens observed are from twenty to twenty-five 
millimeters in height ;/diameter of calyx about equal to the 
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height; depth fifteen millimeters; a fiat or 'Slightly convex 
area at the bottom of the calyx when the lamellre are perfect.; 

.fossette situated anteriorly, not extending to the margin; num
ber of lamellre sixty; uniform in size at the margin, alternating 
below, the larger ones extending to the center, slightly twisted; 
occasionally one or more extending from margin to margin; 
center of tabulre fiat, the outer portion bending abruptly down
ward; from three to five denticnlations in the space of five 
millimeters, at a distance from the margin very prominent and 
spiniform. 

,This species differs from H. H alli in the form o'f the calyx, 
thinner lameIlre, and more distant denticulatlOn. 

Formation and Locality . ..,......Oorniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio,. I ' 

'HELIOPHYLLUM TENUIMURALE. ' 

Plate "27, Figs. 2, 3. 

Heliophylium ten'l4im'Urale, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Muaeum of, Nat.ral History, advance sheets, page 51. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, curved, usually decorticated, in
ternal costre prominent; height of corallum thirty rp.iI1imeters; 

, diameter of calyx twenty-five millimeters; depth fifteen milli- ' 
meters; sides abruptly sloping, leaving at the bottom a convex 
area ten millimeters in diameter; fossette extending from near 
the center to the anterior margin of the calyx; a depression 
extends from the fossette acr~ss the elevation at the bottom of 
the calyx, connecting with a rudimentary fossette on the pos
terior side; number of la):hellre, ninety, alternating in size, the 
smaller ones rudim~ntary; the larger lamellal extend 'to the 
c~nter of the calyx, where, they are elevated and twisted; seven 
or eight denticulations in the space of five millimetera. 

Formation and Locality.;:"'Oorniferous limestoljlc, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

HELIOPI\.YLLmr ANNULATUM. 

Plate 23, Fig., 12, and Plate 21i, Fig8. 2, 3. 

Heliophyllum anntdatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, a~vlluce sheets, p. 48. August, 1'882. 

OoraUum simple, elongate, gradually expanding, usually com
pressed; exterior with pr<!>minent rounded Qr sub:'angular an-
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nulations of growth, which are. sometimes at regular distances 
apart, also concentric wril1 kles and fine striations; longitudinal 
strire distinct; number of Jamellre from sixty to seventy-five; 
height of corallum from one hundred to one hundred.and fifty 
millimeters, or more; often extremely attenuate, and flattened 
from compression. In many examples the exterior does not well 
exhibit the generic characters, but longitudinal sections show 
the heliophylloid structure. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Scott and 
-Clark counties, Indiana, and Young's farm, Erie county , New 
York. 

HELIOPHYLLUM COMPACTUM. 

Plate 25, Fig. 5. 

HeliophyUum compactum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 48. August, 1882. 

Corallum small, sub-cylindricl or elongate turbinate, straight 
or slightly cUf\Ted1 gradually expanding; exterior with broad 
und ulations of growth, concentric wrinkles and fine ~triations; 
height of' corallum fifty millimeters; ftiameter of calyx twenty 
millimeters; depth fifteen millimeters; sides nearly vertical, 
abruptly expanding near the margin; a flat area at the bottom 
of the calyx eight millimeters in diameter; number of lamellre, 
seventy, nearly uniform in size at the margin of the calyx, 
alternating on the sides; the principal lamellre extend on the 
flattened area at the bottom, abruptly coalescing with the tab
ulre, leaving a smooth space five millimeters in diameter; den
ticulations fine, ten in the space of five millimeters; no fossette. 
The tabulre are nearly flat at the middle, bending abruptly 
downward near their outer margins. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM DISTANS. 

Plate 26, Ji!,g8. 1, 2. 

HeliophyUum dista'/l8, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 50. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, straight or curved; beight forty
five millimeters; diameter of calyx forty-five millimeters, depth 
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twenty millimeter$ ; the walls of the calyx, for a space of eight 
millimeters from the margin are fiat, then abruptly descending; 
.at the center an area fifteen millimeters in diameter is gently 
-convex; numb~r of lamellm seventy, of uniform size at the 
margin, alternating below; the principallamellre extend nearly 
to the center of the calyx; denticulations thin, three in the 
space of five millimeters. 

In general form and appearance this species is similar toH. 
Halli, but the lamelIre are much thinner, and the denticulations 
are at a greater distance apart, there being in that one six in 
an equal space occupied by three in this species. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestolle, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM INCRASSATUM. 

Plate 26, Fig8. 3, 4. 

Heliaph'IJllum incras8atum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
State Museum of Nattlral History, advance sheets, page 46. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate; height forty millimeters; diam-. . 
eter of calyx thirty millimeters; depth fifteen millimeters; 
sides near the margin Hat or rounded, then quite abruptly de
scending, a Hat area at the bottom teli millimeters in diameter; 
fossette conspicuous; number of lamellre fifty-six, alternating 
in size, the smaller ones about one-third the thickness of the 
others; the greater portion of the lamellre extend only to the 
fiat space at the bottom of the calyx, from that point about fif
teen are very much thickened and extend to the center, straight 
or slightly Hexuous ; \denticulations moderately prominent, from 
six to eight in the space of five millimeters; near the margin· 
they are wide, and bfcome narrow and spiniform below. 

l!'ormation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. , "t ~ 

. I!lELIOPHYLLUM FECUNDUM. 

Plf;.te 26, .Fig. 6, and Plate 27, Figs, 4, 5. 

Heliophyllumjeeundum, HAL~. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advabce sheet.l, page 49. August, 1882. 

Corallum small, increasing by calicular gemmation, some
times connected for [nearly their entire length; height of a 
mature individual" silxty-five millimeters; diameter of calyx 

! 
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thirteen millimeters; for a distance of four m,illimeters from 
.the margin the walls of the cup are nearly flat, then abruptly 
descending to a smooth area, four millimeters in diameter at the' 
bottom; ~nmber or lamellre, seventy, of uniform size, extend
ing to the flat space at the bottom ot' the calyx; denticulations 
minute, no fossette. From one calyx, only twelve millimeters 
in diameter, proceed five buds. 

rrhis species is easily distinguished from H. gemmatmn by its 
smaller size and different form of calyx. 

Formation and Locality. Corniferous .limestone, FallR ~f the 

Ohio. 
HELIOPHYLLUM GEMMA TUM. 

Plate 26, Fig. 12. 

HeliophyUu.m geml1ULtum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York Slate 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 49. Augu8t, 1882. 

, Corallum. rapidlyincreasing in numbers by calicular gem
mation; height usually from twenty-five to thirty millimeters; 
diameter !>f calyx twenty millimeters; depth ten millimeters; 
sides regularly sloping; a flat and smooth area at the bottom 
of the calyx three millimeters in diameter; number of lamel
Ire seventy; sometimes uniform in size, sometimes alternating,. 
extending to the flat space at the center of the calyx; denticu
lations minute; sixteen in the space of five' millimeterR; fos-

sette small. 
In nearly all the -specimens 2een there are three to five buds 

growing from the parent corallum. 
Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, FI111t'l of the 

Ohio. 
HELIOPHYLLUM ACUMINATUM. 

Plalf 26, Fig. 11. 

HeliophyUum aeuminatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of thE' ~"W York 
State }1usellm of Natural History, advance sheets, page 46. AuguRt, ]882. 

Corallum simple, tprbinate, regularly curved, length of :111- . 

terior side fifty millimeters; of. posterior side twenty-five mil
limeters; 'diameter of calyx forty millimeters; depth thirty 
millimeters; a dep,ressed convex space at the bottom twenty
five millimeters in diameter; fossette conspicuous, exteudiug 
from the convex· ,space at the bottom to the anterior margin; 
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number of lamellre, eighty; alternating in SIze, margins broadly 
angular; the larger lamella;l extend upon the tabulfP., hut do 
not reach the center; denticulations very prominent, s~)lnetimes 
extending nearly one millimeter beyond the margins of the 
lamellre, from three to four in the space of five millimeters. 

Formation. and Locality.-Corniferous limest()ne, Onta'rio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM sORiHDUM. 

Plate 26, Pigs. 9, 10. 

, Heliophyllum sordidum, HALl,. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State 
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, p. 52. Augnst, 1882. 

Corallum small, simple, turbinate, height from fifteen to 
twenty millimeters; diameter of calyx equal to the height. 
Numeroulil individuals of this species have beeu observed, but' 
they are invariably decorticated and the margins. of the calyx 
are broken away, so that the true form can not be accurately 
det,el'mined; a conspicuous fossette extend~ from near the c"enter 
to the anterior margin; frequently along the middle of the fos
sette there is a prominent lamellre; number of lamellre from 
eighty to ninety, alternating in size, the larger ones thick, coal
esciug, fasciculating, and extending to the center, where they I 

are twisted. Owing to the breaking away Of the lamellre near 
the margin, the denticulatiol1s seldom appear. 

'l'his is easily recognized as a HELIOPHYLLUM from the char
acter of the internal costre. 

Formation and Locality.-:-Corniferous limestone, Falls of the 
Ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM tJORNICULUM. 
P1"ate 23, Pig. 9. 

Oargophylla COl'1licula, LESUEUR. 1820. 
Zapltrentia phrygin., RAFINESQUE & CLIFFORD. 1820. 
Caniniapunctata, D'ORBIGNY. 1850. 
(}yathophylbtm ammonia, delitatum and comtum, DECASTELNAU. Terr. 8il. de I'Amer. 

du Nord. PI. xxi, F. 1-3. 
Zap/lrentis cornicuill, EDWAIUJS & HAIME. Pal. Foss. des 'i'err. PaL, PI. vi, F. 1. 
Cyathophyllum corniculum, RolIUNGEB. Fossil corals, 1876. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, regularly curved, acute at the 
base, rapidly expanding; exterior with shallow constrictions; 
the surface usually comparatively smooth; on well preserved 
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specimens the co'streare 'prominent; height usually {1'om thirty 
to thirty-five millimeters, diameter from· twenty to twenty
five millimeters, though examples have been found seventy mil:..
limeters in height and forty-five millimeters in diameter; on~ 
calyx of twenty-five millimeters diameter has a depth of fifteen 
millimeters; the sides descend regularly and abruptly, leaving
at the bottom a flattened area about fifteen millimeters in di
ameter; fossette commencing just posterior to the center and 
cpntinuing to the posterior margin, much more promine.nt on 
the bottom of the calyx than on the sides; number of lamellre,. 
seventy, alternating in size; the smaller lamellre extend to the 
flattened area at the bottom of the calyx; the larger lamellre, 
continue ~o the center, slightly twisted; from six to eight den
ticulations in the space of five millimeters; near the margins'ol 
the cup they are thin and somewhat obscure, on the sides they 
are very prominent and spiniform. This ·species is very com
mon, ·and found in New York and Oanada, in Indiana, Ohio and 
other Western States. Although usually placed in the genus· 
Zaphrentis, this form presents the characteristics of the genus 
Heliophyllum. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone, .Falls of the,' 
Ohio, and various other localities. 

HELIOPHYLLUM NETTELROTHI. 

Plate 26, Fig, 8. 

Heliophyllum nettel'1'othi, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York State' 
. Museum of Natural History, advance Rheets, page 51, August, 1882. . 

Ooral1um simple,elongate turbinate, regularly or irregularly 
curved.'l'he numerous specimens observed are decorticated .. 
'l'he internal structure is as follows: A central area is occu
pied by the flat portion of the tabulre; the tabulre turn upward, 
and for a ~istance of ten or fifteen millimeters are nearly ver-
tical, forming a cylindrical cavity, then turn outwar.d and down-
ward; in one example the flat portion of the tabulre is eight 
millimeters in diameter; a space 'of thirty millimeters in diam-
eter is' occupied by the tabulre and lamellre without interme
di~testruc~ure; then occur small intermediate cysts, having a 
dire<.\tiotJ. toward the margin, aud the heliophylloid rays, having:: 
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~ direction' toward the center. The outer area consists of a se
ries of the projecting margins of the invaginated calices, ,the la
mellre of which have, on their sides and margins, prominent 
rays and denticulations, but no vesicles. A ~alyx"of, forty 
millimeters in diameter slopes abruptly to the depth of fifteen 
miliimeters; it is then fiat for a distance Qf eight millimeters, 
then turns abruptly downward and continues vertically for a 
distance of about thirty millimeters; transverse section (of the 
latter portion) usually oval; number of lamellre from ninety to 
-one hundred, alternating in size, the larger ones continuing to 
the center of the cup, though somewhat obscured on the lower 
portion of the vertical wall; denticulations prominent, six or 
.seven in the space of five millimeters; on the sides of the la
mellre are oblique, coarse, rounded striations; these end ab
ruptly at two conspicuouS' longitudinal grooves; from these 
grooves to the outer area, a space of about five niillimeters, 
there are numerous small cy,sts; on the outer area there are 
prominent heIiophylloid strire. 

Formation a.nd Locality.-Corniferous limestone,Falls of'the 
.ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM DENTICULATUM. 

Plate 26, Fig. 7. 

Heliophyllum denticulatum, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New York 
,State Museum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 52. August, 1882. 

Corallum simple, turbinate, curved in sometimes more than 
-one direction; exterior with numerous concentric wrinkles and 
-:fine strire; external costre coarse and prominent; height of co-
rallum forty-five millimeters; diameter of calyx seventeen mil
limeters; depth ten millimete~s, broadly campan~]ate; fossette 
commencmg near the center', and extending to the margin; 
number of lamellre fifty, alternating in size, principal lam-~llre 
coalescing, fasciculating, and extending to the center. 

Formation and Locality.-Cqrniferons limestone, Falls of the 
.ohio. 
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IIEUOPHYLL UM J,ATERICRESCENS. 

Plate 27, Fig. 1. 

Heliuphyll-um l<LteriereSCf7lS, HALL, Thirty-fifth Anlluallteport of the Stat" Museum 
of Natural History, advance sheets, page 49. August, 1882 . 

Corallum sub-cylindrical,'slightly compressed, simple or com
pound, increasing by lateral gemmation; exterior with numer
ous sharp annulations of growth, concentric wrinkles and fine 
strire; the largest specimen observed is ten centimeters in 
lElngth, with, a, nearly uniform diameter of thirty millimeters;" 
dep,th of ~ly.x fifteen millimeters, somewhat campanulate, cen
ter elevated ;.number of lamellre from ninety to one hundred, 
uniform in size near the margin of the cup, alternating below; 
theprincipallamellre extending to the center of the cup are 
t:wi8ted and elevated, forming a false columella; denticulatiolls 
fine,' ~ight~n in the space of five millimeters. 

, tn its manner of growth, deep calyx with false columella, 
very fine lamellre and denticulations, this species is easily dis
tinguished from any others. 
, Eormation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Falls of' the 

Ohio. 

HELIOPHYLLUM 2EQumr. 

Plate 23, Ji'igs. 10, 1). 

Heliophyll-u1n re<]-u-um, gALL. Thirty-fifth Annual Heport of the New York State
Museum of Natural History, advance sheets'; page 50. August, 1882 . 

. Corallum simple, more or less curved, when decorticated 
having a decidedly invaginated appearance; height eighty 
millimeters; diameter of calyx thirty millimeters; depth 
twenty millimeters; tile margin sub-quadrangular in outline~ 
sides nearly vertical, a fiat, smooth area at the bottom fifteen 
millimeters in diameter; number of lamellre ninety, alternating 
in size; the larger ones are faintly indicated for a short dis

. tance on the tahulre' at the bottom of the calyx; fossette narrow 
and deep. This species may be known by the broad, smooth 
area at the bottom of the calyx.. . 

Formation 'and Locality.-Cornifel'ous limest~me, Falls of' the 
Ohio .. 
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, ZAPHRENTIS ·COLLETTI. 

Plate 18, Fig8. 12, 13. 

Zaphrentis collett,;, HALL. Thirty-fifth Annnal Report of the 'New York State 
" Mnseum of Natural History, advance sheets, page 28. August, 1882." 

Uorallum simple, turbinate, curved, usually compressed near 
the base and for some distance above; calyx circular; exterior 
with strong, rounded. ridges of growtp; longitudinal strife 
prominent; lellgth of the posterior f;li{le of an adult specimen, 
forty millimeters; length of the anterior side, seventy millime
tel's; calyx forty-five millimeters in diameter; side,s gradually 
-sloping; an area at the bottom ten millimeters indja,n).~t~:r, Very 
i!lightly elevated, smooth or rugose ft~ the cOJlt.Orted~e:i.tre;; 
number of lamellfe from seventy to eighty, n.ea.rlY"u:n:'iform in 
size at the margin, alternating below, thepllMlPjpal ones ex
tending to "the elevated area at the bottom.,of;.· 

In different specimens there is considera~variati'Qn ill the 
lamellre. Sometimes the smaller coalesce with the larger ones; 
lameIlre with thick, rounded margins, which" continue thus to 
the bottom of the calyx. In other specimens thoy are nearly 
uniform at the margin, alternate ones becoming'obsolete on the 
4"lides, leaving the principal lamellre sharp. In some specimens 
;all the lamellre on the posterior side extend to the bott.om of 
the calyx, giving to that side a much finer appearance than the 
-other. ' 

.. Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone, Crab 01'-
.chard, Kentucky. 

ZAl'HRE-NTIS (AMPLEXUS?) CRucn'ORME. 

Plate 22, Figs. 6, 7." 

Zaphrentis (Ample.rus) cruc!torme, HA-LL. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the New 
... York State Museum of Natural History. Unpublished. 

Corallum simple, elongate turbinate or sub-'cylindrical, 
-curved, very gradually increasing in diameter; exteriOr" with 
irregular annulations alld constrictions; longitudinal strire very 
distinct. On the convex side, near the base, are several pro
.cesses, which probably served for points of attachmellttb a 1'01'

.eigu 'body. Heigh t of corallum, forty millimeters; ,diameter at 
hase, ten millimeters; calyx, fifteen millimeters in diameter, sides 
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nearly vertical; depth, twelve millimeters; ~bottom of' calyx fIatt 
smooth; number of lamellre about fifty, alternating in size; the 
smaller lamellre rudimentary and scarcely perceptible at a short 
distance from the margin, thus giving to the calyx a coarsely 
lamellate appearance. . 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone; Falls of the 
Ohio. 

ZAPHRENTIS TEREBRATA. 

Plate 23, Fig. 5. 

Zo.phrtis Ter~ata, HALL. 35th An. Rep. N. Y. St. Mus. Nat. Hist. Unpublished. 

Ootallum simple, turbinate, attenuate below, moderately, 
curved; exterior with fine longitudinal strire and a few undula
tions of 'growth; height about sixty millimeters or more; calyx 
subelliptical, the greatest diameter about thirty millimeters; 
lamellre strong, about fifty (with an equal number of rudimen
tary ones), ,extendingmOl'e than half way to the center, when 
they turn abruptly downwardl, their margins becoming later
ally bent, thickened and sometimes coalescing, leaviI?g a very, 
na.rrow, deep cavity; fossette anterior, narrow, well defined,. 
with a single ray in the bottom and one or two more toward 
the·m~rgi;n of the cup. . " ' 

This species differs from Z. ovalis, fig. 1, of same plate, in 
its much smoother exterior, its coarser and more extended 
lamellre, and narrow, deep ealyx. From Z. planima, which it 
somewhat resembles ill exterior form, it differs in the stronger,. 
more extended and less numerous lamellre, and much narrower 
calyx. . 

Formation and Locality.-In the Oornifero'us limestone, at the 
Falls of the Ohio. 

CYATHOPHYLLUM CONCENTRICUM. 

Pln.w 21, Fig. 14. 

OyatlwphyUum canclllltlicum, HALl" 35th An. Rep. N. Y. St. Mus. Nat.Hist. Adv~ 

~h,e~ts!p. 42, Aug. 1882~ , 

C~ral1um sImple, turbinate, re$ularly curved, 'solid exterior 
with undulations of growth and numerous fine concentric, ru
gose strire, longitu.dinal strire distinct; height of corallum, fifty 
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millimeters; calyx, thirty ~iIlimeters in diameter; depth, twenty' 
~illimeters; sides regularly concave; a space at the bottom ten 
millimeters in diameter, flat; fosette extending from near the 
center to the anterior mal'gin; number of lamellre. 100, nearly 
uniform in size at the margin of the calyx, alternating below. 
In some specimens the principal 1amell re extend to the margin 
of the'flattened area below, ending abruptly, leaving the central 
portion smooth; in others they extend to the center, though 
becoming abruptly much smaller at the margin of this area. 
When decorticated the~nternal strire. are crenulated or united 
by septa. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone; Falls of the 
Ohio. 

OOLEOPHYLL UM, Hall. 

OoleophyUum, HALL. 85th An. Rep N. Y. St. Mus. Nat. His. Unpublished. 

Oyathophylloid corals, growing simply; the substance com
posed chiefly of a serie!:! of closely arranged, invaginated tabulre, 
which are more or les!:! oblique to the axis; rays obscure or ob
solescent; calices oblique. 

Owing to the partial .development or incomplete continuity 
of the tabu Ire, broad shallow vesicles are sometimes formed. 

OOLEOPHYLLUM, Romin.qeri. 

Plate 24, .Figs. 8, 9. 

Gokaph.yUum, ROMINGERr. 35th An. Rep. N. Y. St. Mus. Nat. His. Unpublished. 

Oorallum simple, straight, erect. Tabu Ire 'extremely oblique, 
closely arranged, scarcely united along the posterior median 
line; rays fine, obscure, becoming obsolete toward the middle 
of the shallow calyx, and converging toward the posterior fos
sette. Base of attachment expanded; , 

The specimen figured is a straight, erect form, partially silici
fied and decorticated. 'fhe exterior had originally fine longi-

. tudinal stri re. In its present condition the posterior side is 
marked by a narrow slit or fissure, which is apparently due to 
a deep fossette on this "!ide, and has become conspicuous by the 
removal of the epitheca. 

Formation and Locality.-Oorniferous limestone; Falls of the 
Ohio. 

• 
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COLEOPHYLLUM PYRIFORME. 

Plate 24, Fig. 10. 

Ooloophyllu'fll pyriforme. Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the State Museum of Natural 
History. Unpublished. 

\ 

Corallum obliquely turbinate, curved, regulary eularging from 
the apex; calyx of moderate depth, oblique, much shallower at 
the posterior side; the invaginated tabulre closely arranged, 
and marked by a fossette on the posterior side; rays fine, con
verging and fasciculating towards the fossette, the rays on the 
P9sterior side having a coarser aspect. Exterior marked by 
longitudinal strire, and on the convex side by distinct annula
tlons. 

This species has a neat symmetrical form, with broad ellip
tical calyx. The specimens are silicified, and on that account 
the parts- are not so ,clearly define'd. 

Formation and Locality.-Corniferous limestone; Falls of the 
Ohio. 

Other species of this genus are known in the Upper Helder- . 
berg limestone, in the State of N ew York. 
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ALBANY, N. Y., February 8, 1883 . 

. PROF •• JOHN CeLLETT, 

State Geologist of Indiana: 

DEAR SIR-Referring to our correspondence regarding the 
Spergen Hill fossils, and the pl'eparation of a memoir ,upon 
the same, I can only repeat what I have already written. _Such 
a memoir can not be properly completed in time for your present 
report, and I can only express my regret that the exigencies of 
your work, as you have stated to me, require some publication 
on the subject. I had hoped to have the much desired oppor
tunity for such a revision of my former w~rk as this occasi'on 
would have afforded, but any publication you may make at this 
time will preclude the necessity or desirability of such a memoir 
in the future. In the meantime I send you the followin~mem-' 
oranda in regard to the original paper, which, perhaps, you may 
think it well to put upon record: 

In November, 1856, I presented to the Albany Institute a 
paper entitled" Descriptions of New Species of Fossil$, from 
the Carboniferous Limestones of Indiana and Illinois." This 

, paper was prefaced by some remarks upon the subdivisiolls of 
the carboniferous limestones of the Mississippi Valley, which 
are now well recognized among geologists, and need not be 
here repeated. 

The remarks and comparisons accompanying the specific de
scriptions of these fossils were omitted from the prillted paper 
(except in the first two species), as the matter would otherwise 
have exceeded the space allotted to it in the volume. A man
uscript copy of these remarks was, however, bound with my 
library copy of the paper, with the intention and expectation 
of republishing the whole in a more extended form, with illus
trations of the species. Some years since, arrangements had 
been partially made to have this illustrated paper appear in the 
'l'ransactions of the Albany Institute, but the plan was 'not 
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carried out, and in the meantirrle' t,he original collection had 
become the property of the Americal~ Museum of Natural His
tory, in New York city. 

Sometime, about two years since, you requested me to pre
pare a revision of this paper, with illustrations, to be published 
in the Geological Heport of Indian~. On application to the 
,American Museum for a loan of the specimens for this purpose, 
I was informed that they were already in hand and considera
bly progressed for illustration in the museum publicaHons. 
Thus circumstanced, it was out of my power to comply with 
your request, as I had in my possession but an incomplete 
series of speci~ens fi'om Spergen Hill, and rocks of that age 
in other localities. The collections more recently. sent to me 
by yourself, from the Indiana Geological Survey, have supple
mented in a great degree my own collections, and have added 
other species, making the representation of the fauna pretty 
complete. TJ:1is collecti~n would hil,ve enabled me to make, as 
you desired, a more extended memoir upon the fossils of these 
strata. Your 'decision to publish the very excellent plates 'of 
the Am~rican Museum Bulletin, renders it superfluous to con
tinue ~is work, since it would be in part a repetition of what 
you will publish, or, otherwise, supplemental to it. 

Following the descriptions of the species', as originally pub
lished, I have appended a copy of the remarks and compari
sons accompanying each one, as these were written for the 
original paper, and which have not bei@l'e been published. Any 
observations of' later date are inclosed in brackets. 
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FORAMINIFERA. 

END()T~YRA, Phillips. 

ENDOTHYRA BALEY!. 

Plate 32,' Figs. 34-36. 

Botalia baleyi, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 34; 1882. 
ElIdothyra baleyi, (Hall sp.) Whitfield, Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 42, pI. 

9, figs. 34-36; 1882. 
Compa.re Endothym bowmani, PHJLLIPS. 
Compare Involutina fooata, Bl\ADY. See Palreontographical Soc."Londoll, vol. xxx, 

p. 92, pI. 5, figs; 1-4. 

Shell depressed, orbicular, sub-equally convex above and be
low, smooth, margin rounded, indented by the septa; spire de
pressed, involveci; last volution slightly oblique, consisting of 
eight loculi; aperture contracted. 

The general form of this fossil is, depressed, globular, with 
the involutions deviating slightly 'from the same plane. Not 
unfrequently, however, the spire ascends in a greater, or less de
gree, and one or more loculi become visible beyond the single 
volution. Sometimes seven loculi only are visible in the volu
tions. The surface is smooth under an ordinary magnifier, and 
the outline is indented at the septa. 

This plinute fossil is the first one of the Forminifera which 
has fallen under our observation in the carboniferoas limestone 
(except Fusulina). A single species :of this genus, from the, 
carboniferous lime~tone of Europe, has been described by 
Ehrenberg, who a!,serts, also" that he has evidence of the ex
istence of foraminifera in the, lower fossiliferous strat~. 

It gives me grell-tpleasure to oft'er the slight tribute of the 
name of this ancient speqies to one who pas done so, much for, 
science in our country, and of ;Whom it would be superfluous 
for me to say that he stands at the head of his department;
of whose quiet, untiring zeal, patient investigation and phHo
sophical dequction, every student of science' must speak with 
pride and satisfaction. 

LQ,calities.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, l3loomingtonand Lanes
ville, Ind. 

21-GEOL. 
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ECHINODERMA TA. 

PENTREMITES, Say. 

PENTR,EMITES KONINCKANA. 

Plate 32, Fig. 33. 

Pentrfmites koninckana, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. 4, p. 4. 1856. 
Pentremiteskoninckana, HALL. Geol. Iowa, p. 656, pI. 22, fig. 11. 1858. 
Pentremites koninckana, R4LL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 43, 

pL 9, fig. 33. 

Small, globose, or sub-pyriform, upper part rounded, base 
sub-pyramidal, angular; basal plates small, the lateral edges 
short and covered by the column, all9wing the base of three of 
the radial plates to come within the limits of the column area, 
the two other plates resting upon the longer .sides of the larger 
basal plates. Radial plates short, convex in the middle and 
eloping to the sides, widening a little from the base upwards, 
and divided only half way down for the reception of the pseudo
ambulacral areas; interradi~l plates minute,linear or tapering 
very gradually upwards to a, point, and having two extremely 
short oblique sides below. Pseudo-ambulacl'al areas broad, 
nearly plane, and extending only about half way from the sum
mit to the base, rather deeply impressed at their rounded low,er 
ends; poral plates varying from six to thirteen. Oral aperture 
small, pentagonal; anal aperture large, oval; ovarian opening 
small, nearly round; surface very finely and beautifully striated; 
strire on the sides of the radial plates nearly vertical, but on 
the lower part they are deflected obliquely across so as to meet 
at an obtuse angle on the center below the ambulacral areas. 
Column at its junction with t~ebody round, relatively very 
large. Length, one-twelfth to one-fourth of an inch. 

This species resembles P. caryophyllatus of De Koninck, (crin
oides du Terrain carbonifere de la Belgique), but differs in the 
shorter base and peculiarity of the basal plates, as well as in 
the interradial plates, which in one species are extremely ,small 
and almost linear~ the one on the anal side extending into that 
aperture. A single individual shows a nearly entire obli,tera-

,tion of one of the pseudo-ambulacral spaces. . 
Localities.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloom

ington, Ind. 

, 
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.. 
PENTREMITES CONOIDEUS. 

Plate 32, Fig. 32. 

Pentremites conoideus, HAU.. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 5. 1856. 
Pentremites conoideus, HALL. GeoI.Rept. Iowa, p. 655, pI. 22, figs. R--I0. 1858. 
Pentr~ites conoilkus, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hiflt., p. 44, pI. 

9, :fig. 32. 1882. 

General form conoidal or pyramidal, with the angles rounded; 
base sub-truncate; apex a little flattened; plates of the base 
somewhat flattened; radial plates extremely elongated and 
deeply divided for the reception of the pseudo-ambulacral 
areas; interradial plates deeply inserted between the radial 
plates, long, lanceolate, and very acutely pointed above; pseudo
am bulacral spaces very elongate, narrow, extending :'near!y 'to 
the base, with sides sub-paralle.l, convex along the median line; 
median line sharply dp-pressed; poral plates varying with age 
from twenty-five to fifty; ovarian apertp,res circu1ar;analaper
ture ovate and much larger than the others. . Surface marked 
by fine, closely arranged strire, which on the radial plates are 
parallel to the margin,a till near' the summit, where they are, , 
stronger and dIverge from the suture; st~ire on the interradial 
plates diverging from the center. ' 
. Length, from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch. 

In young specimens the base is more extended and the poral 
pieces much fewer than in older specimens. 

Associated with this species and having a similar general 
aspect, I have observed a single specimen, having a length of 
three-fourths of an inch, of an obtusely quadrangularfo.r:m 
and having but four pseudo~ambulacral areas, one l of them 
being much wider than the others. There are, however, five 
ovarian openings at the summit. This appears to be an indi. 
vidual where the two adjacent sides of the radial plates have 
never been developed, whEe at the same time an effort has been 
made to preserve the symmetry of, the ovarian openings. 

J;,ocalities.- Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloc;>mi gton, Ind . 

• 
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BRACHIOPODA .. 

ORTHIS, Dalman. 

ORTHIS DUBIA. 

Plate 29, Pigs. 1-5. 

Orthill dubia, HALL. Trans. Alb., lnst., vol. 4, p. 12. 1856. 
Orthis dubia, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mils. ~at. Hist., p. 45, pI. 6, figs. 

1~5. ' 1882. 

Shell circular or oval-ovate, val ves nearly equally convex;. 
The dorsal valve somewhat more rotund; ventral valve flat
tened in the middle, with a broad depr~ssion extending thence 

. to the front of the shell, giving 'it a sinuous outline; beak of 
ventral valve extended beyond the opposite valve, slightly in- . 
curved with a triangular foramen; area very small and (with 
the foramen of the ventral valve) nearly covered by the bea.k of 
the dorsal valve which curves towards the opposite valve, 
bringing the two almost in contact at their margins. Surface 
marked by fine rounded, closely arranged strire, which increase 
by bifurcation and implantation; the strire down the mesial 
depression are distinctly tubular, with minute, pore-like open-

. ings at intervals, directed downwards. Minute pore-like open
ings are sometimes seen on other parts of the shell, but never 
so conspicuous as in the ventral sinus. 

Length, .09 to .45; width, .10 to .45 of an inch. 
This species is extremely like O. michelina, but does not 

attain more than one-tenth the size of the larger forms of that 
species. It differs likewise. in the greater convexity of the 
dorsal valve near the. lateral margins, and in having a more 
distinctly defined mesial depression or sinus in the ventral 
valve. The beaks are also more prominent, especially that of 
the ventral valve. It is barely possible that this may be the 
young of O. michelina. [Compare with O. theimii White.] 

We know a species in the Helderberg which in its young 
state has both valves nearly equally convex with prominent 
beak, w.hile in maturing it becomes flattened and the ventral 
valve concave with the edges elevat()d, while ,in some· stages 
of growth there are indications of a broad shallow sinus down 
the center of the ventral valve. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Paynter's' Hill, Lanesville, and 
Bloomington, Indiana. 
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STRRPTORHYNCHUS (ORTHIS) UMBRACULUM (Schlot.) 

There are. several small specimens iIi the cqllection which 
appear to be identical with O. um.braculum., The s.pecimens 
are scarcely more than half an inch in diameter. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

PRODUCTUS, Sowerby. 

PRODUCT uS BISERIATUS. 

Plate 29, Figs. 8-12. 

Froductus biseriatus, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 12. 1856. 
Froductus biseriatus, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 46, pl. 

6, figs. 8-12. 1882. 

Shell longitudina.lly ovate, ventral valve extremely gibbous, 
without sinus, arcuate, marked by five or six elevated distant 
concentric undulations, which are ornamented upon their upper 
margins by a single row of elongate pustules or nodes, and on 
their middle and basal margins by numerous smaller granula
tions; beak attenuate and· extremely arcuate; dorsal valve 
semi-oval,flattened near the base, having the greatest concavity 
near the beak, which is obtuse; surface of the dorsal valve 
marked by eight or nine closely-arranged concentric bands, 
which are marked by granulations, as in the ventral valve; 
hinge-line scarcely so long as the greatest width of the shell; 
extremities rounded. 

This species is allied to P. elegans, of McCoy. (See Synopsis 
of the Carbo Fossils of Ireland, pI. 18, fig. 13, and British Pal. 
Foss., pl. ~, 4, fig. 4.) It has likewise some resemblance to P. 
fim.briatus (Sow. T., 458, f. 1, vol. v, de Koninck Monog. Produc
tus, etc., p. 127, pi. 21.) It differs from the latter, however, in 
having the finer granulations on the lower margins of the con
centric band, while P.fim.briatus has the larger nodes only, and 
these are' of less proportional size than in our shell. It ap
proaches in character the young of P. punctatus, but is nar
rower, aJI the beak of the ventral valve is more slender. 
There is d~ indication of a ventral sinus. 

LocalitiJs.-AHon,Illinois; Spergen Hill, Paynter's Hill, and 
Bloomington, Indiana. 
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PRODUCTUS INDIANENSIS., 

Plate 29, Figs. 6, 7. 

Prod'UCtus Indianensis, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 13. 1882. 
Productus Indianensis, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p.47, 

~, pI. 6, figs. 6, 7. 1882. 

/ 

Shell sub-ovate,gibbous, inflated; veutral valve without sinus, 
gradually contracting towards the beak, which is lapge and 
strongly arcuate, obtuse at the extremity and very gibbous be~ 
low; surface pustulose, or aculeate, marked by extremely fine, 
concentric strioo, and a few irregular undulations; pustules or 
bases of spines irregularly distributed over the surface of the 

/ shell, with a linear series down each side below the hinge ex
tremity; hinge-line appa:r:ently less than the width of the shell. 

This species resembles P. 8ubaculeatu8 (Murchison; de ~o" 
ninck, MOllog., p. 142, pl. 16, fig. 4), but our shell is narrower, 
more extremely gibbous in the center, and more gradually con

,tracting toward the beak, which, also, is more gibbous and 
more strongly arcuate. The bases of the spines or tqbes are 
likewise proportionally much smaller than in P. 8ubaculeatu8. 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, Indiana. 

SPIRIFERA, Sowerby. 

SPIRIFERA BIFURCATA. 

Plate 29, Figs. 13, 15. 

Spirifera bifurcata, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 8. 1856. 
Spirife:ra bifurcata, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 47, pI. 6, 

figs. 13-115. 1882. 

Shell semi-elliptical in general form; ventral valve gibbous; 
dorsal valve, depressed convex; plications, seven or eight, 
which appear to coalesce towards the cardinal margin; mesial 
fold with a defined depression in the center, reaching half way 
to the beak; surface longitudinally striated and concentrically 
marked by fine lines. 

Length, .09 ; width, .11 of an inch. 
In worn specimens the longitudinal stri~ are often obliter

ated, and the plications have the apearance of bifurcating. In 
general form the shell differs little from 8piriferina Norwoodana, 
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but may be distinguished by the presence of longitudinal strire 
and finer concentric lines, while the plications are less strong 
and the whole shell is less robust. • 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, Indiana. Spiriferina (spirifer) spi
nosa (Norwood and Pratten) occurs at Bloomington, Indiana, 
and a.bove Alton, Illinois, in the same associ.ation wit1;l. the pre
ceding: 

SPIRIFERIN A, D' Orbigny. 

SPIRIFERINA NORWOODANA. 

Plate 29, Figs. 16, 17. 

Bpi/rijerina norwoodana, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 7. 1856. 
Spiriferina norwoodana, HALL. Whitfield; .Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hiat., p. 48, 

pI. 6, figs. 16, ]7. 1882. I 

Shell small, semi-elliptical, very gibbous, angles rounded; 
hinge line less than the greatest width of the shell. Ventral 
valve very convex and strongly archi.ng near the beak, which 
is curved over the area; plications about eight, the central ones 
very strong, and the mesial depression distinctly continued to 
the beak. Dorsal valve ranging from depressed convex to ex
tremely convex, and marked by three strong plications on each 

, side of the mesial fold, which has often a depressing line along 
the center towards the base, with scarcely a distinct fold in· 
the sinus of the ventral valve. 4-rea small, high, not extend
ing to the extremities of the hinge; foramen scarcely higher 
than wide; surface, in unworn specimens, marked by concen
tric,imbricating lamellre. 

Length, .07 to .18; width, .08 to .21 of an inch. 
This species in its more perfect condition exhibits thepli

cations extending very distinctly to the cardinal margin. In 
some specimens, the depression along the mesial fold is very 
marked, while in others-.it is scarcely visible. In some young 
shells which are apparently of the same species, the plications 
do not continue so well marked to the apex, while the wearing 
of the surface sometimes produces an apparent coalescing of 
the plications towards the beak. 

Localities.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, Ind. 
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ATHYRIS, McCoy. 

ATHYRIS HIRSUTA. 

Plate ::9, Figs. 18-21. 

Spirigera (Athyris) hirsuta, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 8. 1856. 
Athyri8 hirsuta (Hall, sp.) Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p.49, pI. 

6, figs. 18-21. 1882. 

Shell varying in form from ovate to sub-circular; beak prom
inent, slightly extended, front compressed, sometimes faiutly 
sinnate. Va,lves nearly equally convex, the ventral valve most 
convex toward the beak; beak of ventral valve prominent, in
curved so as to bring the minute foramen nearly on a line with 
the margin of the shell; beak of the smaller valve closely in
curved benettth the beak of the opposite valve. Surface orna
mented by concentric, imbricating lamellre which give origin 
to successive rows of minnte spines. 

The cast shows faint impressions of radiating strire, which 
are not visible on the external surface of the shell. A harrow, 
impressed line is sometimes shown down the center of the,cast 
of the ventral valve; and a few specimens have a shallow, de
pressed groove down the center of the shell, from beak to base 
in both valves·. A cast of a large individual shows about seven 
turns of the internal spire. 

This shell in its young state is usually ovate, the broadest 
end being the front of the shell; the beaks are distinct and 
elevated, gradually tapering from the body of the valve .. As 
the shell becomes older, it assumes a broader and more nearly 
circular form, and the beak becomes more e.levated above ,the 
body of the shell than in the young state. The greater number 
of these shells have no trace of a sinus, but in 'some of the older 
specimells there is a slight depression in the larger valve, which 
produces a sinuosity in front. The minute spines appear to 
b~ produced by the- splitting of the edges of the imbricating 
lamellre. In some specimens the> spines are very distinct near 
the border of the shell, but in worn individuals nothing re
mains but the fine, concentric lines. 

From the foregoing description it will be seen that this spe
cies is closely related to the Terebratula Roysii of Leveille, and 
to T. planosulcata of Phillips; It differs from the first in its 
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small size and Ipore ovate form, especially of young individuals. 
and in never having the distinct sinus possessed by that shell; 
while the beaks of our shell are more prominent and the slope 
011 each side is less concave. The volutions of the internal 
spire in A. hirsuta are not more than half the number repre
sented in T. Roysii. From the T. planosul(fata, itdifi'ers in its 
smaller size, in being less ventricos'e, especially toward the 
front margin, in the proportionally more prominent;,: beaks and 
generally more elongate form. From the specimens examined, 
the projecting spinose lame~l~ in our shell are never so ulUch 
extended as in that species. [Larger specimens of this species 
from Lanesville, Ind."indicate its near relation, if not identity, 
with Athyris sub9uadrata.] ",' 

LQcal~ties.-~1ton, Ills.; Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloom-
ington, Ind. ' 

ATHYRIS TRINUCLEU~. 

Plate 29, Figs. 22, 27. 

'l'e'rebrat'u1a trinncleus, HALL. 'Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. 4, p. 7. 1856. 
Ttrebrotula trinucleus, HALL. Geol. Rept. Iowa, p. 659. ,1858. 
Arthyris trinueleus, HALL. Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. MUR. Nat. Hist., p. 90' 

pI. 6, figs. 22--27. ] 882. . 

Shell sub-pentagonal or ovate, robust; trilobate lobes nearly 
equal, valves nearly equal, the ventral one gibbous toward the 
beak; a sinus in the center, beginning above the middle of the 
valve, gradually becoming wider and deeper toward the base, 
and some specimens distinctly bounded by an obtusely angular 
ridge. Dorsal valve varying from sub-circular to transversely 
oval and longitudinally ovate, most convex between the center 
and the beak, and distinctly trilobate, lobes' extending about half 
way to the beak; the middle lobe often marked by a distinct 
linear depression; beak of ventral valve strong, rounded and 
incurved; truncated vertically by a distinct rounded, foramen. 
Surface marked by fine concentric lines, which undulate with 
the lobes, and are extremely sinuous near the margin of the 
shell. 

Old shells are often marked by strong imbricating lamellre at 
un~qnal distances. ' 

Length, .20 to .51; width, .19 to .26 oran inch. 
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This is a robust species, exhibifing some variations in formt 
but preserving sufficiently its distinctive characteristics to be 
recognized in all its forms and stages of growth. The trilobate 
character of, the lower half of the shell is less distinct in the 
young individuals, but is always to be discerned. The longi
tudinally ovate. forms are less distinctly trilobate near the base 
than the. shorter ones. The strong imbricating lamellre of 
growth are often visible near the margins of the valves in 
young shells, and become more conspicuous with age. 

[Later' collections, and particularly those of the Indiana 
Geological survey, f~rnish specimens of much larger propor
tions than those originally described, and in many of these the 
internal spires are well preserved, or are exposed in broken 
specimens, clearly proving its relations with Athyris.] 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville~ Greencastle Junction, 
and Bloomington, Indiana. 

RHYN CHONELLA, Fischer. 

RHYNCHONELLA RICINULA. 

Plate 29, 1i'ig. 46. • 

Hhynchonella ricinula, HALL. Trans. Alb., lnst., vol. 4, p. 9. 1856. 
Rhynchonella ricinula, HALl,. Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 53, 

pI. 6, fig. 46. 1882. 

Shell very small, longitudinally ovate or sub-lenticular, neatly 
rounded in front; valve:< almost equally convex; beak of ven
tral valve straight, comparatively much extended, perforate by 
a triangular foramen; surface marked by from twelve to six
teen angular plications, which often, terminate abruptly about 
one-third of the distance from base to beak, sometimes becom
ing obsolete on the upper balf of the shell. 

Length, -.11; widtht .10 of an inch. . 
This shell bears a close resemblance to R. (atrypa) nanat of 

McCoy (Carb. Foss. of Ireland, p. 655t pI. 22, fig. 19), but our 
shell is smaller, and has from two to six piicatiolls or more on 
each val \Te. In many specimens the plications are strong on 
the margin; and termil'ate abruptly on the lower third of the 
shell, while in others they are faintly visible on the upper . half. 
It is possible that the presence or absence of the plications iSt 
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in some degree, affected by "\Yearing or maceration. With a 
larger number of specimens for comparison, this shell might be 
found identical with Professor McCoy's species. 

Thus far I have not found gradations from this to larger 
forms, but it is still possible. that this form may prove to be a 
young shell. 

Locality.-Spergen Hill and Lanesville, Indiana. 

RHYNOHONELLA GROSVENOR!. 

Plate 29, Figs. 31-34. 

Rhynch(Yn(JUa grosvenori, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 10. 1856. , 
Rhynch(Yfl,(JUa, g'I'osvenOl'i, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 53, 

pI. 6, figs. 31-34. 1882. 

Shell globose or sub-triangular, rotund or depressed; dorsal 
valve more convex than the otber; greatest convexity of the 
two valves near the front, sloping abruptly toward the beak, 
where the two sides meet at nEjarly ~ right anglQ; beak of the 
ventral valve rather small, neatly defined, nearly straight or 
slightly incurved, with a linear or sub-triangular foramen, beak 
of opposite valve round and obtuse, closely. incurved; surface 
marked by from fourteen to eighteen distinct, rounded, simple 
plications, which often become obsolete toward the beaks; four 
or five of the folds depressed, forming a sinus on the larger 
valve, with a corresponding elevation of five or six plications 
on the opposite valve. 

Length, .14 to .22; width, .13 to.23 of an inch. 
'I'his species is one of a very numerous group, of which R. 

Wilsoni may be co~sidered as the typical form, and it becomes 
very difficult to give such characters as will serve to distinguish 
it from all others of' the same group. The. young shells are 
ovate-depressed, the margins presenting no appearance of a 
sinus. As the shell increases in size it becomes more rotund, 
the sinus in the' margin becomes gradually indicated, and 
finally the shell assumes an almost, globular fo.rm, with the 
small triangular beak projecting above, and the plications in 
the sinus greatly elevated. 

IJocalities.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, and Bloomington, Ind. 
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RHYNOHONELLA MUTATA. 

Plate 29, Figs. 43-45. 

Rltyncltonella mutata, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 10. 1856. 
Rltynchonella mutata, HALL. Geol. Rep. Iowa; p. 658, pI. 23, fig. 2. 1858. 
Rh'g'Mlwnella 'nlulata, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3" Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 52, pI. 

6, figs. 43-45. 1882. 

Shell sub-trigonal, more or less gibbous, front broadly rounded' 
or nearly straight, abruptly tapering to the apex, the two sides 
meeting at an angle of nearly 90°; dorsal valve much more 
convex than the oppo~ite one, which is often depressed; shell, 
most com:ex near the anterior margin; beak of ventral valve 
nearly straight, or but slightly incurved; foramen triangular; , 
beak of the opposite valve obtusely angular and closely in
curved against the ventral valve; surface marked by from 
twelve to siXlteen strong sub-angular plications, about four or 
five of whicll are depressed in the sinus of the ventral valve; 
sinus not de~ply impressed on the margins of the shell; con
centric strire l'arely visible .. 

Length, .1ato .30; width, .14 to .32 of an inch. 
This shell: strongly resembles R. grosvenori in some of its 

varieties; but the shell is larger and morecoarf\ely and strongly 
plicated, more angular in its outline, generally broader across 
thebas~, and having, in some of its varieties, the form of an 
equilateral triangle. Some speclmens which a.ppear to be iden
tical with thi,s species are very much compressed and sharp on 
the anterior' I!llargin, with.1)- scarcely distip,ct sinus, while others 
are very gibbous and extremely obtuse along the front margin. 
In a few instances strong concentric strire are visible, and it is 
probable that all the specimens were originally marked by 
similar fine uoncentric lines. It is a variable species, present
ing few exclusive characters. 

Localities . .lAlton, Ills.; Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 
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RHYNCHONELLA SUBCUNEATA. 

Pla,(e 29, Figs. 47-49 .. 

Khynchonella 8ubcuneata, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 11. 1856. 
Rhynchonella subcuneata, HALL. GeoI. Rept. Iowa, p. 658, pI. 23, fig. 3. 1858. 
Rhynclwnella subcuneata, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletini3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hioit., p. 51, 

pI. 6, figs. 47-49. 1882. 

Trial1gular, sub-cuneate; fl'ont r0unded, meeting the lateral 
slopes at an obtuse angle; sides sloping to the beak and meet
ing at an angle of 6uo or 95°; valves nearly equally convex, 
ventral valve most convex toward the beak; beak of ventral 
valve very acute, scarcely incurved, and perforate by a triangu
lar foramen; dorsal beak of valve acute, closely incu~ved bEllow 
the triangular foramen. . Surface marked by about twelve to 
fourteen (and rarely sixteen) strong, simple, angular plications; 
which are somewhat obsolete near the beak; scarcely any indi
cations ~f a sinus; plications crossed by fine, concentric strire, 
and ill old shells, at irregular distances, by stronger imbricating 
folds or wrinkles parallel to the lines of growth; sides of' both 
valves beneath the beak free from plications, and forming a 
very distinct elongate-oval space. 

Length, .16 to .41; width, .15 to .39 of an inch. 
This is a well marked species, quite distinct from either of 

the preceding, and distinguished by its elongate triangular 
form and the long oval concave space on each side below the 
beaks, which is limited on both valves by a distinct angular 
margin. In young individuals the shell is very flat, especially 
to",ard the front, but it becomes more convex and .sometimes 
extremely gibbous with age. This species resembles R. cuneata, 
from which it is distinguished by the more numerous plicationii 
and shorter form. In the plain concave elliptical areas on each 
side below the beaks, it resembles the R. (TerebratUla) trilatera 
of De Koninck, according to his d~scription; while the sinus 
in both valves of that species,as well as other characters, are 
quite distinctive. 

Localitie.s.-Bloomington, Lanesville, and Spergen Hill, Ind . 

• 
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RHYNCHONELLA MACRA. 

Plate 29, F'igs. 40-42. 

RhynchoneUa macra, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 11.1856. 
Rhynclwnella macra, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 52, 

. pI. 6, figs. 40-42. 1882. 

Shell triangular, flattened; apex acute; valves nearly equal; 
the ventral valve a little more convex towards the beak, which 
is quite str~ight, extended beyond the lesser valve, and with a 
sub-triangular foramen which is slightly rounded above. Sur
face marked by from eighteen to. twenty-four small rounded 
plications which are about equal to the spaces between. 

. Length, .15 to .24; width, .14 to .29 of au inch. 
This shell is n.lwayscompressed and extremely thin toward 

the front,' attaining only a moderate convexity near the beaks_ 
The young shells bear some resemblance to the young ofR. 
8ubcuneata, but may always be distinguished by the greater 
number of plications, a more compressed form, and an absence 
of, the flattened or concave areas on each side below the beaks. 
The front.of the shell is usually straight, bu, in old shells it is 
sometimes "lightly undulating, the depression being always in 
the dorsal valve. 

Locality.-Lanesville, Ind., and Alton, Ill. 

CAMAROPHORIA, King. 

CAMAROPHORIA [?] WORTHENI. 

Plate 29, Fig8. 35-39. 

Rhynchonelfn. wortheni, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst:, vol. iv, p. 11. 1856. 
Oamarophoria wortheni, HALl,. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 

54, pl. 6,ugs. 35~9. 

Shell small, longitudinally sub-trigonal, very abruptly taper-
ing to the apex; dorsal v&lve very convex or gibbous towards 
the front; ventral valve nearly flat and broadly sinuate in front, 
with a single broad flattened plication, commencing near the 
margin, and filling a. deep sinus in the opposite valve, corres
ponding to two short rounded plications on the front of the 
dorsal valve; edge of the shell on each side of the mesial sinus " 
sharply undulated, with indistinct marginal folds. Beak of 
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the ventral valv~ pointed j straight, with a triangular foramen. 
Surface marked by fine concentric strite, and some faint remains 
of finer radiating strite. 

Length, .26; width .2~ of'an inch. 
This species apparently belongs, to the same group as R. 

acurninata, R. pugnus, etc. It differs from the young plicated 
varieties of R. acurninata in the flatter ventral valve, more trig
onal form, and straight beak. There arc' one or tW9 other 
forms in the Chemung group and Carboniferous limestone not 
widely removed from this form. The species belongs to. a 
group which is subject to much variation, and it is probable 
that we shall find other individuals differing in the number 
and strength of the plications. 

Locality~-Alton, Ill. 

EUMETRIA, Hall. 

EUMETRIA VERNEUILIANA. 

Plate 29, Figs. 28-30. 

Retzia verneuiliana, HALL. Trans. AI~. lnst., vol. iv, p. 9. 1856. 
Retzia verneuiliana, HALL. Geol. Rept. Iowa, p. 657, pl. 23, fig.!. 1858. 
Eurnetria verneuiliana, RALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 50, pI. 

6, figs. 28-30. 1882. 

Shell longitudinally ovate; valves almost equally convex, ' 
ventral valve most prominent near the beak,. which is elevated 
and incurved so as to bring the circular foramen nearly on a 
line with the inargins of the valves; foramen round. The dor
sal. valve smaller, auriculated on the cardinal ij,ngles, beak small, 
scarcely rising above the straight ca~dina;l margin; area small, 
,triangular, not entirely confined to the larger valye, bounded 
by a distinct angular margin. Surface longitudInally striate, 
marked by about fifty rounded, beautifully· punctate, simple 
strite. 

Length, .10 to .32; width, .O~ to .27 of an inch, usually; some 
specimens have a length of three-fourths of an inch. 

This is a neat, beautiful little species, uniformly marked by 
simple rounded ~trite, the valves nearly equally conV(lX (except 
near the beak of the larger valve), without any trace of a sinu's:. 
The form is usually rotund, but sometimes flattened towards the 
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front. The cardinal line of the smaller (dorsal) valve is ex
tended on each side, giving it much the appearance (when seen 
alone) of a small pecten. , In well preserved specimens the area 
is very distinct and sharply defined. The punctrn are only vis
ible under a good defining glass. 

The nearest analogies are with Retzia (Terebratula) Marcyi 
[=EUME'rRIA] of Shumard, (Marcy's Rept. on the Exp. of Red 
river of Louisiana,. p. 203, pl. 1, fig. 4), and with R. (tBrebratula) 
serpentina [=EUMETRIA.I of de Koninck (Oarb. Fossils Belg,ium, 
p. 291, pl. 19, fig. 8), Woodward, Davidson, etc. It differs from 
the f~rmer in having a greater number of strirn and more elon
gate form, while the specimens are usually much smaller. Its 
geological position is very different, the R. rnarcyi, which oc
curs in the limestone of the coal measures, while the present 
species lies far beneath the coal. From R. serpentina it differs 
in its much smaller size and more numerous strioo which are 
always simple, while the beak of the larger valve is not so large 
and wide as represented in the figures of R. serpentina. 

If, as stated by de Koninck, terebratula serpentina is not auri
culate, this character in R. verneuiliana is sufficient to distin
guish it. 

There is a much larger species with stronger radii, occurring 
in the Kaskaska limestone, which I have seen in collections 
labeled T. serpentina.* In that shell the radii are fewer and 
the smaller valve is less distinctly auriculate at the cardinal 
angles. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

T.EREBRATULA, Lhwyd. 

TEREBRATULA TURGfDA. 

Plate 29, Fig8. 53-58. 

Terebratula turgida, HALL. ' Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 6. 1856. 
Terebratula turgidn, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletiu 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 54, 

pI. 6, figs. 53-58. 

Shell longitudinally ovate, often extremely gibbous, emar
ginate in front; ventral valve most convex in the middle, 

.. This species i. the Retzia v.ra of the Iowa Geological Report~Eumetl'ia vera. 

I 
/ 
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havi\lg a sinus extending to the base of the shell; umbo large, 
roun~ed and prominent; beak incurved and pointed, with an 
oval ~r sub-circular foramen just above, or in the extremity; 
dorsal'valve most convex in the middle or near the front, with 
or without a short sinus, in which is sometimes a short and 
obscure fold. Surface marked by strong concentric lines of 
growth, and near the front, in some shells, are strong wrinkles 
or folds which distort the form of the shell. 

Length, .16 to .32; width, .13 to .27 of an inch. 
This shell has its nearest affinities with T. sacculus, but differs 

in being much more gibbous in old shells and narrower, the 
depth being often greater than the width; the beak of the 
ventral valve is comparatively la .... ger and more rounded. From 
T. hastata it differs equally in these respects, and still more in 

. its much smaller size. 
In young shells of this species the form is oval or ovoid, the 

'valves moderately convex, and flattened toward the fropt, which 
mayor may not present the emarginate character, both valves 
being sometimes ~ithout a sinus. As the shell becomes older 
it acquires a more gibbous form, and sometimes becomes ex
tremely turgid, the surface being concentrically contracted and 
expanded at intervals by irregular growth. The sinuosities 'of 
one ar both valves are often developed in the young state, pro
ducing the emarginate front, and, rarely, the fold in tbesinus 
of the dorsal valve. Surface finely punctate. 

Localities.-Alton, Ills.; Bloomington, Lanesville, and Sper
gen Hill, Ind. 

TEREBRATULA FORMOSA. 

Plate 29, Fi,gs. 59-64. 

Terebratula formosa, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 6. 1856. 
TerebratUla formosa, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 35, 

pl. 6, figs. 59-64. 1882. 
\ 

Shell longitudinally oval-ovate; ventral valve more convex in 
the middle and upper part; beak extended upwards, prominent, 
incurved; valves compressed near the front, which is neatly 
.rounded, the margin presenting a slight undulation; sometimes 
sinuate in front ; surface marked by fine concentric lines of 

22-GXOL. 

, 
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growth, and sometimes by stronger parallel folds or wrinkles. 
Under the magnifier the shell presents a finely punctate struc- . 

ture. 
Length, .14 to .44; width, .10 to .31 of an inch. 
In the typical forms of this species the valves are symmetric-. 

any convex, sloping gradually to the front, where there is some
times a slight undulation in the outline of the edges. In some 
specimens there is a depression in the ventral valve, near the 
lower part, producing a straightening, or even a. slight emargi
nation in front. In this respect it has some analogy with T. 
hastata, but the dorsal valve is never depressed, and the front is 
proportionally narrower. In the young of this species and of 
T. t'Urgida there is a similarity in some specimens, but the older 
shells, show a well marked distinction. This species attains a 
much larger size than any ·of our sp·ecimens of 'T. tur.<Jida. 

Localities.-Alton, Ill.; Bloomington, Lanesville and Spergen 
Hill, Ind. 

LAMELI .. IBRANCHIATA. 

CYPRICARDELLA, Hall. 

Shell ovate or sub-elliptic:al, and sub-quadrate (sub-equilateral), 
closed; surface concentrically striated, hinge of right valve 
having two cardinal teeth; .the anterior tooth directly beneath 
the beaks, somewhat str0Hg, triangular; posterior tooth more 
slender, and turned obliquely backwards, leaving a triangular 
pit, which is probably occupied by a tooth in the other valve; 
anterior cardinal margin with a long, narrow groove, apparently 
for the reception of a slender projection of the other valve; 
posterior side beveled, from above, edge thin, ligament exter
nal, occupying a. deep cavity; muscular impressions distinct, 
shallow; pallial impression simple. 

In form and external characters these shells resemble the 
genus MICRODON, of Conrad, but we do not know fully the char
acters of the hinge of that genus. 8ince the interior of only a 
single valve has been observed, it might be premature to at
tempt to assigq to this genus its true place; 

This genus includes a small grQup of shells usually referred 
to Oi/pricardia, but, in their external and internal characters, 
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they are unlike, differing from Cypricardia in having only two 
cardinal teeth; Our sheHs have the form and external mark:
ings of Nucula rectangulosis of 1\1.cCoy, which is referred by 
D'Orbigny in his Prodrome to Cypricardia. 

It seems necessary to construct a genus of these speCles 
marked by fine, regular, concentric, lines and broad posterior 
extremity, which is usually more or less truncate, since we 
know from external characters alone that they are not correctly 
referred to Cypricardia. 

CYPRICARDELLA SUBELLIPTICA. 

Plate 30, Figs. 27-29. 

Oypricarudla tmhdliptiea, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vot iv, p.17. 1856. 
Microdon (Oyprica?'della) wubelliptiCa, (Hall, sp.) Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mn~. 

Nat. Hist., p. 64, pl. 7, figs. 27-29. 188Z. 

Shell sub-elliptical obliquely truncated 'at the posterior end; 
beaks minute at the apex, rising a little above the hinge; um
bones sub-gibbous,' with an undefined elevation extending 
obliquely toward the posterior basal margin; anterior end nar
rower than the posterior, rounded at the extremity. Cardinal 
margins forming an angle with the beak of 25°; base forming 
a regular elliptical curve. Surface marked by regular; fine, 
concentric, elevated lines which are equal to the spaces between. 

Length •. 19 to .32; width, .14 to 24 of an inch. 
Locality.-Spergen 'Hill, Ind . 

.cYPRICARDELLA NUCLEATA. 

Plate 30, Fig8. 31>, H6. 
\ 

Oypritarddla muieata, HALft.. Trans, Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 17. 1856. 
Oypricardella 1tucleata, HALL •. Gool. Bept. Iowa, p. 664, pl. 23, fig. 10? ] 858. 
AFtcrpdtm (Oyprioordelkl). 1t1lCleata (Hall, sp.) Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. 

Nat. Hist., p. 64, pl. 7, figs. 35, 36. 1882. 
. , . 

Shell inequilateral, sub-<l,uadrangular, gibbous; anterior end 
short, rounded; poste,rior end broader, abruptly. compressed, 
vertically truncated at Jhe, extremity; beak nearer the anterior 
end, small; post~rior umbonal slope extremely gibbous (a' 
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broad undefined ridge) reaching to the base of the truncation. 
Surface marked by fine regular concentric lines parallel to the 
border of the shell. 

Length, .11 to .13; width, .08 to .10 of an inch . 
. This species is much smaller and less nearly equilateral than 

the preceding, with a more gibbous umbonal region. Th~ 
posterior end is abruptly truncate, the truncation slopes upward 
and outward from the base. In this respect it is the reverse of 
C. 'JubellipUea, which is more elliptical and obliquely truncated, 
the truncation not reaching to the base. It is closely related 
in form to Nucula rectangularis of McCoy. 

Localiiy.-Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

CYPRICARDELLA OB~ONGA. 

Plate 30, Figs. 30-34. 

Oypricardella oblooga, RALL. Traus. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. 18. 1856. 
Microdlm (QrpricardeUa) obionga (Hall, sp.). Whitfield;, Bulletin 3,' Am. Mus. 
"" ,Nat. Rist., p. 65, pI. 7, figs. 30-34. 1882. 

Shell oblong, sub-quadrangular; anterior end, narrow, rounded;. 
posterior end broader, flattened, and almost vertically truncate; 
cardinal margin nearly straight and horizontal behind, declin
ing ill front; base nearly paranel to the hinge-line; beaks small, 
somewhat prominent, gibbous below; posterior umbonal slope 
gibbous or sub-angular, and extending obliquely downward 
and backward to the base of the truncation; lunule small, 
ovate, deep in the center; escutcheon linear distinct. 

Length, .09 to .30; width, .06 to .20 of an inch. 
This species, in some of its ,characters, is intermediate be

tween C. subelliptica and C. nucleata; it is much less elliptical 
than the first, with the beaks more nearly anterior and more 
distinctly truncatcd; and it is much longer than the last, less 
expanded behind and less gibbous. The posterior truncation 
slopes downward and outward, and the hinge-line is straighter 
than in either of the others. We have specimens from the ex
tremely young to the length of half an inch, showing in all 
st~ges a constant form which readily enables one to distinguiah 

, this form from either of the other species. 
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 
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SANGUINOLITES? (GONIOPHORA '??) PLICATA. 

Plate 30, Fi.q. 39. 

Oypricardella plicata, HALL. Trans. Alb. lust.,. vol. iv, p. 18. 1856. 
GoniupMra plicata, HALL. Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p: 66, pl. 

7, fig. 39. 1882. 

Shell oblong, sub~quadrt1te, hinge line slightly arched, the 
base and hinge -line nearly parallel; gibbous in the middle 
above, and anteriorly depressed in the middle toward the base; 
beaks near the anterior end small and scarcely rising above the 

'hinge margin; anterior end short, scarcely extending beyond 
the beak, and rounded; posterior extremity doubly truncate, a 
strong fold or angulation extending from the umbo to the pos
terior basal margin, and a smaller similar fold mid way between 
that and the hinge-line, the intervals between these being trun-' 
cate. Surface mark!')d with concentric lines of growth. 

Length, .12; width, .12 of an inch. 
This species is characterized by the two folds or angulations 

on the posterior slope, giving a. double truncation; the upper 
one, from the hinge to the first fold, slopes outward, while that 
from the first to the second fold slopes toward the base, making 
the greatest extension of the shell an obtuse angle at the upper 
fold. These folds are continued nearly to the beak of the shell. 
The lower part of the shell, near the middle of its length, is 
slightly depressed, but this depression scarcely reaches the 
margin. 

A specimen from Spergen Hill shows plications on the pos,. 
terior slope. So far .as can be determined at present this speci
men is only a variety of C. plicata. . The generic relations of 
thia shell have not been determined. [This shell is not con
generic with the preceding, and if the hinge be not crenulate, 
it is more nearly allied with Sanguinolites or Pleurophorus, 
but is not properly- a Goniophora.] . 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, Bloomington and Lanesville, Ind . 

.. 
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CYPRICARDINIA, Hall. 

CYPRICARDINIA INDIANENSIS. 

Plate 30, Figs. 10-14, 

'Cypricardia Indianensis, HALT.. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 18. 1856. 
t'ypricardinia (!) Indianensw, (RaIl, sp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat, I 

Hist., p. 58, pI. 7, fige. 10-14. 1882. 

ShellelQngate-Qvate, narrQW and rQunded in frQnt; PQsteriQr 
end brQader, cQmpressed and sub-alate; base brQadly curved; 
hinge line straight, less than the 'greatest length .of the shell; . 
a line .or grQove' .on the inner margin extending from the beak 
tQ the posteriQr extremity; beaks very small, near the anterior 
end; umbonal regiQn gibbQus. Surface marked by distinct, 

regular, imbricating lamellre. 
Length, from .one-eighth tQ Qne-fQurth .of an inch. 
This species in generai aSl?,ect is not unlike several .others, 

.occurring in different positiQns in Silurian and. DevQnian rocks. 
A cQmparison .of specimens, hQwever, shQWS them tQ be dis
tinct. The gibbous umbQnal region; elQngate-PQsteriQr side, 

. and strQng, uudulating cQncentric laminre are distinguishing 

features. . 
[The generic relatiQns .of this shell have not been satisfac-

tQrily determined.J 
Localities.-AltQn, Ill.; Spergen Hill, BlQomingtQn, and 

Lanesville, Ind. 

. EDMoNDIA ['f 1J SUBPLANA. 

Plate 30, Fig. 38. 

Cypricardia subpiA:lna, HALT., Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 19. 1856. 
Edmondia subplana, (Hali, sp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 

M, pI. 7, fig. 38. ,1882 . 

. Shell .ovate .oblong; anterior end very snQrt; PQsterior end 
extremely elongate, very gradually narrowing tQ the extremity 
which fQrms 1\ symmetrical elliptic curve; cardinal and basal 
margins nearly parallel; beaks small; umbonal regiQn de
pressed CQnvex. A few QbsQlete cQncentric fQlds visible on the 
surface; intermediate PQrtiQns prQbably finely striate. 

Length, .69; width, .38 of an inch. 

I' 
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T~is differs conspicuously from the preceding in its. form,. 
which gradually narrows behind with no indication of expan
sion t9ward the hinge line. The umbonal slope is somewhat 
depressed convex, and the whole shell has a flattened appear
ance. The surface markings have been nearly obliterated by 
wearmg. 

[The generic relations of this shell have not been satisfac
torily determined. It does not belong to the gen us Cypricardia 

'as we now know, and is too unlike the typical forms of 
Edmondia to be placed under that genus, except with extreme 
reservation.] 

Locality.-Spergen HilI and Lanesville, Ind. 

'NUOULA., Lamarck. 

NUCULA SHUMARDANA. 

Plute 30, Fig.9. 2-6. 

N'UC'Ula .~humarda,na, HALL. Trans. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. ]6. 1856. 
Nucula shumardana, :tiAJ~L. Whitfield: Bulletiu 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 57, pI. 

7, figs. 2-6. 

Shell obliquely ovate or sub-cuneate, gibbous toward the 
beaks; bea~s anterior, elevated, approximate, or in contact; 
anterior end vertically truncate ; posterior side cuneate, sloping 
from the beak; cardinal line forming an angle of about 800 at 
the beak; base forming a b~oad curve from the anterior and 
posterior cardinal margins; surface marked by regular equi
distant, sub-imbricati.ng strire, rarely with unequal concentric 
folds; hinge-line somewhat strongly crenulate; ligamentary pit 
distinct, triangular. 

Length, .09 to .21; width, .08 to .17 of an inch. 
'I'his is a pretty and neat species, distinguished by an obtulile 

anterior extremity, which forms less than a right angle with 
the posterior cardinal margin. The shell is gibbous toward the 
beak, abruptly rounded in front, and sloping toward. the pos
terior extremity. 

LocaliUes.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and BloQmington, Ind., 
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LEDA, Schumacher. 

LEDA- NASUTA. 

Plate 30, Jligs. 7-9. 

Nucula na~ta, HALl,. Traus. Alb. lust., vol. ~v, p. 17. 1856. 
Nuculana nasuta, HALL. Whitfield; :Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 57, pI. 7. 

figs. 7-9. 1882-
Shell sub-ovate, abruptly contracted behind; anterior extrem

ity rounded; beaks prominent, sub-central; posterior side shorter
and contracted, both laterally and vertically into a proboscidial 
extension; surface marked by regular lines of growth. 

Length, .14; width, .09 of an inch. 
Localities.-Spergen Hill and Lanesville, Ind. 

CONOCARDIUM, Bronn. 

CONOCARDIUM CATASTOMUM. 

Plate 30, F1:gS. 15-17. 

Conocardium catastomum, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 18. 1856. 
Conocardium catastomum, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletiu 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p- , 

58, pI. 7, figs. 15-17. 1882. 
Shell very small, elongate, sub-cylindrical or sub-clavate, gib

bous in the middle; beaks minute, rising slightly above the 
hinge-line, and anchylosed; anterior end obliquely truncated 
and obtusely angular on the umbonal slope; the anterior tu
bular wing minute; posterior end much extended, and con
stricted near the middle, swe11ing at the extremity and gaping
below; surface marked with small, simple, radiat.ing -folds,. 
which sometimes become obsolete on the anterior end and um
bones;- minute, undulating, concentric strire cross the radiating
folds in well preserved specimens. 

Length, from 125 to .20 of an inch. 
This specIQs is readily distinguished by its elongate form and 

minute size (varying from one-eighth to one-quarter"Qf an inch 
in length), its gibbous anterior end, and the constriction near
the middle of the posterior half of the shell. The posterior
extremity becomes suddenly expanded or tumid behind the 
constriction, and presents a comparatively large ovate hiatus. 

below. 
Localiti'8.-Spergen Hill and Lanesville, Ind. 
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OONOOARDIUM OARINATUM. 

Plate 30, Figs. 18, 19. 

Oonocardium carinatum, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 14. 1856. 
{}onocardium caNnatum, HALL. Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 59, 

pI. 7, figs. 18, 19, 1882. 

Shell sub-trigonal, gibbous in the middle, anterior end cor
date; hinge line straight; beaks very small, strongly incurved, 
rising little above .the hinge line; posterior side straight above, 
sloping upwards from below, and gradually tapering to the ex
tremity, faintly constricted at its junction with the body of the 
shell and gaping below; hiatus elongate lanceolate, crenulate ; 
umbonal slope strongly carinated; carina reaching from beak 
to base, where it is strongly .salient; anterior side obliquely 
truncate, and abruptly produced into a small conical tubular ex
tension of the hinge-line. Surface marked by simple radiating 
ribs, and extremely fine concentric strire, which, in passing 
over the ribs give the surface a granulated appearance. On the 
anterior slope the ribs are finer· and closer than on the sides of 
the shell, and strongly curved. 

Length, from .20 to .33 of an inch. 
This species is distinguished from the others described by 

the strong carina, which becomes alate on the lower part of the 
shell, from the abrupt slope of the base of the posterior side 
and narrow elongate hiatus. In unworn specimens, the fine 
concentric lines in crossing the ribs, produce minute granula
tions, which are seen only with a good lens. The anterior ex
tremity of the shell is broadly cordate with a minute conical 
wing above; some of the ribs, which are distinct near the base, 
<:oalesce with the carina before reachiug the beak. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

OONOOARDIUM OUNEATUM. 

Plate 30, Figs. 24-26. 

Oonocardium cuneatum, HALL. Trans. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. 14. 1856. 
Gonocardium cuneatum, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 60, 

pI. 7, figs. 24-26. 1882. 

Shell sub-trigonal or abruptly clavMe; hinge-line straight; 
beaks anchylosed, incurved, very small, rising but little above 
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the hinge-line; umbonal slope angula~; anterior side truncate, 
concave just within the angle of the umbonal slope, convex' 
in the middle, and abrnptly produced above, in continuation 
of the hinge-line, into a tubular wing; posterior side vertically 
compressed, straight along the hinge-line, and abruptly declin
ing at the extremity, sloping along the base from the center of 
the shell to the extremity. Hiatus elongate, extending forward 
to near the middle of the shell, rounded and expanded at the 
posterior extremity, and deeply crenulate in the margins of the 
narrower part. Surface marked by di.stinct radiating costre, 
which often alternate in size or bifurcate on the posterior part 
of the shell, crossed by fine elevated concentric lines of growth, 
more or less c10sely arranged. N ear the basal margin are some 
stronger sub-imbricating ridges paralljjl to the lines of growth. 

Length, .33 to .50 of an inch. 
This shell resembles O. carinatum, but it is larger and pro

portionally thicker, the ribs are less distinctly angular on the 
anterior umbonal slope, and less regular, especially on the pos
terior side of the shell, just behind the more gibbous part, 
where they often bifurcate or alternate in size; also, the con
centric lines are stronger, and there is no evidence of gran
ulations at- the crossing of the radiating and concentric lines· 
The shell is remarkable as being vertically compressed or 
pinched toward the posterior extremity, where the sudden 

, declination of the cardinal margin gives it an abrupt wedge
shaped terminati.on. The cardinal margins are distinctly anchy
losed and the posterior edge of the hiatus at the junction of 
the two valves is distinctly continuous. 

Localities,-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

OONOCARDIUM PRATTENANUM. 

Plate 30, Fig. 20. 

Om.oourdium prattenanum, HALL. 'frans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 85. 18fi6. 
Coiocardiurn prattenanum, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 61, 

pl. 7, fig. 20. 1882. 

Shell sub-fusiform; hinge-line straight, beaks depressed, dis
tinctly anchylosed; from the beaks along the anterior umbo
nal slope the angle is obtuse and scarcely defined; anterior 
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side obtuse, convex in the middle, and gradually sloping up
ward from the angles; posterior part of the shell with a broad 
depression on each side, and again expanding at the extremity 
with an oblique angular fold, from the hinge-line downward to 
the hiatus; hiatus broad and expanded behind, narrowed ab
ruptlyat the junction of the oblique folds, and thence gradually 
to the middle of thes'helL Surface. marked by strong plications, 
which are much stronger on the anterior part of the shell" and 
more slender behind. The fold along the anterior umoonal 
slope bifurcates, sending off on each side a plication, which 
~gain bifurcates. Plications crossed by sharply elevated lines, 
which are more conspicuous on the posterior part, give it a 
<lancellated appearancEil. ' 

Length, .20 of an inch. 
This species differs from either of the preceding in the 

greater prominence of the anterior end, which is likewise 
more strongly costate .. The angle of the umbonal slope is less 
prominent, and it differs conspicuously from either of the 
others in the bifurcation of the folds. The ribs on the pos
terior slope are smaller than on the anterior sidQ; in this re
spect being the reverse of the other species; the cancellating 
lines are nearly as strong as the ribs on the posterior end. 
The strong angles projecting from the hinge-line to the hiatus 
are also a marked character. The hiatus of this species is pro
portionally more extended forward than in any of the preced
ing, and does not contract so rapidly in that direction. 

Locality.-Alton, Ills. 

CONOCARDIUM MEEKANUM. 

Plate 30, Figs. 21-23. 

Oonocardium meekanum, HALl.. Trans. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. 15. 1856. 
Oonocardium ?neekanum, HAiL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 61, 

pI. 7, figs. 21-23. ] 882. 

Shell sub-angularly ovate or abruptly clavate; hinge line 
nearly straight, declining at the posterior extremity and some
times from the beaks, obliquely truncated anteriorly; anterior 
-end convex in the middle, and margined by a narrow sulcus 
which reaches from beak to base, just within the obtuse angle 
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of the umbonal slope; posterior end sloping on the base' u,ni
formly from the center of the shell to the extremity, con
tracted behind the body of the shell; vertically depressed and 
slightly expanded laterally at the extremity, Surface marked 
by small elevated thread-like radiating lines, which on the pos
terior part of the shell are crossed by finer conoentric strire, 

, giving that part of the shell a cancellated appearance. Anterior 
end depressed, marked by much fainter radiating lines crossed 
by nearly obsolete traces of fine strire, which converge toward 
the anterior tubular wing. 

Length, .20 to .33 of an inch. 
This shell bears the nearest relation to .C. cunea,tum,but dif;

fers in being smaller, the umbonal slope is more rounded, and the 
radiating lines on the anterior end are 'much less strong, and 
this part of the shell is margined by a distinct groove or sulcus. 
On the body and the posterior part of the shell the radiating 
strire are finer than in C.cuneatum, but, like that, are sometimes 

, . . bifurcating. 

Loeality.-Alton, Ill. 

CONOCARDIUM EQUILATERALE. 

CCYllocardium equilalerale, RALL. Trans. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. 16. 1856. 
CO'IIocardium equilnterale, HALL, Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 62, 

1882. 

Shell triangular, sub-equilateral, scarcely gibbous in the mid
dle; hinge-line very straig4t; beaKS small, rising a little above 
the hinge-line; anterior end cuneate, sloping gradually from 
near the center of the sheH; umbonal ridge obtuse above, 
nearly at right angles to the hinge, and subdividing several 
times before reaching the base; posterior end cuneate, very 
gradually sloping from the body of the sheH; extremity un
known; surface marked by radiating strire or folds, ,,~hich are 
simple or bifurcating, and crossed by fine, regular, elevated, 
tl~.ad-1ike lines. 
~e~ and width nearly equal, about .125 of an inch. 

, This~'4ell is very different from the other species, in the thin 
wedge-t;9rID anterior end, which slopes upward, gradually, from 
the base. There is no tubular anterior wing visible. The 

I 
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nearly equilateral form, slight gibbosity in the middle, rectan
gular l direction of the angle of the umbonal slope, which is 
sQbdivided into several strire. or pIications before reaching the 
baee, are very distinctive characters. 

The specimen described is deficient in the posterior extrem
,ity, and the form of the hiatus is unknown. 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, Ind. 

GASTEROPODA. 

EUOMPHAL US, Sowerby. 

EUOMPHALUS QUADRIVOLVIS. 

Plate 31, F~g8. 24, 25. 

EUrYmplialU8 quadrivolvi,a, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 19. 1856. 
StmparoUus quadrivolvis, HALL. S. A. Miller'; Cat. Am. Pal. Foss. 1877. 
Euomphalu8 quadrivoit'is, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 71, 

pl. 8, figs. 24, 25. 1882. 

Shell planorbicular, spire depressed, composed of about four 
turns, the inner one scarcely rising above the last vol ution; vo

ilutiol1s somewhat rapidly increasing from the apex, regularly 
rounded; aperture round-oval, slightly transverse; umbilicus 
less than the diameter of the outer vol uti on; surface marked . . . 

by fine, closely-arranged strire of growth. 
Diameter, .12 to .31; elevation, .06 to .16 of an inch. 
This shell is distinguished by the .depressed spire, showing in 

profile only the second volution. The volutions are regularly 
. rounded, never angular above or below. The umbilicus is com
paratively small, the volutions increasing rapidly in size. The 
surface is marked by regular strire of growth, which may be 
occasionally irregular from accident to the shell in its growing 
condition. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 
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EUOMPHALUS SPERGENENSIS. 

Plate 31, FigB. 16,. 19. 

Eumnphaltts Spergmtrl&is, HALL. Trans. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. 19. 1856. 
Straparollus Spergenenm, HALL. S. A. Miller j Cat. Am. Pal. Fossils. 1877. 
l!)juYfnphalus Spergtrlensis, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist.,' p. 

69, pI. 8, figs. 16-19. 1882. 

Shell sub-discoid or planorbiform; spire composed of five or _ 
six turns, the inner ones coiled in the same plane, two or three 
of the outer ones only visible in profile; suture well defined o~ 
both sides; volutionsrounded below with a distinct obtuse 
angulation on the upper side,"il, little distance from the suture; 
umbilicus nearly twice the breadth of the outer volution; aper
ture oblique, round-oval with a slight expansion at the angle 
on the upper side of the 'Volution. Surface marked by close, 
fine, equal strire of growth. 

-Diameter, .30 to .1 iuch; height, .23 to .25 of an inch. 
This shell resembles the E. lrevis of D' Archiac and De Yer

nenil. (Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. vi, 2d series, part 2, page 
363, plate 33, fig. 7.) E. planorbis, in part of De Koninck. 
(Carb. Fossils of Belgium, page 434, plate 25, fig. 7.) 

Our shell agrees with the description of MM. D' A. and De Y.; 
with the exception of the form of the aperture. The figures 
given by these authors show the greatest diameter of the aper
ture to be transverse, while in the species here described the 
longest diameter is obliquely outward and downward from the 
axis of the shell. 

Our shells with five turns of the spire are much smaller than 
E. lrevis of thes~ authors, and our larger specimens are precisely 
of the same size as the four inner volutions of their figures. 

It is possible, however, that these deviations which appear 
constant in our specimens may prove to be only a variety not 
of specific value. Our specimens of this species, which are 
numerous, do not lead us to include the E. planorbis of D' A. and 
De Y. as a variety. 

Our specimens present all gradations, from those with the 
spire entirely flat to those where the three outer volutions are 
visible in profile. In all these the obtnse angulation on the 
upper side of the volution is present. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomi~gton, Ind. 
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EUOMPHALUS SPERGENENSIS, var. PLANORBIFORMIS. 

Plate 31, Figs. 20, 21. 

Euomphalus Spergenen,~is, var. planorbijormis, HALL, Trans. Alb. lnst., voL iv, p. 20. 
185fl. 

. St1aparoUm Spergenensi~ var. planorbijorm-is, HALL. S. A. Miller; Cat. Am. Pal. 
Fos. 1877 . 

. EUWlphalus SPCl"gerumsis, var. planorbi(ormis, HALT.. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. 
MUB. Nat. Hist.,p. 70, p).~, figs. 20, 21. 1882. 

Shell discoid; spire fl.at or concave; volutions about four, 
'rounded above a.nd below; apertttre nearly circular; umbilicus. 
broad, not deep. 

This variety differs from the flattened forms of the species 
in the absence, or only slight indication, of the angulation on 
the upper side of the volution. The spire is often concave, 
and in such specimens there is an obtuse angulation on the 
upper side of the volution, but differing so much from the last 
described as to present a distinction from the same featl1re in 
those of the species with raised spires. The size and form of the 
volutions, and their ratio of increasing size, correspond with 
characteristic fe~tures of the species. 

Localities.-l:3pergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

EUOMPHALUS PLANISPIRA. 

Plate 3J, Figs. 22, 23. 

Euomphal'U8 pla1liwpira, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 20. 1856. I 

Straparollus plGnispi."a; HALL. S. A. Miller; Cat. Am. Pal. Fossils. 1877. 
Ettomphalm plan¥ra, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 70, 

pI. 8, figs. 22,23. 1882. 

Shell discoid; spire flat; or scarcely concave; volutions about 
five or six, slender, very gradually increasing in size, rounded 
above and below; suture well defined; aperture circular; um
bilicus broad and shallow. Su:rface marked by fine, closely 
arranged and slightly undulating strite. 

Diameter, .36; height, .12 of an inch. 
This shell is distinguished from either of the preceding by 

its slender volutions, which increase much more gradually from 
the apex. The volutions are round, both above and below, 
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though so'metimes the lower side descends so abruptly to the 
umbilicus as to present the appearance of an obtuse or uude
:fined angle on the last volution. 

The broad and shallow umbilicus of this species results from 
the flatness of the spire and the small diameter of the volutions. 
The volutions are as perfectly distinguishable on the lower as 
on the upper side of the shell. 

Localities .. -Spergen Hill, Lanesville, all-d Bloomington, Ind. 

PLEUROTOMARIA, DeFra.nce. 

PLEUROTOMARIA NODULOSTRIA TA. 

Plate 32, Fig. 5. 

Pieu.rotIlTliurianodulostriata, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. 4, p. 21,1856. 
PleurotllmCLria nodul08triata, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 

80, pI. 9, fig.' 5, 1882. 

Shell turbinate; spire depressed-conical, obtuse at the apex; 
volutions about four, rounded, somewhat depressed above, the 
last one ventricose below; suture distinct, rather sharply de
fined; aperture sub· circular, slightly flattened on the inner 
side; umbilicus rudimentary, surface marked by strong, re
volving, elevated strire which are about equal to the spaces be
tween them, excepting on the periphery of the outer volution 
where two or three are more distant, leaving a double spiral 
band; revolving stl-ire crossed by oblique strire(parallel to the 
lines of growth) which are very conspicuous on the upper side 
of the volution, but become obsolete below the band. The .re
volving lines at the junction of the oblique strire become nod
ulose .on the upper half of the volution, and particularly near 
the suture .. 

Diameter .12 to .18; lieight .10 to .. 180f an inch. 
This'little shell is distinguished by its depressed coniealspire, 

which 1S almost truncate above. The external characteristics' 
are the strong revolving strire, only visiblebn the lower half of 
the "last volution, or with but faint oblique strite; while on the 
upper part of the 'volu tion, the crossings of the strire produce 
a distinct nodulose or granulatedsurfa'Ce; and this .character is 
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-the last to be obliterated in' worn shens. The spiral band on 
-the middle 'Of the last volution consists of it single elevated line 
-4letween two broad depressed spaces. 

LJealities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

PLEUROTOMARIA HUMILIS. 

Plate 32, Fig. 3. 

_PfevrottnnarW, humilis, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 21. 1856 . 
. .l'Ieurotomaria..kumilis, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus'INat. Hist., p.82, 
.,pL 9, fig. 8. 1882. . 

'11\ ! 

Shell depressed, trochiform, oblique, spire a Uttle elevated, 
..consisting of' three or fOUl" volutions -whi<lh incre~se rapidly in 
r.tJize from the apex; volutions, depressed-eonve~ above, and 
-declining to the periphery; base of' the last volution less con
vex than on the upper side, sub-obtusely angul~r on the per-
Iphery, which ..is marked by a narrow groove, !which is but 
little wider than the usual spaces between the rev,olving strire; 

;tmrface marked by revolving and transverse strife,. which are 
.strongel" and more distant on the -upper side of the volution, 
_giving it a beautiful cancellated appearance; while' they are 
-<lloser and finer on the lower side of the shell; mouth trans
'versely oval; umbilicus' small. 

Diameter, .10 to .IH; height, .07 to .14 of' an inch. 

Loca.lities.-Bloomingtoll, Lanesville, and Spergen Hill, Ind. 

PLEUROTOMARIA MEEKANA. 

Plate 32, Jilig8. 8, 9. 

PteWrotomalia meekana, HALL. Trans. Alb. lust.,' vol. iv, p. 22. i856. 
'I:leurotnmaria? meekana, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus.\Nat.Hist., p. 82, 

pI. 9, figs. 8, 9. 1882. 

Shell depressed-conical; spire short; rapidly diWinishillg and 
..obtuse at the apex; volutiolls about five, appress~d above and 
;tJub-angular below, with the periphery vertical; suture distinct; 
Jast volution large, not ventricose, biangularon the periphery, 
.with a defined groove in the center which is distinqtly margined 
;:above and below by an elevated line; surface on the upper side 

23-GEOL. 
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of the volutions marked by revolving and transverse strire,01 
equal stl'ength, which are regularly cancellated (and when not 
worn there is a slight nodosity at the crossing.) , 

The revolving lines 011 the base of the last volution are closer
and finer than those above, and equally but less distinctly,. 
crossed by the transverse lines which make a deep sinuosity on 
the periphery of the shell. Aperture sub-quadrate with a deep 
notch on the outer margin at the termination of the revolving 
band; umbilicus of n:tedium size. 

Diameter, .18; height, .13 of an inch. 
Thit; species resembles the P. humilis in general form; but 

the spire is more elevated, and it has one or two more volutions,. 
which do not increase in size so rapidly as in that species. The-' 
periphery also is straight and bounded above and below by an 
angular ridge, and with a distinct spiral groove, margined OD 

each side by an elevated band of equal width to itself, the three
divisions occupying the whole of the periphery. The umbili
cus is somewhat larger than in P. humilis,and the mouth more
distinctly quadrate, its outer margin being nearly vertical. 

Locality.-Erroneously cited in the original paper as occurring 
at Spel'gen Hill. ' 

PLEUROTOMARIA PIASAENSIS. 

Plate 3:1, Figs. 6, 7. 

Pleurolomaria piasaensis, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 22. 1856. , 
Pleurolomaria piaRaensis. HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 83, 

pI. 9, figs. 6, 7. 1882. 

Shell depressed, sub-globose; spire short and little elevated~ 
consisting of about four volutions; volutions rapidly increasing 
in size, depressed-convex above, somewhat rounded below, and 
becoming sub-angular near the aperture; the periphery abruptly 
rounded and marked by a spiral groove or band; surface marked 
by about four strong spiral or revolvingstrioo on the upper side
of the volution, between the periphery and suture, and four or
five similar strioo on the lower side; transverse strioo scarcely 
distinct, except on the spaces between the revolving strire; nm
bilical depression rather broad and margi,ned by a strong angu
lar elevation toward the aperture of the shell; aperture sub-
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-quadrangular, the pillar side shorter; 'the outer side, from the 
l'eriphery to the angle bordering the umbilical region, nearly 
:straight, and equal to the space from the periphery to th~ su
ture. 

Diameter', .17; height, from .10 to .11 of an inch. 
This species resembles P. humilis in form, but differs in the 

<stronger revolving lines, with scarcely visible transverse strire, 
.and also in the decided angulation bordering the umbilical re
.gion . 

. LoeILlity.-Piasa creek, above Alton, Ill. 

PLEUROTOMARIA SUBGLOBOSA. 

Plate 32, 1;'ig. 10. 

Pleurotmnuria rotundata; HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 23. 1856. 
PleuroUJroo:rin, 8ubglob08u, HALL. Cat. Am. Pal. Foss.; S. A. Miller, p. 245. 1877. 
Pleurotomaria 8Ubglf1f>o8a, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p.79, 

pl. 9, fig. 10. 1882. 

Shell sub-globose; volutions about five or six, convex, the 
last one very rotund ot' ventricose; suture distinctly marked, 
.and the volution depressed just below it, and rising in an ob
tuse, undefined angle, below which is a distinct depressed re
volving line, and below this again a similar sub-angular eleva
tion, which forms the upper limit of the broad periphery of 
the outer volutioll, thus making the upper side of' the volution 
-obscurely biangular, with one depression between tbeangles 
.and the other toward the suture. (These angles and the de
pression between are distinctly visible in the cast.) Aperture 
broadly ovate, umbilicus small; surface marked by fine, Closely 
.arranged revo~ving strire; spire broad, depressed, conical. 

Diameter, .09 to '.45; height, .04 to .38 of an inch. 
This is a well marked and easily distinguished species, both 

in external characters and in casts where the outer volution is 
preserved. The form is globose, the periphery of the last vo
Jution is a little straightened from the angle above. Tho two 
.obscure angles and the depression bet:w~en them characterize 
the species. No distinct strire crossing the revolving strire have 
been observed. There are some obscure indications of a spiral 
-bandon the periphery. 

Localities.-Alton, II!.; Spergen Hill, Bloomington, and Lanes
ville, Ind. 
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PLEUROTOMARIA W ORTHENI. 

Plate 32, Pig. 4. 

Pleurotomaria Wortheni, HALL. Trans. Alb. 1n~t., vol. iv, p. 23. 1856. 
Pleurotomnria Wortheni,HALL. Geol. Rept. Iowa, p. 530, pI. 23; fig~.]3. 1858. 
PlfAJlTotomaria. wortlw4ti, HALL. Whitfield i Bulletin :3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 81" 

pI. 9, fig. 4. ] 882. 

~helldepressedsub-globose; spire but little elevated, oblique. 
from the great expansion of the last volution; volutions about 
three, somewhat flattened above, rapidly expanding, so that the
last volution makes nearly the whole bulk of the shell; ob
tusely angular on the periphery; upper margin of the volutions. 
marked by a ro; of' strong nodes, which extend about one
third across; surface marked above by strioo parallel to the
lines of growth which on the last volution disappear in passiug.
over the angulate periphery; base of last volutioll marked by 
strong revolving lines on the space between the outer margin. 
and the umbilical area; base deeply excavated about the um
bilical region, but the umbilicus is unknown. Aperture sub-. 
quadrate, upper edge of the outer lip projecting far o\-er the
lower. 

Diameter, .60; height, :48 of an inch. 
In general form this species bears some resemblance to P .. 

sphrerulata of Conrad, (P. coronula, Hall,) but it has fewer ,:olu
tions, it is less sharply angular on the periphery, and the nodes 
are much stronger and extend partially across the volution; 
while in P. sphrerulata they are small and form an elevated. 
crest along the suture line. 

Localities.-Bloomington, Sperg~n Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

Pr,EUROl'OMARIA SWALLOVANA. 

Plate 32, Figs. I, 2. 

Pleurotomnria Swallovana, HALL. Trans. Alb. 1nst., vol. iv, p. 24. ]856. 
Pleurotomaria Swatlorona, HAJ.L. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. SO,.. 

pI. 9, Jigs. 1, 2. 1882. 

Shell depressed, somewhat globose, spire little elevated; volu..:.. 
tions about five, regularly rounded, the last one sub-ventricose,.. 
and sometimes a little more expanded at the periphery; suture
well defined;_ apertnre sub-circular, a little oblique~on the pillar;. 
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umbilicus large, circular; a ftattened band upon the periphery 
of the sh~ll margined on eiwh side by a distinct eleva.ted line; 
volutions crossed by fine, even, thread-like strire, which are 
smaller than the spaces between them, more conspicuous on 
the upper siqe of the volutions and ofteu obsolete on the lower 
side. 

Diameter, .12 to.25; height,.07 to .20 of an inch. 
This species resembles a small Helix with depressed spire 

and large, rounded umbilicus. In worn specimens the strire 
are often indistinct, and the revolving band on the periphery is 
frequently. quite o.blite.rated. When these are present, they 
81iford,\fith the form, very reliable characters. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

PLEUROTOMARIA TRILINEATA. 

Plate 32, Fig. 20. 

Pleurolomaria trilinea,ta, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 25. 1856. 
Pleurotomaria trilineata, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 80, pl. 

, 9, fig. 20. 1882. 

Shell ovate-collical; spire more or less ~levated,· acute at the 
apex; volutions about six; convex, last volution ventricose; 
suture distinctly defined; aperture sub-circular; columella per
forate by a small umbilicus; surface marked upon the periphery 
by a comparatively broad spiral band, which is margined each 
side by a linear groove; two other similar grooves between the 
band and the umbilicus, dividing the base of the shell into 
three spacetl, each one equaling in width the spira,.l band; 
ent.il'e surface, except the spiral band, ornamented by revolving 
thread-like strire, which are crossed by fine lines of growth, the 
latter becoming stronger and. curving slightly backward upon 
the spiral band; an almost imperceptible angulation just below 
the umbilicus. 

Length, .25 to .50 of an inch. 
,In form, this shell somewhat resembles the Cyclonema (Pleu

Totomaria) Leavenworthana, but could only be mistaken for the 
same when occurring as casts. The distant revolving grQoves 
on the lower part of the shell will readily distinguish it. In 
the better preserved condition, the finer revolving strire, which 
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cover the surface, except the spiral band, together with this,' 
are characteristic features. The spire in this species is also 
more acute than in the other, the volutiolls less uniformly 
rounded, and the last volution'more ventricose, with a distinct 
umbilical perforation. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

PI.EUROTOMARIA EI.EGANTUI.A. 

Plate 32, Fig. 19 . 

. Murchiaonia elegantuia, HAJ,I,. 'frans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 27. 1856. 

-• 

PleurotfYTYIaria shumardi, MEEK & WORTHEN. Geol. Surv. Ill., vol. ii, Jl. 260, pl. ' 
18, fig. 6. 1866. 

Pleurotomaria elegantulo., (Hall, Bp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 
p. 84, pI. 9, fig. 19. 1882. 

Shell elongate-conical; spir.e composed of about six or seven 
volutions, which are obliquely flattened on the upper side, and 
angular near the base; suture not strongly defined, surface 
marked by strong elevated strial which cross the volutions from 
the upper side obliquely, or with a gentle curve backward, and 
crossing the spiral band, which is coincident with the angle of 
the volution; appear below it in a nearly ve1"tical, or slightly 
oblique, position to the axis of the shell; form of aperture 
unknown. 

Length, .33 of an i'nch. 
This very elegant little species differs from any of the others, 

in the strong transverse strial, the angulation of the volutions 
near the lower edge, and the absence of revolving strial. 

The d,escribed specimen preserves but about six volutions, 
one or two having been broken from the apex, 

Locality,-Bloomington, Spergell Hill, and Lanesville, Ind, 

PLEUROTOMARIA CONULA. 

.. Plate 32, Pig. 17 . 

Pleurot(Ymaria (murchisoniaf) canula, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 26. 1856. 
Pleurotomaria conula, (Hall, sp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 

84, pI. 9, fig. 17. 1882. 

Shell conical, spire gradually and uniformly diminishing from 
the base; volutions six to eight, angular in the middle, and 
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flattened above and below; sutures defined; surface. marked 
by distinct, elevated, nearly vertical strim both above and be
low the spiral band; spiral band occupying the periphery of 
the volution, and composed of three revolving minute carina
tions with narrow depressions between (sometimes only two ele
vated bands are visible); aperture sub-quadrate; columella 
extended below, perforate. 

Length, from .OS to .18 of an inch: 
This shell is almost strictly conical, the volutions sub-angular, 

with nearly vertical, raised strim, which are interrupted on the 
spiral band, and appear only slightly below or not at all. The 
spiral band sometimes appears to be composed of two raised 
strim with a depression between, and sometimes of three strim. 
The base is flattened toward the center, and prolonged into a 
short canal by the extension of the columella. It is quite dis
tinct from all other species of this group in its gradually as
cending spire, its centrally angular volutions, and elongate 
regularly conical form. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill and Lanesville, Ind. 

M URCHISONIA, Phillips. 

MURCHISONIA INSCUI;PTA. 

Plate 32, Fig. 18. 

~[urchia(rnia insculpta, HAI,I.. Trans. Alb. Institute, vol. iv, p. ,26. 1856. 
Murchisonia insculpta, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. I» 85, pI. 

9, fig. 18. 1882. 

Shell sllbulate-conical; spire somewhat rapidly ascending, 
acute; volutions six or seven, convex and rounded in the mid
dle, oppressed and sloping gradually above and abruptly below, 
to the suture; upper side of volutions marked by vertical elon
gltte nodes, which are pointed above and gradually disappear 
in the surface below, or subdivided into' distinct elevated strim; . 
spiral band rather broad, margined by two distinct elevated 
lines with the intermediate space convex or concave; last volu
tion ventricose, extended below, and marked by an elevated 
line which is a continuation of the suture line; aperture some
what rounded, and extended in front; columella extended be
low and imperforate. 

Length, from .05 to .25 of an inch. 
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This Elhell resembles 'Pleurotomaria (Murchisonia) conula in gen':. 
eral form, and in some degree in extl:lrnal characters; but it is 
less strictly conical, the volutions are more rotund in the middle, 
the spiral band broader and more elevated, never double, the last 
volution much more ventricose, and the columella imperforate. 
The nodes on the uppel' margin of each volutiou arl:l triangular 
wi~h the apex above, and appear as if sculptured from the sub
stance of the shell, leaving similar equal reversed spaces' be
tween each. In some well presl:lrved specimens, these nodes 
bl:lcome diffused bel()w in several strong, vertical strire, which 
reach the spiral band. These do not reach the lower side of 
the volution, which sometimes shows a single elevatedrevolv~ 
iag line. The strong' elevated line on the lower side of the 
last volution is ,also a distinguishing feature. ' 

III fl'agments of the shell showing single volutions, the strong 
nodes area distinguishing feature. Some specimens show re-
mains of transverse or curved strire, but in many this charactl:lt 
is not observable., 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, T~anesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

MURCHISONIA ATTENUATA. 

Plate 32, Fig. 13. 

Murchisonia.attenuala, HAJ.[" Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 2i. 1856. 
J[urch~onia atlenMta, HALL. 'Vhitfield; Bulletin, 3, Am. Mus. Nat. fliRt., p. 88, pI. 

9, fig. 13. 1882. 

Shellsubulate, elongate; spiro very gradually tapering; volu
tions nine or more; flattened; scarcely convex in the middle 
and marked by a spiral band which is margined on either side 
by a strong elevated carina; suture bounded on each side by a 
sharp elevated line, which is smaller than those bordering the 
spiral band; aperture transverse; umbilicus closed'. 

'Phis shell is 'extremely elongate and attenuate; the volutions, 
though scarcely convex in the, middle, have sometimes an 
angular appearance from the elevated strire or carina border
ing the spiral band. The only specimen in my collection is 
imperfect, and the full number of volutions and forJIl of aper
ture are unknown. The only surface markings distinctly visi-
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ble are ,the two strGng lines bGrdering the band, and .one abGve 
and belGw margining the suture, though they have probably 
been minute transverse strire. 

Locality.-Spergen HiH, Ind. 

M URCHISONIA VERMICUL.>\. 

Plate 32, Fig. 11. 

Murohillo7l.Ul ~icula, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 27. 1856 . 
.M,uTchisonia vermicula, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mu~. Nat. Hist., p. 87, 

pI. 9, fig. 11. 1882, 

Shell cylindrical, abruptly tapering at the apex; volutiGns. 
frGm six to ten, moderately convex in the middle, and scarcely 
diminishing for the first four or five turns ab.ove the base, but 
becoming more abruptly contracted above; the surface of each 
volution marked by two very prominent revolving strire, hav
ing a space between them .on the periphery and a single finer 
line belGw, and one above near the suture; the last volution n.ot 

, ventric.ose, and marked by a fifth revGlving striati.on, which is a 
cGntinuati.on .of the suture line; aperture brGadly .oval, rGunded 
belGw; cGlumella imperfGrate. Shell minute. 
, Length, .14 .of an inch. , 
This ~hell is very similar tG M. attenuata, but is !Jluch smaller 

and mGre cylindrical in form, and with mGre convex v.olutiGns 
which do not unifGrmly diminish toward the apex; as in that 
sp·ecies. The surface markings are similar, but the convexity 
of'the volutiGn along the periphery offers a contrast witbthe 
flattened form of lJ1. attenuata. 

, LocaUties'-,Spergen ,Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind_ 

• 
MURCIIIS.oNIA TURRITELLA. 

Plate 32, Fig. 12. 

MWI'chisQllia turri/ella, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 27. 1856. 
lIlurchisoniatltrritella, 'II..\LL. Whitfield; 'Bulletin 3" Am. Mus. Nat. Hist, p. 88, 

• pI. 9. fig. 12. 1882. 

Shell subulate, elongate, gradually tapering to the apex; 
suture distinct; vGlutiGnsabollt nine; equallyrGlltHied, the Jast 
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on~ slightly ventricose; surface marked by closely arranged, 
rounded, t;evolving strire, which are stronger on the middle of 
the volution; fine revolving strire on e~ch volution of the spire, ! 

and about. seven on the last volution; .aperture sub-ovate; col
umella slightly extended and curved around the aperture im
p p-rfo rate. 

Length, .18 to .50 of an inch. 
This species has more resemblance to the genus TURRITELLA 

than to MURCHISONIA in its obvious characters, there being no 
distinct spiral band, nor variation in size of the revolving strire. 
It is much larger than M. vermicula and readily distinguished 
by uniformly tapering from base to apex. There are no visible 
transverse strire on our speCimens. 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

M TJRCHISONIA TEREBRIF9RMIS. 

Plate 32, Figs. 15, 16. 

Murchisonia tmoebriformis, HALL. Trans. Alb. lust., vol. iv, p. 28. 1856. 
lIfurcliisrmia tel'ebrifOlmis, HALL. Whitfield i Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 

86, pI. 9, figs. 15, 16. 1882. 

Shell extremely elongate, subulate-acute; volutions eight or 
nine, very convex, marked by a broad spiral ba,nd i'n the center, 
last volution ventricose; suture deeply marked; surface orna
mented on the upper side of the volutions by fine strire; which 
extend obliquely backward to the spiral band; below the band 
by one or two spiral elevated strire, and on the last volntion by 
fonr or five similar strire; aperture nnknown; umbilicus closed. 

Length, .33 of an inch. 
This shell is distinguished by its extremely. elongate and 

pointed form, with round, ventri~ose final ,volution. The per
iphery of the volutions above the "hst one is rparked by a brpad 
spiral band, while on the last it falls below the middle of the 
volution. . 

In form, this species resembles M. turritella, but it is a larger 
shell, and has no spiral lines above the baud, while that species 
has four or five such strire, differing {rom'eachother only in 
size. The volutions of that shell are less prominently rounded 
than in the present species. 

Localities.-.Bloomington, and Lanesville, ~d. 
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MURCHISONIA VINCTA. 

Plate 32,' Fig. 14. 

Loxonema vincta, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 28. 1856. 
Murchisonia vincta, (Hall, sp.) . Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 86, 

. pI. 9, fig. 14. ] 882. 

Shell extremely, elongate, very gradually tapering from the 
base; volutions convex below, appressed above, banded just be
low the suture, and marked by transverse arching striro; aper
ture ovate, wider berow; umbilicus closed. 

Length, 1 inch. 
The only specimen which I have seen of this species is a 

fragment, preserving the aperture imperfectly, with six volu
tions of the spire. The specimen has all the characters of 
Loxonema, in the general aspect of the shell, appression of the 
upper edge of the volutiou at the suture, etc. In this species 
there is a distinct obtuse carination just below the suture; the 
striro are nearly obsolete in the present specimen from abrasion. 
On two or three of the volutions. are found some appearances 
of varices, but in the worn condition it can not be known if 
they are of specific value. 

Locality-Spergen Hill, Ind. 

CYCLONEMA, Hall. 

CYCLONEMA LEAVENWORTHANA. 

Plate 31, JiVg8. 29-31. 

Pleurotamana Leavenworthana, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 24. 18.'i6. 
Oyclonema Leattenworthana (Hall, Rp.). Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 

p. 75, pI. 8; fig,. 29-31. 1882. 

8hell ranging in form from sub-globose to terete-conical and 
elongate-ovate; spire conical, vnrying greatly in its elevation 

. from the young to the old shell; volutions five to seven, neatly 

. rounded and ventricose below; sut.ure well defined; aperture 
round-oval; umbilicus closed; surface marked by conspicuous, 
rounded, revolving striro, which are less than the spaces be
tween; striro less conspicuous on the b;se of the last volution;
the first line below the suture uniformly thinner and sharper 
than the others, and the spaces on each side wider. 

Length, from .05;0 .50 of an inch. 
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This species is very variable in form, depending apparently 
upon age; the young shell is much shorter, and the general 
form more globose. With age the spire becomes extended, 
~nd. finally much elongated; There is no spiral band distinct 
from the revoiving strire; awl in. this respect the shelldif;fers 
from the strict definition of PLEUROTOMARIA. In the elongated 
forms it is more like MURCHISONIA, from whicli it likewise diffe):,'s 
iu the absence of the spiral band. 

Localities.-Alton, Ills.; Spergen Hill, Limesville, aud Bloom
ington, Ind. 

CYCWNEMA SUBANGULATUM. 

Plate 31, Fig. 32. 

Pleurotomaria 8ubongulata, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 25. 1856. 

Oyclonema subangulatum, (Hall, sp.) Whitfield; Bnlletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 

76, pI. 8, fig. 3!. ) 882. 

Shell ovate-conical; volutions about five or six, angular above, 
the last one yentricose below; upper side of volution nearly 
rectangular to the direction of the spire; aperture ovate, the 
inner side straight or convex, umbilicus closed; suture distinct; 
surface ornamented by unequal, revolving lines, those on the 
lower pat't of the last volution finer and more closely arranged; 
three of those on the periphery stronger and more distant, the 
upper one of these three stronger than the other two forming 
the sU-\llmitof the angle; midway between the angl(;l and, tile 
suture. is one strong angular strial, and on the outer side,and 
sometimes on the inner side of this, a finer one. 

Length, .35 of an inch. 
This differs from any of the associated species in the angular 

form of the upper side of the volutions; while the revolving 
strial arl3 unequal in their sizeand'distance from each other. 
There are some indications of finer revolving strire between 
the coarser ones, which, in perfect shells may be distinct. In 
casts of this species the angular upper side is a distinguishiu'&, 
feature. This species resembles dill form some varieties of P; 
yvanii of Leveille, and also in the angularity of th~ voluti&u, 
but it has fewer and more irregular strire, i\'Vhile in that species 
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-they are represented aSl'eguiar and numerous. No striffipar
:.:allet to the lines of growth have been observed, though doubt~ 
iless. they were present originally. 

Loealilies.-Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

LOXONEMA, Phillips. 

LOXONEiu YANDELLANA. 

Plate 31, Fig8. 3';, 36. 

~ ya1&deUana, HALL. Tran.~. Alb. [nst., vol. iv, p. 28. 18M. 
~yandellana, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 77, pI, 

8, figR. 3,'}, 36. ] 882. 

Sbell terete-subulate; spire elongate, very gradually tapering 
to the apex~ which is apparently obtuse; volutions about eight 
<or nine, very little convex, the last one scarcely expanded; 
:suture distinct; surface marked by fine thread-like stril:ll eross
ing the volutions with a slight undulation above the middle; 
.aperture ovate. 

Length, .20 to .50 of au inch. 
This species has a delicate subulate-terete form, .the volutions 

very gradually increasing to the base, the last one. is scarcely, 
more expanded than those above. It is readily distinguished 
from any other form here described. ' 

LocaWy.-Spergen Hill, Ind. ., 

EOTROCH U'!:3, W hitfi~ld. 

EOTUOCHUS CONCA VUS. 

, Plate 32, Fig8. 21-23. 

Plev.rofmrut,ria conr.ava, HALl.. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 24. :856. (Name pre
occupied.) 

Ptev.l"Otomaria tenuimarginata,· HALL. S. A. Miller; Cat. Am. Pal. FORi(, p. 245.' IS7't. 
EOlrOchU8 tJOncavu~ (Hall, sp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. His't.,p. 78. 

pI. 9; figs. 21-23. ]882. .. . . . 
, "1· 1: 

Shell trochiform; spire depressed-conical; volutipns about 
five, flattened. or. slightly concave above; base of' shell concave; 
peripheryalato,' alation curving downward atrthematgin ;"aper:
tnre transverse(yovate (the wider part at :the pn~u·,);,iui~b,ili~'~~ 
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of medium size, round; suture linear, rather indistinct; surface
smooth or marked by ~bs@}.escent .ire, which "turn abruptly 
backward from the suture to the periphery; similar strire are
sometimes visible on the base of the shell, bending abruptly 
backward on the alation. . 

])iameter, .25 to .75 of an inch; height, from .20 to near .5o. 
of an inch. 

The umbilicus is tlomewhat distinctly margined, the npper 
sutures are often ob'3olete (perhaps from wearing), and the strire
are usually but 'faintly visible . 

. If the last volution were inflated, the alation would form a 
distinct carination or elevated spiral band upon the periphery,. 
presenting the characteristics of the genul:l, but in its present 
condition the shell might with almost equal propriety be refer
red to TROCHUS, or to the typical species of the genus STRAPA-

. ROLLUS. 
Localities.-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind_ 

BULIMORPHA, Whi~field. 1882. 

* BulimeUa, HALL. 1856.-Not Pfeiffer, 1852. 

Shell fusiform or Bub-fusiform (elol'lgate); volutions of mod
erate convexity, the last one much enlarged; columella trun
cate, outer lip with a slight notch or sinus at the margin near 
its junction with the pillar. 

The three species here described have their nearest analogies
with BULIMUS and ACHATINA so far as I can at present deter
mine. The shells CJtll not b'\J satisfactorily referred to any 
established genus. 

BULIMORPHA BULIMIFORMIS. 

Plate 31, Figs. 37-39. 

Bulimella bulimiformiB, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 29. 1856. 
Polyphemopsis buUmiformiB, fuLL. M. &. W.j Geol. Rept. Ill., vol. ii, p. 372. 1866.
Bulimorplla bulimiformill, HALL. Whitfield j Bulletin 3, AI)l. Mus. Nat. Hist., p_ • 

74, pl. 8, figs. 37-39. 1882. , 

Shell fusiform elongate; spire nearly equal to half th~ length 

[ .. This generic name was preocoupi~d by Pfeiffer in 1852. as pointed out hy Meek k 
Worthen in 1866. (Geological Report of Illinois, vol. ii. p. 372,) and was by them referred tc. 
the genus Poiyphemopsis of Portlock.) 
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()f the entire .shell; volutions about six, slightly convex in the 
middle, .increasing somewhat rapidly, the last one equaling in 
le-ugth all the others; aperture elongate-ovaL acute at each ex
tremity slightly sinuate at the upper outer angle; columella 
:slightly curved, and truncate at the base, surface smooth or 
with taint lines of growth. 

Length, .125 to .75 of an inch. 
Locality.-Spe,l'gen Hili, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

BULIMORPHA CANALICULATA. 

Plate 31, Fig. 41. 

Eulimella canalicu1ata, HALL: Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 29. 1856. 
Polyphemopsis canaliculata, HALL. M. and W.; Geol. Rept. III., vol. ii, p. 372. 1866, 
1Julimorpha canaficulata, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 74. 

pI. 8, fig. 41. 1882. 

Shell sub-fusiform, somewhat elongate; spire short, scarcely 
-equaling the length of the last volution; volutions about five, 
upper ones scarcely convex; rapidly diminishing to the apex; 
last vol uti on longer than the spire above, slightly ventricose; 
:suture canaliculate, the groove margined by a slight sharp car
ination at the upper edge of the voluti(!)n; ~perture, sub-ovate; 
~urface smooth, or marked with tine lines Of growth, which are 
.abruptly bent backward at the carination on the upper edge of 
the volution, which marks the notch iIi the upper angle of the 
.aperture. 

Length, .18 of an inch. , 
'fhis species differs from B. bulimiformis in the canaliculate 

:suture and conspicuous carination on the upper edge of the 
volution. The spire is,sborter in proportion to the last vqlu
tion, and it has apparently one volution less. 1'he surface 
markings are obscure, but the position of the lines of gro\\)th" 
.and their abrupt backward bending upon the upper edge of the 
voiution, show their direction. 

Localitics.-Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

" 
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. BULIMORPHA ELONGATA. 

PWte 31, Figs. 40. 

~ulimdla elongata, HALL. 'frans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 30. 1856. 
polypke:rtwpsis elangata, HUL. M. and W.; Geol. Rep. 111., vol. 2, p. 372, 1866. 
Polllphemop!fis teretiformis, HUL. Cat. Am. Pal. Foss. S. A. Miller, p. 245. 1877. 
Bulimorpha elnngata (Hall, sp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am., Mus. Nat.l-list., p. 75". 

pl. 8, fig. 40. J 882. 

Shell extremely elongate; volutions seven or eight (perhaps. 
nine), somewhat rapidly ascending, moderately convex, the-
greatest convexity a little above the middle, last one slightly; 
ventricose; suture distinct; an undefined angular elevation be-
low, corresponding' to the notch in the lip; surfaee nearly
smooth; direction of the.strire scarcely visible . 

. Length .50 of an.ineh. 
This speeiesis distinguished from the others ehieHy by the

greater number of volutions, more elongate spire, and propor
tionally sn'lallerbody volution. The surface, as in the others,.. 
is nearly smooth, and the direction of the strife scarcely visible_ 

Loeality.-Spergen Hill, and Lallesville, Ind .. 

ROLOPEA, Hall. 

HOLOPEA PROUTANA. 

Plate 31, Figs. 33-34. 

Ifolopea Proutanu, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv., p. 30. 1856. 
HoWpea (Oallonemaf) Proutana (Hall, sp.) Whitfield j Bulletin 3, AID. Mus. Nat_ 

Hist., p. 72, pI. 8, figs. 33,34. 1882; 

Shell ovate-conical; spire somewhat rapidly tapering; volu
tions about six; moderately convex, la.st one ventricose, sub:-

};".' angular in the direction of the suture line, and obliquely ex-
'tended below; suture sharply defined; aperture round-oyater 

oblique on the upper side; pilla.r lip slightly reflexed in the- ' 
umbilical region; umbilicus closed; surface marked by nne
strire parallel to the lines of growth. 

Length .062 to .50 of an inch. 
This shell has the apperance of a small PALUDINA, which is in

deed the general aspect of the species of this genus. The last; 
volution is ventricose and extended in front; the higher volo.-
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tiOIlsof t,he spire are moderately convex, the greatefilt convex
itybeitig in the middle or slightly below. The last volution 
shows an obtuse undefined angle in continuation· of the suture 
line. No revolving strial are visible upon the surface. 

Localities.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and 'Bloom-
ington, Ind. . , 
',' 

!i MACRO CHElL US, Phillips. 

MACROCHEILUS? LITTON AN US. 

Plate 31, Fig. 28. 

~q.ticr" Littonana,HALJ.. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 30. 18M. 
MacrJcheilus Littonana (Hall, sp.) Whitfield i Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 
• 72, pI. 8; fig. :!8. 1882. 

, Shell short, sub-fusiform; spire -depressed-conical; volutions 
a,bo!lt four, rapidly increasing from the apex, the last volution 
syhimetricaUy ventricose and prolonged below';: suture not 
strongly marked; aperture 'narrow-ovate, sharp above, and nar
rowing near the front; outer lip thin i inner lip thickened; 
surface striated. 

Height, .25; diameter, .19; last volution, .17 of an inch. 
This shell bears a near resemb!ance to Littorina pusilla of 

McCoy (Carb. Foss. of Ireland, p. i32, pI. 5, fig. 26), but that 
shell is somewhat more elongate, with a higher spire, while the 
'aperture is broader below, the pillar lip more aJ;ched neal' the 
front. In the present species the body volution is also a little 
more ventricose. 

Locality.-Bloomington, Ind. 

NATICOPSIS, McCoy. 

N ATICOPSIS CARLEYANA • 

. Plate.S), 1<198. 26, 27. 

NJ(ic~ ;atrleiJa~; HAl'..L. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 31. ]856. 
Natioopm Carleya'lla (HaU, !>Jl;) . ,Whitfit'ldi Bulletm 3, Am; 'Mu •. N.t .• Bist., p. 7lj 
,;:W.8, .figs. 2~, 27.' ~882. 

, .. Shellsub.gJobose; spire short, consisting of ~out,three vol:u:. 
tions, which iQcrease very rapidly, the last one extremely venitri:,; 

24-GKOL. • 
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cose; suture not distinctly defined; aperture ovate, straight 'on 
the columella side; outer lip sharp; inner lip thickened; colu
mella with a distinct groove near the base of the lip for the 
reception of the operculum;, surface marked by fine, elevated 
strire corresp<;mding to the lines of growth. 

Height, .10 to .30; diameter, .08 to .34 of an inch. 
",>,_ This little shell has the external character and general ap-

pearance of the genus N ATICA, but differs in the absence of an 
umbilicus. In this respect it corresponds to the genus N ATI

COPSIS, as described by McCoy. 
The shell is quite distinct in character from all others in this 

formation, except its congener, which has a higher spire and 
narrower aperture. Many of the specimens are worn quite 
smooth, and afford but faint traces of the strire; and only in a 
few instances, near the suture, are they preserved in a perfect 
condition. ' 

Localities.-Alton, Ills.; Spergen Hill and Bloomington, Ind, 

PI.JATYCERAS, Conrad. 

PLATYCERAS ACUTIROSTRIS. 

Plate 31, Figs. 13, 15. 

Gapulus acutil'Ostris, HALL. Trans. Alb. Jnst., vol. iv, p. 31. 1856. 
Oapulus acutirostris, HALL. Geol. Rept. Iowa, p. 665, pI. 23, fig". 14. 1858. 
Platyceras acutirost1-is, (Hall, sp.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 

67, pI. 8, figs. 13, 15. 1882. 

,/ Shell ,obliquely' conical, more abruptly contracted above, and 
continued in more slender proportions to the apex, which Is in
curved, making about a single volutipn without contact with 
the body of the shell; aperture sub-circular, margin sinuate; 
surface sub-plicate, with narrow sub-angular folds and wider 
depressed spaces; lihes of growth strong, abrupt upon the an
gles, and arching forward on the spaces between. 

This species is not remarkably differ(Jnt from others of the 
same genus in the Carboniferous and Devonian rocks. The 
apex, however, is more fllender, and the arching of the strire 
on the surface is more extreme than I have observed in species 
of this form . 

• 
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In other specimens the elevated folds and wide depressions 
-do not alternate regularly,and the surface is uuequallyplicate 
or undulating. 

Localities.-Spergeu Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

BELLEROPHON, Montfort. 

BELLEROPHON SUBLJEVIS. 

Plute 31, Figs. 6, 7. 

Bellerophrm sublrevi.., HALL. Trans. Alb. InHt., vol. iv, p. 32. 1856. 
Bdlerophrm BUblrevis, HALL. Geol. Iowa, p. 666, pI. 23, fig. 15. I 1858. 
Belltrophrm sublretis, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Rist., p. 89, pI. 

8, figs. 6. 7. 1882. ,i 
Shell sub-globose, inflated hn the last volution; aperture 

transverse, arcuate, expanded, the lip thickened and much 
extended at the junction with the volution; umbilicus closed; 
dorsum carin'ated by a narrow slightly elevated carina; surface" 
ornamented by fine, regular strirewhich bend abruptly and 
deeply backward on the carina, denoting the depths of the 
emargination of the lip; strire so~:netimes irregular from intel'
rupted growth. 

Length, from half to one inch. 
This shell differA from the preceding in its larger size, and 

more globose character of the outer volution, exhibiting no 
flattening across the dorsum.' It differs also in the absence of 
longitudinal stri~ and umbilicus. In worn specimens the strire 
and carina are often quite obliterated; and the general form of 
the shell is the only guide to its specific distinction. 

Locali{ies.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloom
ington, Ind. 

BELLI£UOPHON TgXTILIS. 

Plate 31, Figs. 4, 5. 

BeUerophrm cancellatu8, HAU" Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. :H. 1856., 
B.ellerophrm textilis, HALL, Cat. Am. Pal. FORS., 8. A. Miller. 1877. 
BeUerophrm textilis, (Hall, ~p.) Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. M~s. Nat, Hist, p., 90, 

pl. 8, figs. 4, 5. 11)82. 

Shell sub-globose; aperture transvers"ely oval, arcuate, with 
the lip reflexed at the sides; umbilicus small in young shells, 
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and scarcely visible in the older specimens from the thickening 
'of the lip; surfitce marked by fine longitudinal reflected stri~, 
of which apout· thirty may be counted on each side of the 
carina increasing by implantation with the age of the shell; 
carina rather narrow and little elevated, vQry indistinctly 
marked by the longitudinal atrire. Transverse atrire, in the 
direction of the lines of growth, irregular, sub-imbricate, more 
distant than the longitudinal strire, bending backward on the 
carina. At the crossing of the two sets of' strire the surface is 
slightly nodulose, in well preserved specimens. 

Length, .125 to .75 of an inch or more. . 
This beautiful species resembles the B. decussata of Fleming'; 

and it is with some hesitation that I propose a different desig
nation. Brit our shell is less distinctly umbilicate; and b9th 
the longitudinal and transverse stri~ appear to be closer in tha~ 
species than in this one, while the spiral band is narrower anq 
less conspicuous, and is faintly marked by three of the longi
tudinal strire. In our species the transverse strire likewise bend. 
more abruptly backward on the carina, than is represented if}. 
B. decussata. 

Localities.-:-Spergen Hill, Lanesville, and Bloomington, Ind. 

PTEROPODA. 

CONULARIA, Mille.r. 

CONULARIA SUBULATA. 

Plate aI, Fig. 3. 

Oonulalw' subulata, HA.LL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 32. 1856. 
Oonulal'ia subulata, HALL Wliitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 91, pI. 8, 

fig. 3. 1882. 

Shell quadrangnlar, the four sides nearly flat, and converging 
at an angle of about Uso; surface marked with a distinct lon.
gitudinal groove on each of the angles, and numerous regula':, 
smooth, closely~arranged, elevated, transverse strire, which p'..tSs 

a little obliquely downward toward the m.iddle of each of the 
sides, when they meet at a very obtuse angle. Asing-Ie s~arp 
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longitudinal line passes down thecentel' of each side, withollt 
interrupting the transverse strire; angles truncate or rounded 
toward the apex. 

LeJllgth, .50 of an inch. 
Locality.-Alton, Ill.\ 

CEPHALOPODA. 

N A UTIL US, Breyn. 

NAUTILUS CLARKANUS. 

Plate 31, Fig. 1. 

... 

Rautilua clarkanua, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 32. 1856. 
Nautilus clarkanua, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 92, pI. 8, 

fig. 1. 1882. 

Shell sub-discoidal, flattened on the dorsum [veotrumJ, and 
:angular at its lateral margin; umbilicus large, showing all. the 
inner volutions; volutions (number unkown) rapidly diminish~ 
ing, broader than high, not embracing; surface ornamented by 
.a deep revolving groove round the dorso-Iateral [ventro-Iateral] 
margin, between which and the umbilicus, is a single row of 
indistinct nodes, and about five or six strong strire, which are 
crossed by fine elevated strire. Aperture transversely ova.!; 
septa slightly concave, and separated by spaces about equal to 
·oue-fourth the greater diameter of the volutions. 

The specimens described is somewhat worn upon the. dorsal 
[ventral] side, which may have obliterated the' fine transverse 
·or longitudinal strire, remaining upon the lateral edge of th.~ 
.:shel1. .. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill! and Lanesville, Ind. 

'ORTHOOERAS, Breyn. 

ORTHOCERAS EPIGRUS. , 
Plate 31, Fig, 2 . 

.()rthoceras epigrua, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., vol. iv, p. 33. 1856. 
-Orthoceras epigrus, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3; Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 91, pI. 8, 

fig. 2. 1882. 

Shell sub-cylindrical, very gradually tapering; section circu-
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Jar; siphuncle small, sub-central; septa slightly concave, sepa
rated by spaces equal to about one-third the diameter of the
shell; surfiwe marked by distant, rather faint, longitudinal 
lines. 

This species resembles O. munsterianum of de Koninck, but it 
is much smaller, less tapering, and has more distant septa. It 
also appears to differ in the surface markings, having traces 01 
faint longitudillallines, while that species is smooth. 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

AI\NELIDA. 

SPIRORBIS, Lamarck. 

SPIRORBIS ANNULATUS. 

Plate 32, Fig. 30. 

Spirorbis annulatus, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, p. 34. 1856. 
Spirorbis annulatu8, HALL. Whitfield; Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist" p. 92, pI.. 

9, fig. 30. 1882. 

Shell planorbicular, more or less ascending, irregular, spiral; 
spire composed of about three turns, which are contiguous or 
more or less disconnected; umbilical side more or less deep and 
regular, according to the regularity of the spiral; surface orna
mented with strong~annulations, with finer strire between. 

Diameter from .u62 to .25 'of' an inch. 
This species, like others of' the genus, is very irregular in its. 

convolutions, being sometimes almoi:lt entirely disjoined. The 
two first volutions are often'in the same plane, while the suc
ceeding one becomes deflected or extremely 'irregular. Some 
individuals are quite regular throughout. In worn specimens 
the annulations are .partially worn off', and appear only as trans-
verse nodes upon the ·surface. ~ ~ 

Localities.-Alton, Ill.; Spergen Hill, Bloomingt()n, ahd Lane~-
ville, Ind. ., 
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SPIRORBIS NODULOSUS. 

Plate 32, Fig. 31. 

.Spirorbis annutatus, var. nodulo8U8, HALL. Trans. Alb. Inst., ·vol. iv, p. 34. 1856 . 

.8pirorbis noduio8U8 (Hall sp.) Whitfield, Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 93, pI. 
9, fig. 31. 1882. . 

Shell in form like the preceding; last volution strongly de-
1lected; 'volutions sub-angular, marked by oblique striro or 
ridges, which become strongly nodulose on the umbilical side, • 
.and particularly towards the aperture. 

Locality.-Spergen Hill, and Lanesville, Ind. 

CRUSTACEA. 

LEPERDITIA, Roualt. 

LEPERDITIA CARBONA RIA. 

~late 32, Fig8. 24, 27. 

Opthere (misprint for Cytherina) Carbonaria, HALL. Trans. Alb. lnst., vol. iv, pi 
33. 1856. 

Leperditia Carbonaria (Hall sp.) Whitfield j Bulletin 3, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 
94, pI. 9, figs. 24, 27. 1882. 

Shell ovaloI' sub-ovate, gibbous, slightly compressed toward 
the margins, ventral [dorsal] margins straight, one-third less 
than the greatest length of the valves; extremities rounded, 
qroader anteriorly; dorsal [ventral] margin forming a broad 
<lurve; surface smooth. 

This species does not exceed a single line in length. Com
pare with C. pusilla, McCoy. 

Localities.-Spergen Hill, Bloomington, and Lanesville, Ind. 
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j)IMOMMJEiE. 

DIATOMS OF THE WATERS OF INDIANA. 

BY RItV. GEO. I •. CURTISS, M. D., D. D. 

The microscopist very soon finds in all waters, salt and fresh, 
an innumerable host of exceedingly small, beautifully mar~ed, 
and singularly shaped microscopical bodies, which have received 
the general name, Diatom. They form the "last division of 
the Algal group, and occupy the same relation to vegetableslJs 
do the infusoria to the anim,al kingdom." What is usually 
seen by the microscopist .is only the shell of the diatom, 
-composed of pllre silicon. There are two shells inclosing the 
vegetable matter, called the frustrules, "between which is the 
small connective barid which di.vides the body into two parts." 
In the interior is the endochrome or coloring matter, usually of 
.a yellowish brown color or a deep green, with a few oil drops, 
·either dear or of a slightly yellow-brown. These oil drops are 
:not always present . 

. Diatoms are found extensively in fresh and salt water. A 
few are common to both. Those from salt water are usually 
larger thau those from fresh water, but are not a,ny more beao--
tiful to the. eye or interesting to the naturalist. ' 

It was once supposed that the salt water possessed mapy 
more and richer varieties than the fresh,bilt late investigations 
:show that old ponds, lagoons and bayous of onr Western 
rivers are as rich in varieties, having as delicate a,nd intricate 
markings as ilny portion of the ocean. Running brooks are 
fine places to find varieties not inhabiting still water, while the 
-clear and purling waters of the springs of our county furnisq. 
varieties equaling any in delicacy and beauty. 
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As fosliil, diatoms are fouud iu abundance such as to, ren
der them an important factor in the study of the minute
structure of the rocks. At Blin, in Bohemia, is a bed of dia-• 
toms 130 feet thick. They are mostly of the kind known as· 
"Navicula," and exist in numbers beyond calculation. At Pla
nitz, Saxony, exists a bed of fresh water diatoms, showing that 
in earlier geological ages there were immense fresh water ponds~ 
as now. The city of Berlin rests on ,a clayey peat 60 feet 
thick, composed of diatom fragments. At" Wismar, on the 
Baltic, there is deposited every year, as appears from official 
documents, 228,854 cubic feet of mud, and the accumulation 
has continued at this rate for more than a hundred years." 
These mud banks were found by Ehrenbergh, to present" on an 
average one-tenth part of the entire mass" of diatoms, partly 
living and partly only the shells. At this rate the a:qnual de
posit of diatoms at Wismar was 22,885 cubic feet. "In the 
mud banks of Pil,lan the remains of diatoms were found to be 
in greater abundance than in those ofWismar." The mud de
posited by the Elbe is nearly one-half the flinty shells of dia
toms. "A mud bank in Victoria Land, 400 miles long and 120 
broad, is composed of silicious valves of diatoms." 

Along the Atlantic coast of the United States the same thing 
has been observed. At BQston harbor, in the marine marshes 
and around New Haven, Conn., also ill the marshes of Amboy, 
N. J., the same prevalence of diatoms is observed. Richmond 
and Petersburgh, Va., are built on diatom beds 18 feet thick. 
Lake Boa, in the Island of Mull, Scotland, furnished Prof. Greg
ory with 130 new species. Prof. Bailey discovered, near West 
Point, a remarkable layer or deposit of' fossil diatom. "This. 
deposit," he says, "is about a foot below the surface of a snlall 
peat bog, immediately at the foot of the southern escarpment. 
of the hill on which the celebrated Fort Putnam stands. In 
draining this bog a large ditch was dug, and among the matter
thrown out my attention was attracted by a very light white or
clay-colored substance, which, when examined closely in the 
sunshine, showed minute, glimmering, linear particles. On 
submitting it to observation, by means of a good microscope~ 
I found it to be almost entirely composed of fossil organisms," 
a large portion being diatom!:!. 

You may take fish from eith~r salt or fresh water, and exam-
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Ine the contents of the stomach by the microscope, and in m,ost 
{lases there will be found quantities of diatoms, unaffected by 
the process of digestion, - How the fish utilizes diatoms in 
growth We can not tell, but that they are found in the fish has 
often been demonstrated. 

The guano imported from the southern islands, and so largely 
employed for fertilizing, is found to contain immense numbers 
of "diat'omaceous structures of great elegance and richness, 
and, as we gaze upon these minute cases, we can not fail of 
being struck with the fact of the great resistance to decompo
sition which they possess. In this instance they must have 
gone through the process of digestion twice, and been subjected 
to the action of the elements for centuries," guano' being the 
,droppings of birds after feeding upon the fish which had 
fed upon the diatoms. "But uuder all these iufluences they 
{lontinue unchanged, and the eye of the naturalist at last de
tects these minute structures still possessing their original 
bllauty, with the delicate tracery of their rich configurations, 
,almost as sharp and clear as it was, perhaps, a thousand years 
,ago." 

Let us go out to a pond or marsh ill any portion of Indiana 
,and see what will come to our glass. We will find moee or less 
.green scum growing on the water, beAides a great variety of 
-short hail's 01' masses of sponge-like substance attached to 
sticks and st011es in the watce. There will be long, green, wav
ing filaments, noticeable for their slenderness, and a slimy or 
,gelatinolls substance, holding to everything in the water. The 
green scum is one form. of AlgID, a most delicate vegetable of 
the Oryptogamic form. The waving or oscill,ating filaments are 
.another kind of AlgID. The sponge·like substance is still an
other form of AlgID, while attached to, and geowillg 'more as a 
parasite to the AlgID, there may be found anothee vegetable called 
the Diatom, though classed with the AlgID. Ip the slimy, gel
.atinous substance will be found also diatoms of almost endless 
variety. The mud deposit of these ponds will be found eom
posed of an average of forty per cent. of Diatom shells" from 
which they may be readily separated by various processes for 
-examination. The variety of forms and markings arrest at· 
tention, and the inquirer studies the character of' these little 
things with an ever increasing wonder. 

. , 
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Take a portion of water known to conta.in a large number of 
Diatoms; pour in, a small quantity of nitric or sulphuric acid 
fl,nd boil for some ,minutes. Wash out the acid remaining, and 
place a drop of this water on a slide under the microscope and 
you discover the shell cleaned of all foreign substances and re
maining as, bright and beautiful as if no corroding acid had 
ever been placed upon it. If, into the water containing 
Diatoms hydro-fluoric acid is dropped and allowed to stand 
for' a time,. "the cellular. membrane of, vegetable nature is. 
formed beneath, having the same strire a.nd design as the sili
cious coat." May we not have here the secret of ·the Diatom 
growth? The vegetable bioplasm, endowed by its Creator with 
its distinctive powers, grows with its. individual strire and 
markings; eliIl}ina;ting from the water that kind of· matter 
which issiliciou6,suitable for its protection, and causes it to de
posit upon it(Oelf with its own individual mat·kings. The shell 
thus formed becomtli a shield for protection to the delicate algre . ,..... 
It encloses..""" ,. • 

• "The Academy tof Genoa has pu"blished a paper by Count 
Castrea," says a ra()ent-number of the Journal of Microscopy, 
"on the importance of diatoms in the formation of the earth's 
crust. Owing to the indestruetible nature of their shells, the 
author believes that fossil diatoms enable him to demonstrate 
that in the vegetable kingdom 'the fixity of species is a con
stant law.' " 

The most casual observer can not but discover the striking 
resembl&nce between diatoms known to be fossil, and those of 

. the present growth. 
A careful study of diatoms, ancient and modern, fossil and 

recent, reveals the fact that the· laws of nature as to chemistry,. 
vegetable life, form and relations, are the same, though sepl}
rated by thousands of years. If this were not so, we should 
expect to filld between diatoms of ages ago differences so:' 
marked, when subjected to the action of laws of' to-day, t.hat 
the tyro in observation could see them. But as it is, the most 
careful and rigid examination and subjection to tests, both 
'chemical and microscopical, reveal no difterences, save in an 
endless variety of markings and forms. The mathematics of 
God knows no variable quantity. 

The movement of diatoms.is a phenomenon not fully ex-
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pJained. The microscopist, when viewing diatoms fresh from 
the water, will not fail to obsel'vo that some of them have a 
considerable motion, moving ti)l'wUI'd and backward, and turn
i,ng, completely around, as if moved by force 'of v:-ill. It was 
tbj~movemellt that led earlier stndents to class these as infuso
J!i~., It is now pl'etty well establi8he~ that they are vegetable 
bodies, covered with plates of silex. But the movement is 
6Qmething difficult of' explanation. I have found that most of 
the moving diatoms are surrounded by a cloud of jelJy, and 
li\ometimes a number of small cilia are seen attached to the 
edges, and have at times a slight movement. These pseudo
cUia. are not always present. Even when absent the diatom 
may move. When diatoms have been boiled either in clear 

. WAter or in acid, they lose the flocculent matter surrounding 
thElm, an~ possibly in which they grow, al\.d at th'e same time 
10s.e the power of locomotion. This fact, otte,n observed, leads 
me to believe that the jelly surrounding. thc,Jjnidus,' is in some 
way the cause of. the movement of diatoms., :'!~. 

Dr. Max Scqultze, of Bonn, takes the position that the pres
ence of' oil globules in the diatom may; by its repulsion, ac
count in part for this movement. That there exists oil globules 
can not well be dispt.1ted, after the results of his continued ex
periments. He thinks that these, by repelling the wa.ter, may 
thus proceed through the water .. Dr. Schultze expresses doubt 
as to a free motion of' diatoms in water, unless they can touch 
something by their raphre or midrib by which it has resistance 
l;!.fforded sufficient to cause true motion. He thinks the ~otion 
~ d\le to coming in contact with the cover glass, or the' slide 
with its raphre. I hardly think this can be so, for having 
placed naviculas' in a watch crystal, I have examined them 
when no cover glass could come in contact with the diatom, 
and during such times have seen the movements nearly or quite 
as marked as when under a cover glass. 
; Since writing the above, I find that Dr. Schultze speaks of 
the existence of this jelly-like cloud around most diatoms in .a 
natural state, and calls it the" sarcode," but does not attribute 
toi.t very great influence in the movements. , 
!. Professo~ Smith, of America, has observed and traced the 
outline of this "sarcode." A. microscopist at Buffalo, N. Y., 
has made some interesting observations on the movements of 
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diatoms in the Niagara waters, which harmonize with the the
ot'y of motion depen,dent upon the Jelly-like substance sur-
rounding the body of the diatom. , 

There are som~ diatoms common to all ponds, running streams, 
Jakes, seas and oceans. They seem to be cosmopolitan. These 
'are usually found among the Navicula, Fragilaria, Synedra and 
Pleurosigma. They are fouud in all waters, in all zones, and 
exist as fossil and recent. But each locality will reveal some 
diatoms peculiar to itself, and which may be taken as indigen-' 
ous to'1;hat particular water. Samples of water from various' 
ponds and streams of Indiana' reveal a variety of diatoms as 

J 

great as any State in this'Union, or posl'!ibly any country on the 
globe, Dr. Van Heurck has published engravings of 1,700 dif
,ferent varieties of diatoms found in the waters of jBelgium; 
and still that industrious microscopist and his able assistants 
are finding new varieties almost ea9h week. It may be confi
dently affirmed that the waters of' Indiana are as rich in dia
toms, and present as many varieties, as do the waters of Belgium. 
The diligent microscopists of Indiana need no.t long for the 
sweet waters of other countries to employ their time in exam
inations when the waters of their own State are teeming with' 
beauties waiting to be found and studied. It may sound grand, 
ttnd have a srp.ack of learning, to say: "I have in my cabinet 
water with specimens from the Baltic, the Nile, or the Elbe," 
but it will sound more like home research and hearty love for 

,making contribution to science when the microscopist can say: 
"I have specimens from the Wabash, the Maumee, the White 
Water, the Sugar Creek, Missisinewa, the Muscatatuck, the ' 
Ohio, and'the hydt'ants of Indianapolis." 

Diatoms live and grow at all seasons of the yeat". Cold may 
possibly retard gt"owth and multiplication, but does not stop 

. eith()r: From the hydrant located at the corner of South and 
East stt"eets, Indianapolis, dllring the cold winter of 1880 and 
1881, I took spechnens neatly every day of the season. At no 
time did I go there fOt" specimens of algre and infusoria but T 

. found them iu abundance, accompanied always by great num
bers ,of diatoms in afresh, growing state. I have tttken thelli 
from water that was freezing cold, which could not congeal 
because it was :flowing from the bowl of the fountain, and still 
they were as frisky as ever. 
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"What may be the benefit derived fl'om a thorough study of 
these infinitessimal bodies?" is asked by the would-be utilitar
Ian. The answer is three-fold: 

1. It is educational to know what exists around us. We 
may have been led to s~ppose that only those things are noble 
.and valuable that.can be seen by the unaided eye. The micros
cope reveals even as beautiful, if not more b~autiful, things in 
the lesser world, and so the mind and heart are led to a higher 
education. 

~. The study of diatoms reveals clearly and undisputably 
the unity of the laws of nature. The laws controJ1ing in the 
geological ages were the same as are existing in the present age. 
The mind that planned and executed .then is planning and exe
cut.ing now. Nature has never been given pver to unguided and 
lawless forces, but He who first t<!>ok the ;eins of government, 
and guided the material universe, continues in the same work. 
The demonstration of this one discovery alone is rewardellough 
for all the labor, money, patience and time put into its study. 

8. There is some connection between the immense quanti
ties of diatoms in pond water and the fertilization of soil by 
alluvial deposits. Ehrenberg found that the earth washed 
down by the Nile and spread out over the Delta of Egypt was 
composed largely of diatoms. It has long been known that 
bottom lands overflown by the flooded river or creek become 
thereby exceedingly rich. On examination, diatoms are present 
in great abundance. The draining of a pond 'leaves rich and 
productive soil, wherein diatoms form no small part of the de
posit. Just how diatoms become a source of wealth, or act as 
a fertilizer, has not been discovered, but that they are such, 
can not be disproved. 
, Indiana diatoms possess a special interest to microscopist.s of 
thtl State. I present herewith carefully executed drawings 
from th'e microscope of 104 varieties of fresh water diatoms, 
taken from the hydrant and pond waters in and around Indi
anapolis, within a raditts of four miles, except. four specimens 
which were obtained in the waters at Shelbyville, Greenwood 
~lld Zionsville, Indiana. Could the same kind of careful ex
amination and drawings be made of the various localities ot 
Indiana, there is no telling what would be the revelations. 
Our waters are not poverty stricken as to int.ensely interesting 
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objects of natural history, but they are rich in materiaL.·When 
turning our attention to this field, we may say with ()ueof old* 
"The half has not been told." What is here presented, it is 
hoped, will be only a. pioneer work to what may follow when 
properly enco·uraged. . ' 
. ,In the prosecution of this WOJ'k I have been greatiy aided by 
Dr. J. M. Mansfield, of Indiana Asbury University, who kin<Jiy 
loaned me "The Synopsis of Diatoms of Belgium, by Dr. Yari 
Heurck, published in parts, commencing in 1880." This reooni 
work is the most valuable of all that were consulted; because 
of its simpli~ity and accuracy. . .' , 
. Dr.F. S. Newcomer, of Indianapolis, an enthusiast in micro~ 

sMpical studies,aided greatly in obtaining classi:fi:di.tion a,nd 
names, and in testing the work by loaning me his ." I>ia,w~ 
Iilacean~Typen-Platte," of J. D. Moller. The value of·ihie 
"·Platte" as a test of work done is beyonn estimate. 

In the Indiana State Library I all'lo found "A. Schmidt's 
Atlas der Diatomaceenkunde,"though this did not prove sO 
valuable aa aid as the work of Van Heurck in thenolhenCla
ture, yet in its geographical department it is excellent. ' 

From Hon. T. B. Redding, Ph. D., of New Castle, Ind:; an 
expert' microscopist, I received from time to time important 
suggestions and words of encouragement. 

At last, the drawings were put into the hauds of C. M. Vorcej 
of Cleveland, 0., a gentleman every way competent to examine 
and decide upon the correctness of such work. His copious 
notes and suggestion,s have been carefully studied, and mainly 
adapted and made a part of the work. . 

In this Synopsis of Diatoms of Indiana, I have a.dhered 
rigidly to a scale of 450 to 500 diameters, except in a few iB~ 
stances, where ill the explanations I have noted higher pow{lrs~ • My reason for so doing was to furnish something that the 
younger microscopist can use to advantage. Most' persons 
pursuing this study can obtain an objective giviug from 400 to 
:';00 diameters, but comparati vely few Call or will obtain higheF 
powers. .!for this reason, it seemed preferable to bringthl8 
study to a Hlle which might be made beneficial to others. ' t 
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